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INTRODUCTION

School personnel selecting social st esprograms for use in their
clalsrooms are faced with as wide array o atel-ials from ,which to choose.
Eaci year, publishers acid new titles to the already_ almost-overwhelming
numiper of social studies materials and resources available. Thus,. selection decisions become increasingly complex, aqd the questions facing
selectors more numerous.
4

What do they cost? Hby, long does it
take to use them? For whom are they °written?' Can my students use
them? What dick the authors have in mind when they wrote them? What
is the content? Do I need special-training t6 use them effectively? What
methods should I use in teaching--lecture? discussion? .independent study?
guided discovery? problem solving? Are the materials effective?, Has
anyone evaluated them to see if students like them and learn when using
them? These are the questions which are answered:--to the extent. that
reliable information is available--in the Data Book of Social Studies
Materials and Resources (formerly the Social Studies Curriculum Materials
What materials are available?

Data Book).

Our Objective is to provide analyses of curriculum materials which
will allow elementary and secondary school teachers, administrators, curriculum coordinators, and college methods ,teachers to select materials
which are appropriate to their students, school, and community pn t e
basis of grade level, discipline, underlying.philosophy, goals, strategies,
structure, content,'.innovativeness, and merit...
Development of the Data Book

The._Data Book project represents a lengthy and intense effort on
the ,part of individual staff members of the Social Science Education
Consortium, Inc. (SSEC) . Irving Morrissett and W. W. Stevens, Jr.
recognised Ithe.,critical need for analysis of curriculum materials, particuw of the vast numbers of materials becoming available as a
larly
deral funding of curriculum- development projects. In 1967
result
they deve pe'a the Curricululn Materials_Analysis System (CMAS)--an
analytical instrument devised for examination and evaluation of curriculum
materials. Morrissett and Stevens also recogniied the need foe a concise
compilation ,of information based on the MIAS. With financial support
from the National Science Foundation, they worked with the SSEC staff
to,orgafiize the Data Book project. ;The Data Book was first published,

in :1,971 in one loose-leaf volume. From 1971 through 1978 the SSEC
annually published two supplements to the Data Book. Each supplement
consisted of approximately 40 analyses of K-12 social studies materials
to be incorporated into theloose-leaf binders. By March 1978 the Data
Book had grown-to-11-11-4e volumes and contained five -categories of mate rrials.:__--project materials, (funded curriculum development project materials)*
extbooks, games and simulations, supplementary materials, and teacher'
resource materials.".'

the three y olu es' as becoming -formidable to potenAsthe co
tial users', the decision was made to roduce an annual, p, erbOund ver'0

1

If

sion of the Data Book. 'The paperbound version. will give periodical
) updates to the previous volumes. Thi's fourth annual' volume is funded
as an Information Analysis Product of the ERIC Clearinghouse for Social
Studies/Social, Science' Education, whose contract is held by th4- SSEC.

ti

Organization of the Data Book

.

Analyses of curriculum materials in the Data Book are,divided 'into
sections by grade level. Thus, the first major section of the book contains 14 two-page analyses- of elementary (K-6) social studies .materials,
arranged in two categories. "Textbooks" contains 7 analyses of commercially developed or federally fu ded textbooks , or textbook series.

,r

"Supplementary Materials" contains 7 analysed;-_ Many of the materials in
this category are based On sound filmstrips, audiocassettes, simulation,
or a multimedia approach to teac ng. The second. major'section of the '
book is devoted to secondary (7-12) curriculum materials; ,.20 analyses

of t xtbooks are presented, along with 18 analysed of supplementar

mater ls Materials appropriate for both elementary and secondar
students appear in the elementary section and ;are cross-referenced
in
.'
the secondary section.
.
k
The third section of the Data: Book includes 1 -short analyses of teacher resource materials. Each analysis summarizes the purpose,
.

intended users and uses, and cotents of the subject book. Most of

the books described provide practical suggestions and ideas for classroom teachers.

.

-

Twenty-four social studies curriculum guides or units, identified
through the ERIC system, are described in the fourth section. The

'abstracts/ published here are adapted from those published in Resources
in Education (RIE).
All entries are numbered consecutively throughout the Data Book.
Each entry is indexed ih the back of the book by author/editor/developer,
grade level, publisher, and subject area. '

71.

Selection of Materials
.

.

-

..

Materials analyzed in the Data Book must be intended-for students
or , educators in grades K-12 and must fit into one of the following categories: textbooks, supplementary curriculum materials, teacher_
materials, and ERIC documents. The materials must be available through
ommercial or easily accessible ,outlets,' and SSEC staff analysts must
FA kre access to the essential Oomp_orients of -each set of materials.

For a numberofyears, an attempt was made to analyze all new elementary series but only selected secondary texts. Cothments from users
have caused us to Et3ove toward inclusion of all secondary, texts as well,
subject to space and availability limitations: Revised editions of secon-,
dary texts are generally included only if the yevisions are major or if
previous editions were not .analyzed in the Data Book.

2

7
2

.

4

In the supplementary materials category, only portion of the many
\, new materials published, each year can be included in the Data Book.
As a 'general rule, we select materials that represent a Cr9ss section of
subject areas, types of materials, teaching strategies, -and publishers,

When .possible, we seek to & nclude materials that use innovative approaches
to teaching and :earning . The D4rta Book does., not include analyses of

films unless theyy are ,part of a larger. curriculum package. Similarly;
single' filmstrip/cassette progiams are not included unless they are part
Of a larger package.

Materials. selected for analysis in the t4ache resource. section must
have some piactical classroom application. This criterion also applies to
documents selected from the ERIC system, most of which are curriculum

guides or short units.

1
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USING THE DATA BOOK

The Data- Book is not intended to be used as. a catalog from which
materials are -ordered. Mather than basing decisions solely on the Data
- Book analyses, we encourage users to screen materials of interest ,using

the analyses anethen write for review copies of materials which meet
, their preliminary criteria for selection.
Analyses of 'Curriculum Materials

The, sections of the Data. Book presenting analyses o
mentary
and secondary materials are organized in the same way.
lyses of
.textbooks -- arranged in alphabetical order by title -are ,followed by analyses of supplementary materials. The supplementary materials .are
further subdivided into print materials, multimedia, materials, and games
and simulations. Within each of ,these subcategories ;of materials, the
analyses, are presented in alphabetical order by title. Each analysis
incldes the 'following:1.

A heading listing the ,authors or developers, the publisher,
the public'ation 'date, the publisher's suggested grade level, a
description of the.materials and their' cost, and the subject area,
A complete list of publishers' addresses is provided at the end
of this book. If a set of materials is available from someone
other than the publisher, that source is listed in the heading

of the data sheet.

Price information _presented is as current
as deadline demands permit; however, in today's volatile economy, prices may well have changed and the publisher should
be contacted for the 'current prices.
2.

An overview of the most significant features of the materials.

3.

'Irrformation about the required or suggested, time necessary to
use the materials.

4.

:A description of the intended user characteristics, including
both students and teachers. If the. analyst feel's that a ,set of
materials is appropriate for grade levels other than those suggested by the publisher, this information will be provided, here.

5.

,An explanation of the rationale and general objectives of the
materials.
.

.

6.

A description of the content, including basic concepts, generalizations,. trerfA, and themes presented in the materials.

7/:

ti
An explanation
of the primary teaching and/or gaming prOcedures.

' l

\ ''.j.

.

.

\ Information related to any _evaluition,of the materials prior to
ublication, along with the analyst's comments and suggestions.
A

,

,it

O

Analyses of Teacher Resource Materials

'The analyses of books for teachers are arranged alphabetically 4
-title. Each analysis includes a heading listing the authors or developers,
publisher, publication date, grade level, a description of the materials
and cost, and the subject area. The analysis describes the purpose of
the publication, ways it can be -used, and the content.
4

"Analyses of ERIC Documents

The abstracts of curriculum \guides or units available through the
system are arranged alp4abetically by title. For each,
the ED number is included, as Are author/developer information, the
date of the document, ordering information, grade level, and subject
area.
To' order microfiche (MF)` copies of any 'ERIC document, write to
the ERIC Document Regtoduction Service (EDRS), P.O. Bo ic 190,
Arlington, 'Virginia 22210. Paper copies (PC) of some ERIC .documents
may also be ordered from EDRS. When paper copies are not available
from EDRS, the ordering source is given with the citation.
ERIC

When ordering from EDRS, be sure to list the ED number, specify
either MF or PC, and enclose a check or money order. Add postage to
the MF or PC. price at the rate of $1.40 for up to 75 microfiche or paper
copy pages. Add $0.36 for each additional 75 microfiche or pages. One
.

microfiche contains up to 96 document pages.

Approximately 600 libraries throughout -the United States subscribe
to' ERIC.' If there is an ERIC microfiche collection at a nearby university
library or school resource and service center, fyOu might prefer to look
.over specific documents- there' before ordering.
Indexes

The curriculum materials analyses, teac her 'resource descriptions,
and ERIC documents are numbered consecutively thz(oughout the Data Book.
These, entry numbers are- used in the indexes at th backf the book,
which cross-referelice all materials according to author/developer/edit9r,

grade level, publisher, and subject area.

'
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A Word About the Fry, Graph for Estimating R

e

For textbooks azia supplementary books analyzed in the Data Book,
we generally report a reading level, based on an analysis using the Fry
Graph for Estimating Readability (see page 7) . The reported reading
level is an average of the reading levels of six randomly selected 'pas
example, the passages in one eighthsages throughout the book. For
,
a
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Expanded Directions,for Working Readability Graph

Randomly select three (3) sample passages arid count ,out exactly,-100,r
words each, beginning with the beginning of a-sentence. DOcoUnt prOpei
nouns, initializations, and numerals..
2. Count the number of sentences in the hundred words, estimating lengtn.of
the fraction of tie last sentence to the nearest one-tenth.
3. Count the total number of syllables in the 1009word passage.' If you don't,
have a hand counter available, an easy way is to simply put a mark above
every syllable over one in each word, then 'when youget to,theend of the
passage, count the number of Marks and add.100..SMall-carculatort can
also be used as ,counters by pushing numeral 1, -then push-the +sign for
each word or syllable when counting.
4..Enter'graph with average sentence length and avrage numb4of syllables;
,,,plot dot wherehe two, lines intersect. Area where dot is plotted will give you
the approximate grade level.
5. It-a great deal of variability is found in syllable count or sentence count,
putting more samples into the average is desirable.
.6. A word is defined as a,group of symbols with a sPace on either side; thus,
Joe, IRA,.1945, and & are each one word.
7. A syHable is defined as'a phonetic syllable. Generally, thefe are as many
syllables as vowel sounds. For example, stopped is one syllable and Wanted
is two sOlables. When cgunting syllables-for numerals and initializations;
count one syllable for eaohsymbol. Fbr example, 1945 is four syllables, IRA
is three syllables, and & is one
Note:

This "extended graph" does not out ode or render the earlier (1968) version inaierAtive or
inaccurate; it is an extension. (REPROWCTION PERMITTEDNCYCOPYRIGHT)
.

'4

1

grade text may range from fifth to elgtienth grade and another eighthsg de text may contain sample pasiages only ranging from seventh to
an average
'nth grade. Yet, based On the Fry graph,, both .,hive
.
,
.
reading level of eighth grade.
.

.

I

Readers may also notice that the publisher reports one grade level,
while we report a different grade level. This can easily happen, depending on the passa es selected and the reading scale. used... (Many publishers prefer tl Dale-Chall scale to the. Fry graph.)
.,

,

We have elected to use the Fry graph primarily 'because it is relatively easy to use and has proven fo -be about as accurate as the other

reacting scales.

However, we do have the following 1-eslervations about

the Fry graph: (1) the average reading level_of a particular book,can
be quite different if different sets of passages are used.' For. this reason`
we use six passages-instead Of the required, three., (2) The Fry graph
does not take, into account familiar long words used overeand over in a
passage; such as "government," "environment," or "America.." (3) No
special provisions are made for proper flamers. (4) The-Fry scale does
not take into consideration teaching reading in contex)-; for ,example,
use of phonetic respellings or definitions of a worci'within a sentence in
the passage. For these reasons, we strongly urge you not to select or
eliminate any book-you are considering based on,,,,the Fry reading'analysis alone. We inchkde this reading.analysissimply to give you an' idea
of the average ,reading level ,of tire text. It should not be relied upon
as' the sole ba.Os for selectfoii or .npnVection.
.

...

.

..

%

.

SSEC staff cond4cfedtan ERIC search on the Fry-graph. Research
related to reading level variation within, a single textbook and how that
variation
affects the validity of the :Fry formula has been rather lithited:
.
.

.

.

-Stokes's work with six'readability formulas (pee "The Reliability
'of Research in Reading, volume 1,
-1.4 of Re'aciabillty, F&mulae;'''
1978, ,pp. 21-34) indicate's that while the six correlated highly *hen, applied a",
to a number of books,/ fors any particular book the' formulas might give
readability legols differing by nearly five grade levels. <, Scores given
by cane forinula for a large number -Of passages frojn one boOk were foUnd
to vary bras trlel-tbas syen grade levels. Stokes concluded that reading formulas are generally reliable, when applied-4to finding anaverage
reada.bility level for a number' bf books but do not give a' dependable
readability level for any, single -book.,
.

Predley and his associates also found wiae_variability.in
the reading level "found for any particular text (see "Intrabook Readabilr;
John

Variations Within History. Textbooks," Social Education, Oolume 44,
number 6 October 1980, pp 524-528) . Tide researchers applied the
o

Fry graph in studying the, readability-,of eight junior high- school
shistorY texts. Text sections covering-gpecific topics were selected; the
topics
were picked so'tlat passages from the beginning, middle, and
a
end
of each text .would be analyzed. 'Variation in readability' across
topics in individual bOoks was revealed; in certain case_ s this variation
was substantial. In three of 'the 'texts readability was not fdund to

.8

.12
Al
.

:;.

11.

.

...
,

- progress in Cliffruc lty; i.e., it did' not assume ],earning over the year.
There were alSo. differences withIn topic sectionsjof a" book and across
publishers. The authors concluded that conside! able Iariability does
texts. They did ndt comment uponthe possiexist
bility .that this variability might in part be attrib"titable to the Fry graph
or upon the effects of variability on the reliability of the Fry`test.
One study, ."An Application of Romey's Involvement Index and a
Standirci Reading formula- to Representative 'Modern' and 'Traditional'
Science-Textbooks for Grades 7-10," by Richard K. Fletcher, Jr. (ED
103 276), indicated "a cOnsiderable.range oir readability level within some

110

textbooks as well as fromone text to another.'!, The study concluded
that the "effectg of Itch variation on comprehension would be of interest
arid. could be of sufficient tOncern to cast doubt on the blind adherence
to2readability formulas, as screening de's/ices for textbook selection. "

In our own study of the Fry- Graph for Estimating Readability; we 7"--\
generally found that the more samples taken from a text, the greater
variability in-the reacting level of the samples. Using 16 sets of textbooks we took ten 100-word samples from each. Counting only the first
three samples taken, seven of the texts showed, a variation of three
grade levels, or less, Onry two texts showed a variation of nine or more
grade levels. When we used the first five samples taken;'only three
texts<showed a_ variation of three grade levels or less and five texts
showed a variation of nine or tnare grade levels. .Using, all ten samples,
only one text showed a variation of three grade .levels or less, while six
showed variations of nine or more rade levels. We believe this great
va riability reflects, in'unknown p portions, actual variability in'reading.
level in the texts plus variability 'attributable to the Fry test.

A numr o f authors have suggested revising readability formulas

to make them more effective and/or accurate. Suggested revisions have
included adjusting formulas to account for vocabulary instruction, considering the functions texts are intended to /serve in the classroom, and
considering "learnability" factors a's well as "understandability" (see
for example, Timothy C. Standal, "How to Use Readability Formulas/More
Effectively," Social Education, volume 45, number 3, March 198,1, pp
183-18fl; Robert J. Tierney-and others, Some Classroom, Applications of
Text Analysis: Towareimproving Text Selection and Use, Reading
Education Report No. -17, 1980, ED 192 251; andJudith Westphal Irwin
and Carol A. Davis, "Asgessing, Readability: The Checklist Approach,"_
Journal of Reading, volume 2'4, number 2, November -19,80, pp 124-130).

.

.
-II

Similarly, numerous other authors have stressed the importance of
considering' such factors as student interest, motivation, and prior
expezience; linguistic difficulty not reflected'iri standard readability
forniulas (i.e. short words that are difficult, familiar words that are
used in an unusual way, or difficult stylistic variations in sentence
structuYel; context; and conceptual load (see, for example, Katharine
Perera, "The. Assessment of Linguistic DifficUlty in Reading Material,"

.

Educaticinal Review, 'volume -32, number

2, June 1980.4 pp 151-161; and
Joan Nelson, "Readability: Some Cautions for the Content Area Teacher,"
Journal of Reading, volume 21, number 7, April 1978, pp 620-625)
.

We therefore feel that available research supports our belief that
textbook selection or nonselection should not rest on reported readability
levels alone.
O
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ANALYSES OF ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS
C.
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TEXTBOOKS

Entry No.

Page No.

Title

Concepts and Understanding
Economy Social Studies

2

3

15
.-

Journey Through Many Lands, A and ..
Journeys Through' the Americas
Law in-Action Series
..,
Scholastic Social Studies
, Understanding the Social Sciences Program
.,
World and Its People', The

,

4
5

17

.

19

21
23

1

6

7

;

25

\

27
s
'WO
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Textbooks
CONCEpT8 AND UNDERSTANDING

Science Staff of
Council of America
Social

Developers:
g

I

Allyn and Bacon, Inc.

:

Reseixch

the Educational

Publicition Date:
Grade Level:

Early education-6 -

Materials and CosY:

6 texts (1-6), hardbound, 124 to 488 pp, $6.96 to

Subject Area:

sheets on duplicating masters for all grades and tests
on black-line masters for grades 2-6); early childhood
materials, in preparation'
Interdisciplinary social studies

Overview
The origins

1982

$11.88; 6 teachers' editiOris, hardbound, 291 to 803 pp,
$9.96 to $14'.25 (supplementary materials include work-

.

of

the

Concepts and

Understanding_ program are in a 1960s
"new social studies" 'project developed
by the Educational Research Council.
The' program was subsequently Pub-

lished by Allyn and Bacon under the

This 1982
program retains much of the philosophy
title Concepts and Inquiry.

and some of the subject matter of the
original program, but is totally new in
format and in most of its test. Comprised

of

hardcover

textbooks

for

grades 1-6 and a set of materials for

the early childhood level, the program
seeks to teach core knowledge from the

social 'science disciplines while . also
developing students' problem-solVing
skills. The program still emphasizes,

teaching strategies which engage students in hands-on, creative, and

higher-level thinking experiences.

Required or Suggested Time
A textbook sufficient for a year's

ihstruction is provided for each grade

Texts are divided into
level, 1-6.
chapters, with the ap.p.roadm ate number
of weeks or class periods' needed to

complete each chapteF indicated in the

the
Because
teachers' :;.,etlitions.
teachers' edttbans ,include m y activity

Suggestions, the time dev ted to social
studies could be expanded.
:Data.`sheety Sharryl Davis-Hawke.

Intended User Characteristics'
To maximize the effectiveness of this
series, the teacher must favor an
activity- oriented, interactive classroom.
Although special inservice training is
not required, the teacher should become
familiar with the format of the teacher's
edition and with the necessity to make ,
choices among activities before- beginning to teach the program.
Aimed at "typical students, "- the

texts are sensitive to equity questions
in their presentations of ethnic persons,
males and f males, the disabled, and
older perso r s. Visital representations
of families

e almost exclusively of twoACCording to the 'pub-

parent fam ies.

lisher,,- the grade 1-4 texts are a.t or

below grace level in readability accord;
ing to t e Spathe -formula, While' the"':
grade
levels

5 and .6texts have readabilik:

the 5th-6th grade '.;tr,41140'.::
accordi g to the Dale-Chall formula
additio , the teachers'' editions address
instruc ional strategies for improving
sfude s' \reading.' Fry assessments of
readability, showed the grade 3 book to
have_ a high fourth-grade reading level
and grade 5 is() have a high sixth-grade
lever; In each case, readability was
affected by a large.. number of social
science terms, which were adequately
explained in the text. Student understandins is thus likely to be hii)kh.

1

Elenientary Materials

Rationale and General Objectives

Concepts and Understanding is based
seven. principles: (1) there is a
body of
in social science that
all citizensr should be acquainted with,
(2) that body of knowledge' is classified
in certain disciplines, (3) the most
on

important aspects of disciplines are
conceptual, (4) the conceptual learning

approach must be used in conjunction

text, The Growth of Civilipresents a brief review` of
ancient history, followed by an examination of environments and historic civilizations in various areas of the world.
sixth?'
zation,

Each text 1-+P-i,eir,s. with one or

rnve ch,p-

ters dtvotel to geographical concepts
and skills.

The program's early childhood pro-

gram

was , not

available

review.

for

problem-solving skills, (5) programs must be sequential and cumulative, (6) social science must be con-

Teaching Procedures

relative, and (7) the special contribution of social science. education is to
help students learn to make objective,
prudent judgrue_nts. Skills are developed in four categories: \ communica-

set of -pages preceding the reproduced
student text pages in the teachers'

with

cerned with values and b

culturally

tion, organizing, problem-solying, and
miscellaneous practical skills.'
Content

JJnke its predecessor, this edition
generally follows an expanding environments arrangement. Grade 1, Our Land
and Our People, giVes attention to the
study of families, .school, and, community.. A_ special! -study of ,Washington,
intrOduCes- political science and
patriotic -content,'--History is al So
duced ,in a section' on ea.lbers r and
early immigrants. Learning About ICom-

The teachihg strategies for Concepts

and Understanding are cbritained in a
editions.

teacher's

The

materialS-

include a wide variety, of activity suggestions which involve students in
varied hands-on, research, and creative
projects. The following format is suggested for. each lesson: start the :lesson with the suggested introductory
activity, introduce the topics and objectives for the lesson*, discuss vocabulary, establish the purpose for reading
the text, do the text questions and
problem-solving

activities,

use

visual

aids,- stress Aye lesson's concepts and

skills, genTrite discussions, engage.
'students in supplementary activities,
close the -chapter with review and student choice of additional activities
Throughout the student :hater :01,f
munities, the grade 2 text', focuses on questions
and activity directions are
neighborhoods and local communities . -interspersed.
directions are
'--Studenttt: are encouraged to apply, their coded as to These
their
purpose--factual
to their own_ community.
further elaboration, or egtra
ytz' '.Grade "-3, The Metropolitan Community, review,
research.
Chapters end with more
more depth the various
activity
suggestions.
aspects of. a community, with particular
attention to metropolitan areas.
/In grade 4, students study regions of Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
the world; the study i$ organized
A major characteristid of this proaround four cultures--a southeast Asian gram is the many activity suggestions.
culture Western cultures, an African Teachers who like engaging students in
_

_

culre (Kenya), an& a Latin American

culture
(Venezuela) .
Tl
natural
environment, people, hi tory, and
modern lifestyle of eaoh culture are
explored. Grade 5 presents a largely
political /military history of the United
States from fist Americans to 1980,

although modern history (1945 to 1980)
is

covered in only one chapter.

The

16

.

a variety of experiences will therefore
welcome the program. In addition,,,the
concepts and skills in the program are
sequentially developed. - Teachers 'using

the materials out of sequence or at a
single grade level must be piuticularly

attentive

to

how

well

students

are

understanding concepts and mastering
skills.
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ECONOMY SOCIAL STUDIES

Carl E. Schomburg
The Economy Co.

Author:

Publisher:
Pub ideation Date:
-

JP'

A

Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

i982
1-6

6 texts, hardbound, 152 to 481 pp, $6.24 to $10:98;
6 teachers' editions, hardbound, 199 to 529 pp, $9.00
to $13.80; tests (2-6); duplicating masters, $9:30 per
grade level
InterdisCiplinary social studies

Subject Area:

I

V

Overview
Economy Social Studies is the first
social studies series offered by the
Economy Company. However, the pro-

gram is a revision of a 1980 program
published by Bowmar/Noble. The program includes textbooks for grades 1-6,
teachers' editions at each grade level,

tests on duplicating masters for
grades 2-6.. The content of the series

and

is based on the expanding environments
approach,

with

emphasis

on

learning and skill development.

factual
The

primary = changes in the student' texts
-14 for this edition include:. a new author,
new introductory sections in grades 3-6
which

focus on map and globe skill

into lesson's . Most lessons at lower
grade levels could probably be com-

At upper
gradA levels, lessons generally require
two or more days to complete.

pleted in one or two days.

Intended User Characteristics
This series is designed for "typical"
elementary students in "typical" heterogeneous classrooms. The texts reflect
a multiethnic society and generally avoid
sex stereotyping.
The series developers state that
"careful readability controls assure
,appropriate readabilities at each grade
However, applying the Fry
level."
readability formula, this analyst found

development, and chart material addgd the third- and fifth-grade texts tck be
at the back of texts._ Some revisions" more than a level above their designathave been made in the -. narrative of the ed grade level in readability. Activities
studek texts, the most notable beiri a to develop- and strengthen reading skills
completely new first unit in grade 4; are included throughout the series,
dated photos have been replaced. The The respellings and definitions in marmajor revision in the program, however, gins. `should also assist students.
The, teachers' editions of the series
has been in the teacher materials.
are
complete
and easily understood. No
been
have
Instructional directions
almost completely rewritten at all the inservice training would' be required.
grade levels, and unit tests are now
reproduced (with answers) , at the back Rationale and General Objectives
of the teachers' editions.
The introductory teacher's material
Required or Suggested Time

Each text in this series is intended
to provide one full year's 7ork. The
number of units i# the texts ranges
_

from eight to ten, with units subdivided

does not, spell out an underlying
rationale. The primary objective of the

program seems to be to motivate stu-

dents to expand their horizons by prpviding infbrmatiim Ind practice in the
skilth

Data sheet 'by Sharryl Davis-Hawke.
17.19

associated

with

the

social -

:Elementary 'Materials

d

sciences -- particularly history, geography, economics, and political science.
The introductory information states that
the program emphasizes skill development in these areas: citizenship, map
and .glkobe, social studies concepts,
content reading, thinking, and vocabulary.
COntent objectives, thinking

skills,, and map and globe skills are
listed in the teacher's material for each
lesson. Citizenship and reading skills
are outlined by unit. Lesson objectives

include valuing or affective
objectives, but ome objectives of this
seldom

nature are inclu d in the unit objectines.

content press nlied follows the
expanding environments arrangement'.
The

The grade 1 text, You and, Your Family,
introduces the 'concept of family and
encourages students to examine their.
self-perceptions within the context of
their family.
Geography skills' and
historical perspectiv'e are also included.
Groups and Communities, the 'grade 2

text, explores natural res urces, tools
and work, and human gr ups. The

concept of "community" is int oduced by
looking at the historical development of
U :S. cities. In the grade 3 text, Cities
and Suburbs, students examine communities around the° world, focusing on
such dimensions as transportation,
government,, and people patterns.
primarily

from

geographic

concepts, the grade 4 text, People and
the Land, focuses on eight world. geo-:

graphic /.cultural areas. The emphases
are terrain; prodiRIST--people,--___and
historical development.
Many Americans--One Nation, the grade 5 teat,
offers a traditional survey of U.S.
history. Grade 6, People. and Culture,
examines seven cultural' areas of the
world. F64 each, a modified case study

of a particular.group of peoplEr or of a
politicalecOnOmie -concept is included.

A spedial introductory section has
been added to the texts for grades 3-6.
These sections focus on map and globe
skin, with particular attention to the
use of thematic maps.. Charts of social

science 'data

The major revision in this edition is

in the teaching directions.

Although

the instructional material is in the same
format7overtized ,teachers' editions
containing information in margins Ion
each
side of reprodacqd student

pages--nearly all directions have been
rewritten.
Major changes include . a
'revised, consistent teaching plan for
each lesson, more answers to discussiOn
and
nd more class activity suggestions.
Each 'lesson's instructional
information begins with a listing Of content generalizations, "-;-king skills,
and new , vocabulary words. Materials

needed are then listed. The instruc-

Content

Drawing

Teaching_ Procedures

tional

each

lesson

and lesson co
Introductory material for each
development,

is

on.

dds

further information about the
ning
objectives for the entire unit, ggestions for developing reading and vocabulary skills, and strategies for introducing the unit. Annotations in margins of the reproduced student pages

indicate what social science discipline is
being addressed in the narrative.
Student pages in the upper-grade

texts include questions. for students to
answer or tl1iink about; each lesson

concludes with a set of questions
including both recall and enrichment
kinds of questions. The end-of-unit
activities in the Bowmar/Noble series

have been replaced with unit reviews.

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
Teachers currently using the -1980
Bowmara ble Social ,Studies program
woulti haye little difficulty combining
older ;texts . with the new, Economy
series. Older texts would not include

the new map and globe sections., or the

few new pictures and text changes, to
which studerits would need to be alerted. The new map skill sections substantially increase the amount of geography learning in- the program. Up-,

dated photos and the revised teacher

directions' make thiS series more current
an-d easier to use.

(e.g., population facts)

have also been added.
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JOURNEY THROU.GH MANY LANDS, A andJOUIP.NEYS THROUGH THE
'AMERICAS

brummond and James W. Hughes
Harold.D.
.

Authors:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

0

Allyn and Bacon, Inc..
1981
5-6
2

texts, hardbound,

320 pp

and

512 pp, $H.19

and
and

$11.40; teacher's editions, hardbound, 396 pp
588 Pp, $1.2:00 each; 'Workbooks, in preparation;
$3.712 and $3.84; teachers' editions of workbooks,
in preparation, $3.72 and $3.84

Subject Area:

Geography

Intended User Characteristics
Both. texts are designed for the
These basic 'geography texts for .students in the intermediate grades are 'intermediate grades. _Although sequence
two of the four books in the Our World and grade levels are not specified, the
Today Series. (The other two books in: introduction to .fal teachers' editions
that
Journeys Through the
The Western HemispAre states.
the --series,
The Eastern Hemisphere Americas builds on concepts introduced
(1978)
and
in A *Journey Through Many Lands.
(1980), were -designed for slightly older
students. The Eastern Hemisphere was Reading levels, are lot indicated,
reviewed in $olume 6 of the Data Book.) although the publisher ex'plains that
Overview

.

In addition to geographic facts, skills, vocabulary and sentence length were
and concepts, ideas and generalizations,. controlled according to the guidelines of
from other social science 'disciplines are the Dale-Chall formula. On the basis of
infused into the content of the student the Fry scale, A Journey Through/Many'
texts. The teachers' editions provide Lands has an average reading level of
suggestions for introducing and. pre-- grade 5; Journeys' Through the Americas
senting the lessons; lists of concepts.; tests out at grade 7.
,
skills, and objectives for dach unit and
lesson; and. answers to questionst.in the-- Ration le and General Objectives
stwient texts. The learning activities
cording to the publisher, both
follow the .traditional pattern of read/ exts are
designed to offer ''a syste
discuss/recall/review, -al*ugh. some matic geographical approach to scrtial
alternative strategies are presented. edU = tion." and to introduce "those conStudent and teacher 'editions of accom- cepts and sips needed for \effective'
paniVing workbooks were in preparation living in a modern society." A 'Journey
when this data sheet was fritten.
Through Many Lands is intended to 'help
students ''und'erstand the general nature
Required .or Suggested Time
.01

The

publisher

does

r iot

explicitly

part, how [they] -live."
Journeys Through the Americas presents
individual leSsons. However, each text students with "a specialized lad detailed
knowledge of the Westeifn Hemi§phere,
c to Prvide enough material for
ap
with
the United ' States;
especially
of Course work.
a 4.111 ystate how much time would be -required

to use either the entire textbooks or

..-,

the planet on which we live" and
'where people live deter-\\_____,

learli that
mines; in

Data sheet by Ann M. _Williams.
I
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Elerrieigy Materi.
emphasis

on

Pqr

"hoW-

eople

in

unit' in the student texts is
photographs and questions designed to motivate interest. A

certain

Each

areas/tof the -Americas halrhodified
their physical environment." In both
texts,

content

,has

introduced

deliberately

beeri

series. of "Do You Know?" questions test
students' existing knowledge of the

9

to stimulate the pupils tb citsrcpare and contrast. their .inunediate
graphical environment!' with -erivironments in other regions. and-cultures.
chosen

Content
A Journey Through Many

dst-

history, geography, and culture of the

Also
regilon *about to ;:) e studied.
inchicied in each unit introduction are

suggestions for optional' projects and
.extending activities.' Within each chapter, the narrative is augmented by

is,

_."Remember

organized into nine units and 26 chapters. The first and last nits. prOvide
general overviews; each of the other

i

"

as a separate entity and Attstralia and
ing with all the world's countries, the
autho... have selected two or three
naqicins or regions from each continent
to provide a representative and Varied.

Each of the 24 'chapters in
the text is fOcused on a geographical
area within one of these regions. - In
the chapters on the United States and
America.."

..

questions

Sidelight "

essays on related topics,

to promote critical thinking.

Rather than deal-:

picture. of world nations. ? .
is
Journeys Through the Americas'
stru c1ured around six units:: , '' .'rhe
Ameri as, "' "The United t-ates, " ', "Tlie
Eastern United States, ti "'The Western
United tates," "Canada,.." and° ,"Latin

Do"

and by maps and globes skill lessons.
Each unit and chapter ends with a summarl, review cfuestions, and exercises--------

units is devoted to one of the seven
cohtinents, with the Middle 4.4t treated'
Antarctica combined.

Think,

to stimulate thought, by brief

P'or each unit, the teachers' editions
-jpresent
suggestions for introducing the

topic, a brief overview of the unit, and
listsof sources, skill objectives, and
.

cognitive/affective objectives. For each
._
chapter, the teachers' editions specify.
.related workbook activities, suggest
motivating strategies; and list important
vocabulary words. Correct or possible
answers to. 9,uestions in the *student
.
texts ai-e also ibrovided.
Might
You`
Except for the "Things
to Do " extending- activities, the

pievailing teaching strategy in the texts

is read /discus /recall /review.

Can'ada, a few paragraphs are clev'oted
to each state and province. The, u it' Evaluative Comments ancl_Suggestions
on Latin America in des two chi re'These -traditional geography texts
West Indies, 9 e on Mexico, one on
present
basic facts and° generalizations
on Central America, and one. .entitle

to

in a 4-slraightforward, clearly organized-

"Highlights of South America."

Both texts are colorfully illustrated.. nd not very exciting--manner. The
Photographs of people reflect racial and, ti e of Journey Through the Americas
ethnic balance; . those- which depict, is them misleading; except for a single
people working at various Eoccupatiofis ' c'hap r on the entire continent of South
suggest that the authors actively, sought Amen , the text deals with North
America\ .with three of the six° units
.
to void sex-role stereotyping.
..

.

-i
Teaching Procedures
The teacher's edition of each text

of the student book

contains a
in' addition, to a ,76-page introductory
section explaining how to use the.. text
aq suggealifig teaching procedureS for,
.
each unit,and chapter.
.

s) devoted, (:).-,th'i United Stales.

1;3ecaus

,the,publi4,her Eas not suggested specific'
grade
levelS for these ,texts nor pro.

..

vided guidelines for integrating them

into 'cuilcula, teachers and textbookselection committees will need to devote

considerable thought to how and where
they can 1:e' most effectively used.

e

...
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LAW-IN ACTION SERIES

4.

11+.ibljtiriion Date

Linda Riekes an. .11y Mahe Ackerly
West Publishing Co., Inc.
1980 (2n-I ed.)

Grade LeVeT:

59

Materials and CoSt:

4 texts paperbound, 124 to 1J2 ypp,' $5.45 each
for 1-2:copies, $4.95 each for 25-99 copies, $4.45
each for 100 or more copies; 4 teacherSr edftion"s,
paperbound, 124 to 152 pp, same price as student

Author's:
Publisher :

/

fc

/

The
is a

4

Intended User Characteristics
This textbook series is intended for

14w in Action Series (2nd ed.)

use with students in grades 5.19. The
publisher reports a fifth- or sixth-grade
reading level for the series, but a Fry

paperbound textbook series for

teaching law-related concepts and skills
to students in. grades 5-9. The series

readability analysis by this reviewer
'indicated seventhzgrade reading level.

consists of four books: Lawmaking,
Young Consumers,
Courts and Trials,
Each
and - Jtivenite Problems and Law.

The books do contain many pictures,

cartoons, -photographs, exercises, a el
activities that should make them attr ctive and usable with younger students.
The texts are most appropriate for
civics, social studies, arid law-related
education cotrses. Teachers need no
special training to use these materials.,
but ., those who employ a .varie.ty of
instructional strategies and activities
will be more- effective using the inatecials than teachers who conduct mainly
lecture/recitation and seatwork activities.

book contains. about "30 lessons. The
books can be used together as the major
resource for a .law - related course or as
material in existing social
Isupplementary
studies courses. The materials stress
critical thinking, problem solv,ing and
/responsible action. 'The.' texts have
many ,wbrkbOok-type features and codtain a wide variety of activities, including >yeading and discussiion, community
involvement, mock trials and elections,
worksheets, and case studies. Each
book

also includes

tests, vocabulary

HI

Rationale and General Objectives

"'exercises, and a glossary.

The authors /of Law in Action have
included A specific statement of ration

Required or Suggested- Time
'The authors do not Kovide any
guidelines -tor the amount of time to

ake

in each of the four student text-

These statements stress the
need .for logical thinking, and construebooks.

spend on each lesson or each book.

Nor
do
they suggest a particular
sequence for using the four books. All
four can be used together as the basisfor a yearlong course. They can also
be used periodically as supplementary
material for social studies courses.
Most lesson's in these books will require
one to three class periods.

tive action.

An -emphasis on

active

involvement is reflected both in these
rationale statements and in the nature

of the textbooks) which actively engage
students in learning 'about.- the law.
The specific goals for each 'textbook are

listed in the respective teachers' edi-,
tions. These gbalk fo
on critical
a
4.e

07

Data sheet b,y Douglas P. Superka.
2i
t.

i"------

books
4 .,
Civics, legal education, ...social studies

Subject Area : /

Overview

-

0

23

A

0

Elementary Materials

thinl'ang, problem solving, recognizing
responsibilities, and understanding various aspect of the legal system. The
philbSophy of this series "might best be
summarized by a quote from the rationale in Youn_a Consumers:

"Knowing the

law -and where to go for help i important; however, it's even more important

to have the interest and ability to use
your knowledge effective

"

Content

The four units in this series4cus on
various aspects 00 the law and justice

system in the United States. Lawmaking
c.ontains 29 lessons" organized around
three topics: rules and laws in everyday life, the nature of -1the U.S.
government and Constitution, and politics and the law (e.g., voting, camand lobbying).
paigns, i elections,
Courts and Trialt_ consists of 27 lessons
topics such ,as decisions
dealing

and conflicts, the court system and its
prdcedures, and' the roles of lawyers,
judge, and jurors.
juvenile Problems and Law

contains

answering discussion questions, cor7zv-,ducting role plays, discussing 'moral,

dilemmas and problems, analyzing cagestudies, making collages, and writi g
letters. Several community-involvem
projects are included in each text,
Mock trials and elections are major
activities in two books.; Specific ideas
are provided to help teachers use
judges, lawyers, and other resource
ons.
texts concludes
Eac -section of t

with a test containing true-false items,

crossword puzzles,
matching items,
short-,an,swer completion items, and
open-ended written, exercises. Vocab-

ulary exercises arid a glossary are also
included. i--The teachers' editions con-

tain additional information on cases,
discussion questions for probing key

issues, and 'instructions for facilitating
the involvement activities.
Evaluative Comments and` Seggestions
4

The attractive format and variety of
activities contained in these texts should

make them ,very appealing to many upper

eight or nine lessons on each of the elementary and middle school teachers
following topics: decision -making, juve- arid .students. A number of ,improvenile court, and juvenile crime. In the. ments, have been made in this second
latter, section students discuss the consequences of crime for other people and

the community, the pros and cons of

Many activities. have been
revised and expanded. Seven to ten
neW activities each have been added to
three of the texts. More materials are

edition.

rehabilitation and punishment for juvinile offenders, the causes of juvenile .included for conducting the mock trials.
The objectives for each lessoh are
crimes, and ways to prevent young
people from committing crimes. The 36 stated more in student terms.
One disadvantage with the format in
are
Young Consumers
in
lessons
organized into four topics: the nature both editions is that_ many of the lesaf contumers and laws affecting them; sons call, for students to write in their
advertising techni9ues, wise buying, books. If teachers want to use the
and consumer responsibility: Much of texts with another class or in other
the information in all the books is years, they must instruct students to
related to students' everyday experi- write on other sheets of paper or dupliProblem-solving and decision- 'cate some of the pages in the text.
ences.
A major strength of these materials
making skills are emphasized.
is that law concepts are frequently presented so that students can relate to
Teaching Procedures
For - example, one activity
La.w in Actions lite* a wide variety of them.
explains how-precedent is used in decidteaching procedures, including reading ing court cases; the' next activity illusshort passages, completing worksheets*Trates
t the same principle,
(which are actually part of the text), tant in
,

-1445.
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SCHOLASTIC SOCIAL STUDIES

Stanley Klein
Scholastic Book Services

Senior Author:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Mattrials and Cost:

1-6

6 texts, hardbound, 144 to, 432 pp, $7.07 to $11.83;
).nnotated teachers' editions, paperbottnd, 144 to
-pv, $9.49 to $15.10 (supplementary materiafs
include testing booklets on duplicating in-asters for
'grades 1-6 and activity books for grades 3-6)
interdisciplinary social studies

Subject Area:

sections would significantly extend the
time required to complete the units.

Overview
Scholastic Social Studies is the first
attempt, by Scholastic Book Services to
offer a comprehensive basal text program for use

"as

r

/

1981

Intende. User Characteristics
The developers assert that the
series focuses upon "what children$now

the very heart of

social studies course instruction." The
1-6 series is based on the expanding best and what they should know best:
horizons design and thus treats themes The United States of America." The
similar to those found in other elemen-, developers characterize the' series as
tary series. However, because the presenting down-to-earth content using
developers concentrate on the United sensible exa,mples close to students'
States as the context for learning, less experiences. The developers believe
attention is given to other world regions these characteristics will appeal to the
and countries than in other programs. series' intended users: students in
A range of social science --disciplines grades 1-6.
The publisher reports that all six
form _the, content base for the series,
levels
contain materials at grade level in
with heavy emphasis on history, geogreadability,
as measured by, the Spache
raphy, citizenship, and skill development. Available materials include 'stu- -scale at levels 1-4,_and, the Dale-Chall

test at levels 5 and 6. "A Frycheck by
his analyst showed the grade 1 and 5

dent texts and related teachers' editions, tests on duplicating masters,
and, for grades 3-6, activity books.

texts to-1 be at grade level and the
remaining texts to be,- one or more levels
above grade in readability.

Required or Suggested Time

Each otext is designed to offer a full

Rationale and General Objectives

year a ocial studies instruction. Four
to eight units of study, subdivided into . Scholastic Social Stuthet is designed.
chapters and lessons, are offered at to "help children acquire the skills, tlig
each level. Flexibility in pacing the knowledge,. and the understanding they
presentation of these units is allowed. must have to function as concerned and
Although no suggestions are given for involved members of our society." In
the timing of individual lessons, most developing the series, the authors aimed
could be presented in fairlytypical les- to 'present a program meeting the. ex-,
/Enrichment" and
"Challenge" activities and "Extra Help"

son _times.

Use of

pressed demands of classroom teachers

in the

.11
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`which' bask needs* are met, around the
world.
Stu4ents compare how these
differences in meeting basic needs are
expressed in particulam, societies. The
text is based on themes rather than ort
geographic or chronological arrange=

citizenship areas to be emphasized. A
range of 85 concepts, from geogreaphyi
history, government /citizenship, economics, and sociology are introduced.

conwrehensive array' of map and
globe, chart and graph, thinkin 'g /
'problem-solving, communication, time,

ments.
Throughout the series, interesting

library /research, and citizenship skills
are also developed.

narrative is supplemented by biogra-

Effiphasis is also

phies, profiles, case studies,and rele-

placed on the use of content-related

vant -illustrations

materials to assist in developing reading

vocabulary skills. All skills°_and
con eat presented are outlined in comprehensive scope and sequence charts
the beginni5.g of the teaCherd' editions and are given in appropriate unit
and leAon objectives. Afteltive.-objec-

followed

by.

"Skill

Builder"' activities and chapter'.ana unit

an

reviews.

.

Teaching Procedures

Instructional procedures are outlined
a detailed and comprehensive soft-:
-bound teacher's 'edition at each level.
These books are produced with reduced

tives are, not emphasized.
Content

student pages surrounded by instruc-

procedures in broad margins.
Unit plans consist of an overview of the
unit, a- list of learning objectives, suggestions for introducing the unit, and a
series of lesson plans arranged into
These plans include an
chapters.
introductory' statement and rationale_ at
the beginning of each chapter, step-bystep %procedures for discussing .tirie text.
material,
evaluation activities, and
"Enrichment" and "Challenge" activities.

content of the Scholastic Social
Studies program is organized according
to the expanding horizons design. The
grade 1 text, Our 'Families,* introduces
the role of families in meeting baic
needs and discusses how families live
together, how tamilies help us learn,

tional

The

and the jobs people in famine? have.
Our Neighborhoods, the grade 2 text,

focuses upon. neighborhoods as familiar
distriC"-ts in which people who live near
each mother cooperate to meet perspnal
Giand social needs. In the third-grade

While

the bulk of the materials: pre-

sented through reading and .discuSsion,
the "Enrichment"' activities provide for
placed on communities as self-governing more student involvement. "Extra Help"
entities, linked together in part by the sections suggest activities for students
movement of goods, people, and irifor- who are reluctant readers or otherwise
need assistance.
The activity books
mation.
The text for, grade LI, Our Country -provide further exercises.
g
'Today, treats the United States as a
.

'text,

Our Communities,

emphasis

is

..-

3

people, sates, and regions, Evaluative Comments and 4uggestions
diverse in many ways. but linked by a
The Scholastic' Social .Studies proshared system of government and by gram has been extensively field tested;
shared goals and ideals. Geographical ' revisions have been made on the basis
regions of the United States are
trials. The result is a o."
ro-.
these
P.
t that is current, well researched;examined but are not compared to simi- ,'' 9f.ram
lar areas in other parts of the world. ' sand attractively presented; -effective 1.
nation of

.

...

.

Our Country's History, _the fifth-gradeis made of photographs, maps, and
Text; outlines when, how, and why the Use
other:.
illustrations. Heavy emphasis. is
- United States developed, with emphasis placed on
skill. development, while affeg:.
,

on the diversity of its people and the

_

variety of ' their contributions tb the
country's political, economic, and; social
Ovi,Worl'ci Today,: the
achievements.
sixth-grades text, examines the ways in

the

'26
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content

id

downplayed.

-The

teachers' editions are systematic and
comprehensive. Generally the materials
'eeni well suited to the curriculum'
offered in most 'elementary
schools.
, .

Textbooks
6; UNDERSTANDING THE SOCIAL SCIENCES PROGRAM

Senior Authors:

Herbert. C: Rudman, and
Frederick ,M.
Leavell
LoDoris

Publisher:
Publication Date:

Laidlaw Brothers
1981 -(2nd
K-6

Gr4de' Level :

Materials and C'ciet:t-

)

hardbound,
$39.60; 6 texts (1-6)
$6:1i to $13.41; 6 teachers' annotated
-(supplementary
-- '--editions;. X68--to--644
Study rints

(K)

,

,

r44\to."528 Pp',

materials include activities` on duplicating masters for
grades: 1-6, workbooks for grades 3-6, and test
booklets or grades 3. -6) .
a
.4(
Interdisciplinary social studies
..-

..

Subject Area:

A-

period of work.

Overview

The 1:981 Understanding the Social
Sciences Program` is the second edition
of

this

Laidlaw

Brothers

elementary

series. Although little change has been

made in' the original J materials published
'4"-r'".in 197771979, some important components
'have been added. Whereas no kinder-

garten 'materials were available in the
fi;st edition, a patClc'et of study prints
for readiness work is now included in
the program. In each student text
,(grades 3-6)', a final section entitled
"Skills Handbook" has been added to
addre-ss development of reading, map/
globe, and chart skills. Duplicating
masters with additional ativities have

4,0

-

been developed,. as have workbooks for
grades 3-.6. For these, grades,"independent test booklets containing unit
tests are also..available. First and

-

second editions of the texts cduld be
used together in classes needing additional or replacement books.

Required or Suggested' Time
This series provides; enough material

.

for a year'S, work at each,grade level.Each text is divided into units and the
units into 16ssons, with the-number of

units and lesSOns- varying from grade to
grade'. At each grade level, a lesson
. seems to:'be intended for one class

one or wore class periods, as can use
of the activities on duplicating masters
and/or student workbooks.
44

intendedTser Characteristics
The

Understanding

pi-6gram

is

designed for use by "typical" elementary. students in grades K-6. In both

text and visuals,, the series fairly
represents ethnic populations and
women; The ,reading level of each text

has been assessed by the publisher to
be at or below grade level, using the
Spache and ..Dale-Chall reading formulas.

Our assessment with the Fry formula
found' the texts for grades 3, 5, and 6

to be above grade level and the other
texts to -be at or below grade level.
New words,' hos$ever, are usually in
bOld, print and are defined in context.
Phonetic respeklings. are provided in

some cases as well. Teachers of third-,
fifth-, and sixth...grade students reading

at or below grade level should be pre-

pared to, include additiOnal vocabulary
and reading- work if necessary.
No special teacher inservice should.

be necessary, but teachers using- supplementary materials will need to consider. their most effective integration
withathe texts.

4ta sheet by Sharrzl Davis7Hawke.
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The extension and

reinforcement activities suggested in the
teachers' editions can expand) lessons
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Teaching Procedures
The spiralbound teachers' editions
provide student pages bordered with

Rationale and General Objectives

The five general objectives specified
the program are to: (1) prepare
students for continual change and chalfor

lenge, (2) develop an appreciation of
diverse culture, (3) achieve under-

standing of interdependence, (4) appre-

ciate

the

natural

environment,

wide-margin inserts containing instructional suggestions and additional infor-

and teaching
. mation
bound-in sections at

Valuing

is also

in
The

format of the teacher's directions varies
somewhat, but generally a, teacher is

and

(5) help students develop positive selfconcepts and attitudes toward others.
accomplished
:These ___purposes are
through lessons which include experi,
ences in knowledge/learning and skills
development.

suggestions

the back.

provided with knowledge and skill
objectives for the lesson, background
information, suggestions for preparing
students for the lesson, suggested
questioning or teaching strategies,
lesson ,"wrap-up" suggestions, and

given

attention, in some lessons through
optional activittes listed in the teachers'

"looking ahead".,information to prepare

for upcoming lessbn.s. In some lessons,
strategies for involving students in

editions.-

valuing activities are suggested.
The majority of - teaching strategies
The Understanding series follows a involve' students in reading and discusmodified expanding horizons arrange- sing. Active learning occurs periodicment.' The study prints available for ally in the "Having -Fun" sections of the
use with kindergarten students focus on student texts and in the "Extension and
people and their needs. In the grade 1' Enrichment" activities' at the backo_of_
text, Understanding People, students the teachers' editions.
begin by considering themselves and
In the second edition, a "Skills
the people most immediate to them. By `Handbook" section has been added' at
the end of the book they are examining the conclusion of the grade 3-6 texts.
people in other countries 'and cultures'. In these sections, three kinds of skills
This same approach is used in the grade are given additiOnal attention: reading
2
text, Understanding 'a.milies, and skills (particularly those important for
grade 3, Understanding Communities. social studies such as reading time lineS
After a unit of map anc globe work, and assessing cause and effect), map
Understanding Regions of and globe skills, and chart/graph readgrade 4,
the Earth, examines regions of the ing skills. The introductory teacher's
earth, comparing geographic, climatic, material mentions the newly added
and cultural characteristics. Grade 5; "Skills Handbooks" and the supple'a
is
Understanding Our Country,
activity workbooks and duplichronological survey of U.S. history, mentary
cating
masters,
but no specific direcand grade .6, Understanding the World, tions for their use are provided.
is a chronological. regional survey of
, world history highlights.
Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
.
Content throughout thy' series is preLike its predecessor, this edition of
sented mostly in narrative text interspersed with questions. Although little the program is .distinguished by its
use is made of original sourcks ox non- focus on providing students a "wealth
narrative forms such as poetry or of significant and relevant facts to
Con tent

.

analyze, interpret, and apply," by its
The series' patriotism objectives are of patriotic understanding, and by its
stories, the narrative is well supported
with photographs _and' other, graphics.

particular attention io the development

achieved through special units at grade

global emphasis at all grade levels.
Although some Q new material has been

levels 1-4 and through a series of
biographical ketches of impo'rtant citizens in grades- 4-6.

added to the Program, the texts have
been changed little from, the first edition. ,

1'
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WORLD AND ITS PEOPLE, Tic

7.

.

Various

Authors:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Silver Burdett Co.
1982

1

1-6

6 texts, hardbound, 152/to 502 pp, $6.60 to $11.50;
61teachers' annotated e 'dons,: hardbound, 240 to

I":

_662 pp, $.9.60__tb. $14.5

(supplementary materials

include student and teacher editions of wcirkbOoki-------at each grade level)

-Interdisciplinary sosF4al studies

-Subject Area:

Overview

,

The World and Its People is the
Silver Burdett Company's newest ele-

studies series. This
1982 program includes a student text
and teacher's edition,- for each grade
- Student_ activity_ b_o_o_ks,
being developed to -accompany the texts
merrtary

.

social

are not currently available., The content of the series follows an expanding

with
students
approach,
horizons
moving ,from the "study of : families to
neighborhoods, communities, regions,

the United States,- and the world:

An

unusual feature of the program' is a

strong' emphasis on parental involvement.

'Required ok Suggested Time

females is, made 'throughout the series.
.Texts, particularly at the lower grades,
afire

sensitive to differences in family,
liVing conditions.

and
compositions
The publisher

reports that each
text is at or beloW grade level in read-

ability (using the Spache and Dale-Chall
-tetts )-1)-ut--E'ry--- readability test oir-

grades 3 and 5 showed the third-grade

text to have a reading level of fifth

grade and the fifth-grade text to be

-slightly above' grade level. The considerable attention given to vocabulary
'deyelopment may help compensate 'for

encountered by belowdifficulties
ayerage readers.
This series considers an audience
not typically addressed by textbooks
the parents of students. Teacher's are
assisted in strengthening .parental
.

The. basal material in this series is a involvement With sample letters to 'send'
textbook for each grade level,' each of ,home to .parents before beginning each
which, is designed for a full year's nqw unit. In these letters parents are
work. Although time requirements are told what their .child 'will be studying
not specified in the 'teachers! editions, and' encouraged to help Their child in
most lessons' will probably require more, specified ways.
This series can be used by teachers
than one day's instruction,, particularly
if all suggested activities are used. without intervice training, although
such training could be helpful..
.

,

'Intended Use Characteristics
This series has been designed for
use in usual elethentary classrooms.

Rationale and General Objectives
The World-end Its People was devel-

Appropriate attention has been 'p'aid to oped to help students understand the
visual and narrative representation 'of. world around Them and to instill in them
minorities and 'disabled persons. An the knowledge and skills necessary for
equitable presentation

of

males

and

'Data sheet by Sliarryl Davit:-Hawke.
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responsible

citizenship."

The

devel-

opers see this task as one that -"mot
only prepares students for the future
but also helps them function meaning-

fully and effectively in the present."

To accomplish these goals, the series is
built on a ."solid factual foundatfon"
that will "enable students to appreciate
themselves, the world around them, and
their role as citizens."
Ne

The series also focuses on five skill

ar_easa___map._

and citizenship/values skills).
The teachers' editions include specific
objectives for each,lesson. The majority
focus on knowledge acquisition, with
fewer on skill development, and still

tions,

fewer on affective .development.

on'l 'the

expanding

horizons

concept, the .series begins in grade 1
hy_10_tusing on families and nghbor-

.

hoods, with much attention to likenesses
and differences 'among families. Students are provided ane introduction to
map and globe work and a brief experience with a historical event. Grade 2
starts with the concept of neighborhood
Cid expands into the study of communities. Beginning in grade 2 and continuing -throughout_ the series, the first
chapter in each text is - devoted to
development of map., globe, graph, and
chart skills.- In some texts the second
chapter- examines- tools

and

methods

used to study the past and present.
In grade 3 students expand their

community study into an examination of

natural resources which support comAlso'' included is a unit on
basic political structure and citizenship.
munities.'

South AMerica.

Geography and people,

history, and present and future concerns of each area are studied.

Teaching Procedures
Each teacher's edition includes 24
pages of introductory material and a
back-of-the-book
section
containing
information
for
each
lesson..
teaching
Between these two- -teacher se-cti-ons-- -the-

arts, reasoning, and societal
(which includes life skills, human rela-

uage

Content
Based

The'gtade. 6 text -is a sweeping look
at world regions other than North and

s tu dent text is reproduced, with red-ink
annotations containing adtfitional inforMation or teaching suggestions.
The back-of-the-book teacher matter
provides the following for each lesson:
goals, suggestions for teaching the
basic lesson and-- for adding enriching
activities, and supplementary background information. The activity sug-

gestions are generally not described in
much depth,' but they are quite varied.
Sortie activities focus on discussion, but
others require stadents_to_docreative
writing; build projects, keep a journal,
do research,. or use resource persons.,
Some activities are dekgnated as being
appropriate for "pupils who have difficulty gr.asping the concepts and/or
pupils who need a challenge." Additional teacher helps are suggestions for
bulletin board displays,. chapter projects, and a bibliography of supplemental books and media.

The upper-level student texts

also

activity suggestions and skill
development directions at the conclusion
of each chapter. To provide continual
review and reinforcement, checkup
include

questions are included in the student
text at the end each lessoi.

States and regions are the focus of
grade 4; U.S. regions aid similar

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
The World and Its People is a com-

Latin America are .discussed.

skill development.

new series, but, it does resemble,
regions in other/ parts of the world are pletely
Badett programs in its
earlier
studied 'and compared. The grade 5 (teaching Silver
strategies
and emphasis on
text is a study of the United States, presentation of .content.
who
beginning with arC exploration of U.S. have used and liked earlierTeachers
Silver
Burhistory but; devoting much attention to dett programs will find this series easy
various regions of the United States to use but will appreciate the updated
today. 'In the list unit Canada and content and more systematic attention to
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BOWMAR/NOBLE SOCIAL STUDI&S KITS

Erica Fox (grades 1-2) and Visual Education Corporation

Developer s:

,(grades 3.-6)
fi

Publisher:

Bowmar/Noble Publishers, Inc.

Publication Dated
Grade Level:

1980-.81

Materials and Cost:

6 boxes containing story cards;- 24-pp paperbound
teachees_guide, and 12 duplicating masters (grades
1-2 only), $96.90 each
Leading, social studies

1-6

Subject Area:

N

*

Overview

plete two readings per class period if

skills in their social studies programs.
Because the topics of the readings are
built around the traditional expanding

Intended User Characteristics

desired. Some teacher planning time
The Bowmar/Noble Social Studies will
be required to determine how the
Kits are designed to provide highstories
interest supplementary readings for "'program.fit into the teacher's existing
teachers who wish. to reinforce reading

environments

arrangement,

the

kits

can be used to supplement virtually any

basal text series. The kits for grades

1 and 2 include- 25 copies (on cards) of
12 different stories for students to read

and

discuss as a group;

worksheets

test reading and social studies skills.
In addition, the teachers' guides provide follow-up activities for each story.

The kits for grades 3-6 provide five

copies each of 24 readings; skillchecking questions appear on the backs
of the, cards. At these grade levels,

the kits are to be used for individual
or 'small-group work.

Required or Suggested Time

Reading.and discussing each of the
stories included in the kits for
grades .1-2 will require Approximately

'12

one class .peribd.

The follow-up activi-

ties suggested in the teacher's guide

These kits can be used by elementary reading or social studies teachers.
Although, perhaps most closely tied to
the Bowmar /Noble textbook. series, the
kits can be used to supplement any

series using the
ment. The publisher reports that the
readability level of each kit is: at or
below grade level; a Fry test by this"
analyst confirmed that the kits are at
grade level. The stories within each
kit can be used in any order, but the
basal social studies

expanding environments topic arrange-

reading level does tend to be -slightly
more- difficult in the later-stories.

Rationale- ana-AGeneral Objectives
The Bowmar/Noble Social Studies
Kits are designed , to provide, high-

*nterest readings to supplement all of
e major bisal social studies programs
a d to help students improve their
basic social studies skills." The objectives outlined for each kit include skill

require anywhere from 1I.ye minutes to
an hour. At grades 3-6, reading each objectives in bo,th reading and social
of the 24 selections and completing the studies, as well as social studies knowlaccompanying questions will require less edge-acquisition objectives. .Although
than 30 minutes'. of group or individual -no affective objectives are given, many
work, so students rill be 'able to corn- stories--particularly at grades 1 and
Data sheet by Latirel R. Singleton.
.
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2--do have an affective component
around which -teachers could build
-activities.
Content
The

topics selected for inclusion in

the Bowmar/Noble Social Studies Kits

are based' on the traditional expanding
environments content arrangement used
in elementary social studies texts. The

designed to test a particular reading
social studies skill; the five s
covered are phrase, comprehen

recall of details, identifying the nthin
idea, understanding story sequence,

and acquisition of content area vocabulary.
A folloF-up activity -is suggested for
These include such
each reading.
a bulletin board
as
making
activities

display -of shelters around the world,
readings -are presented onxplastic.rcoated._ _ -having- parents -visit -the
cards colorfully, illustrated with maps, about .their jobs, mapping routes to
photographs, and drawings. The read- school, making "I Feel Proud" scrapings for, grades 1-2 are brief (approxi-. books, and holding a mock
mately 200 words) stories about chilFor grades 3-6, five copies of each
dren. At grade 1, the stories focus on reading are provided. Thus, it is sug_-_-

such topics as how people are alike and
different, family relationships, activities
of families and children in other finds

gested that the selections be read and

discussed in small groups or individually. The skill-checking questionS are

and settings, jobs, and feeling proud. provided on the backs of the cards at
At grade 2, topics covered include
grade levels. A variety of skills
making paper, life in the desert, mov-, these
are covered, although every skill is not
ing to a new neighborhood, representa- tested on every card. The categories_
tive government at school, and ethnic of skills included are vocabulary acquiClab lilb
sition, recall, xomparing, inferring, For grades 3-6, the cards present
determining 'cause and effect, analyzhigh-interest readings ' (approximately
At
700- words) 'rather than stories.
various
on
is
focus
3,
the
grade
aspects of community life. Communities
in many cultures and at many different
time periods are covered, but the focus
is almost exclusively urban.

The readings for students in grade 4
cover various aspects of life in a wide
range of geographic regions.. The fifthfocuses on U.S. history.
The readings for grade 6'deal with

grade

kit

world cultures, using case studies from
around the world.
Teaching Procedures
The kits for., grades. 1 and 2 prov:ide

25 copies of each story so that an en'tire class can read and discuss the
stories at the, same time. The suggested procedure is to have students read
the story silently and then -read it
aloild as a group. This is followed by
discussion; questions are provided in
the teacher' ?uides. Students then

complete the skills worksheet (provided
as a ;duplicating master).- Each workcontains- five questions, each
1.i.eet

ing, hypothesizing, generalizing, evaluating, and using a map. While the

teachers' guides for these grade levels
suggest that the teacher may want to
do' follow-up activities, none are suggested.
At

guide contains management forms to
help teachers identify areas- in which
students need additional work. The

answers to all the skill-checking questions are also- provided in the guides.
Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
The Bowrcar/Noble Social Studies

Kits will provide tea ters with a con-

venient method of reinforcing reading
skills itilth selections that have appropriate social studies content. The

information in the teachers' guides for

will be especially helpful in
meaningfullif--integrating this program
with the 'existing social- studies curric-

grades 1-2
ulum.

Since

equal

guidance

is

not

provided with the kits for-grades .3-6,
integrating. the material's will be more
-difficult and will require significant
planning time by the teacher.

32
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;JACK _AN THE BEOSTALK

Author:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Joanne Greenberg
West. Publishing Co.

Subject-Area-t----

Legal-education-

1981

3-6

Text, hardbound, 48 PP, -$5.75 (quantity discounts
available); teacher's guide, softbound, 15 pp, $1.00

Intended User Characteristics
. The program is designed for use in
social studies classes in grades 3-6.
The controlled reading level (grade 3
according to the Fry graph) and the
high interest of the material should

Overview

.

West Publishing has developed' this
program around the traditional story..of
Jack and the Beanstalk to help elementar students see a familiar fairy tale in

a n w way. In the process, students
dev op some understanding of how
fairness and honesty form the basis for

make it appropriate for students of all

ability levels.

our legal system and examine their own

Students
-fairhesS
attitudes -To war
reed and discuss the story, °answer

questions in writing; and participate in
small-group activities. The unit's culminating activity is a mock trial of Jail(
on theft charges. The teacher's guide
contains complete teaching instructions
and a page teachers can duplicate and
send home to parents, explaining the
unit and suggesting follow-up activities.

Rationale and-General Objectives
This unit is designed to provide

students with "an opportunity to apply

.

Required or Suggested Time
The, teacher's guide suggests that

reading skills , practice decision making,
and be introduced to basic principles of
our legal s, system" while looking at a
familiar story in a new way. By employing a familiar story, the developers
hope to "motivate students to think
critically, view situations from various
perspectives, and form conclusions."
Content

the unit can be completed in approxi-

The unit centers 'around the traditional story of Jack, and the Beanstalk,
with one major plot, change: the giant

rnately four class periods - -one for each
section of the story--plus one period
'for evaluation (no evaluation activities
are suggested, however). This time

is, not killed at the end of the story.

The unit opens with the teacher asking
students who they think the villain' of
ehe story is. This question is designed
to
, 'stimulate students to think about the
story
in .new ways, a'g they /analyze
such questions as whether Jack acted,, j. -fairly and responsibly in trading the .

period may be aduate for the fifth-

or sixth...grade Cra.s% in which class
'periods are 45 to 50 minutes long. ,,For

shorter. class periods common at the

644.-

lower 'elementary grades, however, as
many as eight to ten class periods may
be required.

,

,

4

O
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c ow .for

ea/
the beans, asking the pant's

wife to feed and hide him, stealing from
the giant, and going back up the beanstalk when his mother did not want him
to do so.

third section of the, stcfry, students
.

The story is divided into four sec-

tions or lessons.
teacher's guide

For'eiCh section, the

the legal concepts developed, teaching

for
suggestions
and
,procedures,
expanding the lesson.- The guide *suggest% that each section be ,read silently
by students first and then be read
,

aloud and discussed as a group. Following this discussion, students write
answers to questions --at the end of the
irk

the studerit book.

"Jack took the money bags while no one
was looldrig" avid "Jack took The morrey

' . bags because Ife really needed them.".
After.: the' final, section of the story,

provides objectives,
,backgroun-d
-information on
voc abtilary-,

section

statements tell about stealing or "taking

that is okay." Example statements are

-.?

Teaching Procedures

read
and discuss whether a number of
--

These

students ,try Jack for theft, determining
what, 'punkihment ,he should be given.
The teacher's guide provides _directions
for conducting the trial in small groups,

class,. or as a puppet show,
depending on the students' ages and

as

a

abilities.

The final aid providel in .the teacher's gutde.is a letter. that can be dupli-0
cated and sent .home` to parents.. The
letter explains the puri;ose of the unit
and clesc-gibes three follow-up activities

parents can use to reinforce, the learnquestions .call for recall, interpretation, ing at home.
and anrysis. For example, students
are asked: "What problem did Jack and Eva luative Comments and Suggestions
his mother have? ,,What _41.d Jack do?
-Elementary teachert are often urged
Was the man Jack met being fatr -to offer
for the cow? to use children's literature to teach lawto, trade the beans
Explain." If individual 'copies of the related cOncePts. Lists of applicable
text are not available for each student, 'stories have been compiled (see, for
the story and questions could simply be example -"Bibliography of .Children's
Literature with Strong Law-Related
read aloud by the teacher.
The student to &t alsO describes a Content," by Alita ,Z. Letwin, Social
small-gro'up activity for each section. Education, . volume 44, number 5, May
After readicg :and discusging the first 1480, _pp 395-39?) . West's Jack and
section of the 'story, ,students work in the Bearistalk providet teachers with a`
groups to Write and performTsicits-2per7madel for how to us@ such literature to
,traeng the scene between Jack and his- ,develop -law-related concepts. It also
mother after she threw the beans ou,t... seryes_as a useful model for helping
activity for the, ttudents- examine,the values embedd'ed
The
the v4indow.
second , section iniioryes students:. 4.1 'in' Many_ of the classics; of children's
c,
discussing which of Jack's actions were.'. literature.
fair and which. were unfair. In the
.

.
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JUSTICE and-RESONSIBILITY

Charlet N. Quigley
Law in .a Free' Soc'ety

Director:

-Publisher

4

K-12

6 kits per conce t, each including filmstri s, cassettes,
student books, ad a teacher's guide, $1 .00 to
$155.00 per kit
Civics) legal..e ucation, political scence

Subject- Area:

Overview

Justice and Responsibility- are the
two latest releases in the Law- in a Pre
Society Civic Education- Series, a pro
gram of K-12 multimedia instruction -1
units based on '"eight concepts co

sidered fundamental to an understand
ing of social and political lif,
atithciritir, privacy-, jusace--,- rLe

participation,

perty, and freedom."
tional

diversity, roThe six ins ruc-,,

units within each of the eight

concepts "progress sequentially i scope.
and treatment of the concept, as well as

d the
in terms . of the kills .taught
contexts for student inquiry pr vided."
Individual units are designed f r grides

4-5, t-6,

K-1,

7-9,

ad

All . six levels of Justice ar currently
available; the final level o Responsi-

first five
In addition t the student
materials, Law_in-a -Frei .ociety offers
a-teacher-training progra and consult"
`ant services for those eveloping and
organizing local program
ilit

)

1979-1982

Publication ,Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:,

bility,

.

is available vritheth

fort coming.

lessons to - .enrich or expan
In '.thisgoing
going- programs:

their onse, 'care'

would need- to be taken to teach leigona
in order, as: concepts and skills
developed sequentially.
Intended User 'Characteristics
Materials in the 'Civic Education
Series rain Le trs-ed--effeet
dents, of varying abilities . in grad.
K-12.

Reading

level of the .student

books is on the high side.
because

the - filmstrip

HT5wever,

presentations

constitute the heart of the program, no

ciitild should be -.unduly disa4.vantaged.
While teachers of intermediate studentsmight be able- to use units designed for
younger ehildren' students in the lower
grades, would have difficulty with' units
Much above their level,.

The filmstrips portray ethnic_ and
tracial groups and womein in .,n6ntracii,rio special
- tional roles.
teacher training is needed, given the
complex nature of the concejts, it is
,important for teachers to carefully read
through the materials prior to using
A teacher-training program is
them.

Re uired or Su estedjime
'available -for' those with little -experience
The program is de signed for integra- -or bar,..kgrcflind in legal education.
tion

into

elementa

and

se,condary,

social studies and umanities prOgrams.

Teaching time ra ges from two weeks

Rationale art'd General Objectives
(.1

The developers of these materials
believe th'it cimstlfriti6hal democracy is
dependent upon( an enlightened and
each unit were taught in its' entirety,- responsible 1:)ody, of citizens. As these
teachers may choose to teach individual attributes cafe 'best be attained in

for lower-level u its to five week& for
Although
secondary-level .- unite..
,greater reinforcement might occur , if

4

.,Da

Sheet by Mary Jane Tuiner-.
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Elementary Materialg.
educational

institutions,

it

is

the

responsibility of the public schools...to
maintain an environment in whiell.Ihere
is respect for the dignity 'of human
beings, legitimate authority, a rule of
law including due process of law, equal
opportunities for students to grow d
develop, and' open- inquiry and deba e."
The materials are intended to romote
this environment and de lop n students: "(1) an increased .un standing

materials ask students to consider
whether it is fair for bigger bears to
have to 'fill larger pails with berries

than 'smaller bears.
The Responsibility materials are
uttured around four organizing .question :
(1) what .is responsibility?

(2) what might be some benefits and
costs of fulfilling responsibility? (3) how .
should one choose among competing
responsibilities, interests and -values?
4)- who- 'should
of-the- legal;- p-olitica17--and --educaticiirat -and
considered
institutions of our constitutional demdc- responsible ? At this time only level 6
racy and the funamental values, proces- materials are available. In one exercise
Nsesi,

and principles upon which they

in the .student book, students are pro-

were founded; (2) the skills necessary ` vided with a varietytof documents--a
to function p.s -effective 'and responsible warranty.,
an excerpt from the Hippo.
citizens in a free society' under a rule cratic oath, a summons, Amendment
of law; and (3) n understanding of XIV, and so on. For each, they must
and willingness
use democratic pro- identify who has responsibilities, what
cessesA' and pro edures when participat- the responsibilities are, to whom they
ing in thee aking of decisions and are due, what rewards and punishments
conflict."
are involved, and the source of the
management
responsibility.
Contents

The' Civic Education Series is based Teaching Procedures
The materials indorporate a variety
upon eight concepts:--authority, privacy,
justice, responsibility ,. diversity, free- of teaching activities., including directed
dom., property, and particiption---con- discuSsion, role Play, debate, skillakered basic to an understanding of building. exercise's, . and audiOvisual
pre ntations. The teacher's uide for
Thus far,
,Social and political life.
1 provides p. rationale, general
student material's are available for only each
Justice,
and objectives, and a statement concerning
Authority,
Privacy,
Responsibility, with the latter two being the conceptual organizatiOn of the. total
the most-i--ecerit releases.- (Privacy and curriculum as 'well as step-by-step proAuthority were reviewed ilL, volume 1 of cedures for conducting- each lesson.
Specific objectives ate stated in. behal,fthe Data Book.)
Justice materials have been designed_ -ioral terms. Throughout all of the
levels, a variety of "intellectual tools"
to assist students in. deciding what
4.:

would be -lair or just in a given situa-

..

tion. The currics4uni is organized into
questions of distputive, corrective,
and piOcedural justice . Thus, students
examine the fairness. of (1) the distribnburdens in
tion `of. various benefits
resporises
to
(2) vario
society,
injuries, and (3) typical
wrongs.
means use to gather information and/or
Students at lower
malce decisions.

have been assembled to give students
grays -to think about the subject under
consideration.

These

tools are often

presented in charts for" easy use and

.

application.

.

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
The
Justice and , Responsibility

materials are provocative and interest-

examining

ing far-e. Although many df the 'filmstrips are humorous, they are not
frivolous. The developers have donera
good job in relating doncepts to tire

these issues.. For example, the level 1

stand that the principles and general-

levels are obviously never told they are

an issue of "clistrillutive,
corrective,' or procedural- justices"
Nonetheless, the problems with which
they are confronted have to ..,do with

"real world?" helping students under-

izations

them.
36
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MAPWORKS:-

A MAP INTERPRETATION PROGRAM

Developer:

John Rooney, Jr.

Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Leyel:
Materials and dost:

Denoyer-Geppert Co.

Suliject Area:

1980

4-6

Box containing 3 filmstrips, 3 cassettes, 31-pp
paperbound teacher's guide, 3 paperbound books

containing 24 duplidating masters each,b S98.00
'Geography

quire approxiinately one class period.
Enough worksheets and post-viewing
activities are provided for each .filmstrip

Overview
Map'works is an intermediate-level
audiovisual package designed to develop

to

interpretation' skills 'and -underlstandingJof important concepts of cul-:

map

Intended User Characteristics
Mapworks is designed to supplement

tural and physical geography. The
package includes three filmstrip/cassette
programs: "Water and Land," "Mountains and Plains," and "Cities and

main

studies instruction in the inter-

social

mediate grades (4-6).

a programs
owns.
separately or together. The teacher's
guide provides the fallowing teaching

aids

fill several additional class periods.

With its empha.
aphy

and its use of examples from both the
United States band other countries, the

_program would fit into the standard
.curriculum offerings at any of the

objectives,
each filmstrip:
ideas, a pre-viewing activity,

for

script and frame deqriptiori, discussion ( grade levels. Many of the worksheets
questions, and post-viewing activities. are introduced "by paragraphs of *text
whose reading level varies considerably,
The pre- anti post-viewing activities
include many suggestitins for e q 1oring averaging seventh grade according .to
the physical and cultural .geography of -the' Fry graph. Thus, some of the
worksheets will not be suitable/ for indistudents' on communities. Each film
strip is also accompanied by a book of vidual use by students whessare average
duplicating masters providing a unit or below-average readers.
ten and paper '-and- pencil worksheets...
Rationale and General, Objectives

Required or Sugjested Tune
IV
The amount of time 'required to Irse
these materials - will vary considerably,
depending on. the teacher's. choice of
activities. The filmstrips can be used
separately or -together. If the filtn-

,

Mapworks is designed' to help students . develop the ability to extract
conceptual information from maps and
globes and tooise maps 'to analyze rela°

tiohships

land

be6,feen

and people.

The 'developer, believes that after completing the program, students will be
"interpret map and globe
able tp:
symbols relating to physical features,

strips. are used together, the publisher
recommends showing "'them in the .

quence in which they are listed above.
Each filmstrip requires seven' to eight landelevations, water depths, and city
,minutes T8 view. Use of one filmstrip populations; identify and describe geowith its pre-viewing activity and dis- graphic \ atures shown on maps, and
cussion questions would therefore ret kglobes; Ot ibe how. geographic feaData ,sheet by Laurel R. 'Singl
3
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Elementary Materials

tures affect land use (farming, animal
grazing, recreation, location of cities);

in drawing a view of the earth from a

Content

the filmstrip. -Discussion questions are
provided in the teacher's guide. An
example from "Mountains and Plains" is
"How do mapS that show highlands and

and predict how population distribution
relates to the earth's physical features."
The Mapworks package contains 'three
filmstrip/cassette programs: "Water and
Land," "Mountains and Plains," and
"Cities and To_ wns." In "Water and

Land" Students are introduced to such
geographic terms as ocean, continent,
continental

shelf,

sea,

peninsula, and cape.

gulf, -island,

Use of color to

distinguish water/land elevations a

water depth is explained, ,as is the use
of a key or legend'in interpreting color
symbols.

spacecraft on a kasketball.

After completing the pre-viewing
activity, students- watch and discuss

lowlands give, clues

to the location of

major population centers?"

After the filmstrip has been shown,
the- guide suggests assigning the work-

sheet that reviews the filmstrip. The
teacher can then follow up with selective use of the worksheets and postviewing activities. Several of the 22
worksheets for .each filmstrip reinforce

the learning presented; the remainder
extend or build upon that learning.
°Some require the use of a wall map or
globe, while others include maps or
graphs for students to interpret. The

"Mountains and 43,ains" illustrates the
variety of landforms found on earth and
discusses the relationship of elevation developer suggests several ways of
and water supply to land Use. The use. using the worksheets: individually or
of color ,.on maps is again emphasized, hi small groups, as the basis of report's
alorig with the use of labels to describe _to the class..._ or_ia a_learning_center_.
aircifo-rms.The post-viewing activities involve
"Cities and Towns" relates the location students
a variety of learning experi-'
of cities and towns to physical features. ences. in
For exaftple, after viewing
Examples are used to illustrate- the
"Cities and Tow,ns," students develop
kinds of information about cities and an
advertising campaign about the major
towns that can be presented -'on maps; features
of their city, map their own
these include location, population, and community,
research urban public
services or functions - (e.-g., being a transportationand
systems.
capital city).
..A unit test is provided for each filmThe narrative of the filmstrips is
strip
program. The tests cover recall
basically an expoSitory description of., of information
presented in ithe
the\ various geographic concepts/features
a., well as application of the
and the interpretation of mapped' infor- skills aria knowledge gained:
Each
mation about these features.
feature or concept is illustrated with
both pictures and (maps. . Some of the Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
Mapworks has two particularly strong
photographs used are Landsat images.
When questions are asked in the narrfa.= points: its attention to the relationship
Lion,

time is

allowed

for students to

Each filmstrip ends with
a ;pries of questions asking students to
examine the physical and' cultural geog-4
raphy of their community.
answer them.

:

Teaching Procedures
The teacher's guide suggests that
teachers introduce each .filmstrip with
the pre-viewing activity ,suggested in
the guide. - The pre-viewing activity
for "Water and -Land" involves students

between

physical and cultural geogapplication of learning

raphy and its

about' geography and maps to students'

The
presentation is
communities.
Unlike
straightforward and factual.
many other supplementary 'map skills
programs on the market, Mapworks does
.

not use /child actors, space adventures,
or mystery stories to motivate students
to learn about maps. The variety, of
activities provided 'in thp program
bhould,' however, stimulate students'
interest in the topic.-

`a--Y
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XICO VISTO POR SUS NINOS

Pub lisher

National Foundation for the Imp-rovement of Education

Publication Date:
.4
Grade Level:
Materials and

1981

4-6

Text (in English or Spansh), hardbound, 162 p
416.95; box containing posters, cassette, 70 activity
cards, 4 paperbound books for, teacligits, free' with
purchase of text.
*,
iv. Area studi:es.,, art, language arts, multiethnic edut-a,
-.pion, music, _social studies"

Subject Area:

.

Overview
Mexico `Visto

25

Por Sus Ninos (Mexico

as Seen by Her Children) is a 4-76 program consisting of a studen, book,
resource activity cards, four guides for

teachers, posters, and a cassette tape

containing Mexican songs and readings.
The text and accompanying .instructional
l_rnaterials are intended to -help-eletnentary school .students *increase their
understanding and . appreciation of
Mexico's history and .culture. The book
was

,

Intended User Characteristic's
,Because the book around which the
program is based Was written and illustrate ,d by children aged A to 17 at all
learning levels, the deVeToe.erS, believe

created over a four-year period

that it can be. used with cildren
h 'of-all

learning abilities; -- they state that it will

be 'most °useful for students in grades),
4-6. While a Fry readability analysis
indicated an average reading level of
grade 7, the frequent repetition,of some
words (Mexico, traditions, etc.) mikes
this level artificially high. Once. younger students have mastered these words,

of Education; Office of
Bilingual Educationi and Minority Languages Affairs.

Department

they should be able to read the,book

without difficUlty. No special - teacher
preparation of administrative° support is

needed, but teachers will find it helpful
to, read the instructional materials thoroughly before .implementing the program..

Required .or Suggested Time
41$1

These materials are intended to sup-,
arts

social studies curricula.

Materials in the

planning for .their .use.

from more than 100,000 entries submit-;
ed by Mexican .children age's 3 to 17.
Because the book was written and illustrated by childin it presents a
on' . young
refreshing
perspective
people's life. experiences, history;' culture, and nation. The instructional_
rdaterials accompanying the -book were
developed With funding- from the U.S.

plement existing art, language
{English and Spanish), music,

to 60 min utes.

instructional kit are organized by topic
so teachers can easily select activities
with a particular focus, such as music,
art, or poetry. Teachers have a great
dear of 'flexibility in using the materials; but, will need to spend some time

and

Teachers can

Rationale and, Genehl Objectives

incorporate as many of the various sug,-,-

gested activities as they-have time for.
No particular. ,sequence ,of activities is,
suggested, and the time required to

The developers state *that the main

objectivet. of MgxicoiVg` tePor Sus Niii-os

is to let Mexican children resent their
views of their own lives1whistpry, and

complete individual activities varies from
o

.

Dila sheeto by Diana geer.
39

---

Elementary Materials

to music and art activities, and as a

country. The book offers "a remarkable
experience in intercultural understanding." More-specific goals are to offer
examples of Mexican art and music
(drawn; written, or selected by chil-

dren) and to suggest activities

motivating resource.

hich

interested and placing the project
materials in a classroom learding center
so that students can browse through
them at their leisure. Creating modules

on particular topics is suggested as a
method. of using,. the, materials
instruction on selected topics.

The English and Spanish versions of

provide guidance in using the materials".
A booklet entitled Music Guide contains

song sheets for most of the songs on

the cassette and suggests a vide vari-

ety of music-related activities organized

in accordance with the 15 units in the

Art Descriptions provides strategies for using the materials in art classes, along with,,notes on the various
illustrations in the student book. Suggestions are offered 'te help students
develop skill in analyzing the pictures
book.

trated by young artists..

Also included
present
more
historical
notes
to
are
complete
background
information
on
each
40.

and

ties, and notes to the teacher. Activities include map and globe work, dis-

cussion,: crafts, reading, analyzing
Mexican legends, and ...comparing various
aspects' of life in MexiCo and the United
States*.

The final resource, Reflections .

on Mexico Visto Por Sus Minos, provides

a general overviewof the project.

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
This unusual -program pro Ades
variety o1 materials, and tea
upper-elementary
which
strategies
teachers can use to enrich their

the history and cultuie of
Mexico. In this guide, -the developers
of the program suggest' a variety of
mation ';on

number of
instructional programs in
curriculum, areas. On the basis of field
testing, the project materials have been
formally endorsed by tine California,

indicate

.several generic' uses Of the materials,
including, as__ a rsource. for teaching
e about a'. particular 'topic, as a supple-'
/

their own pictures.

evaluating activity, ,instructional activi-

Teaching Procedures
The booklet Resources for Teaching
introduces
Mexico Visto .Por ,Sus Nif-Tos
the materials in the instructional kit,
identifies _major objectives, suggests
optional uses of the materials, offers
general guidelines for teaching 'abo,ut
culture, and pros ides background infor-

V

drawing

activities related to the 15 chapters in
the book. Each card includes a notation of appioprite -ubject area, 'objectives; a list of ,ma`tqrials needed, an

a

ent to the .core -curriculum in language
arts and'social-Studies, as'a supplement

in

Seventy resource activity cards describe

unit. .
Other. student materials included in
the kit are two colorfdl posters illustrating Mexican scenes and a, 60-minute
cassette tape, presenting folk songs,
stories, readings, and orchestral music.
Most 9f the songs and musical selections
are performed by children.

.

in

Other teaching aids in the kit also

Mexico Visto Por Sus Nirios are divided
into 15 units: "My Country," "Before
the Spaniards," "Discovery and Conquest," "Colonial Mexico'," "The Treasure of Liberty, "Juarez , " "Revolution," "Mexico Today," "Our Neighbor,"
"School," "Village and Country," -"Man
and Woman," "The Charro," "Fiesta,"
.and "We, the Children." Each unit
includes ,,poetic' and expository descriptions written by young people and illus-

They

motivating resource

only, for example, include letting students choose for themselires the parts
of the project in which they are most

Content

teac`hing-.proc,eddres.

be used as

to

help American students gain insight
into the daily lives of their Mexican
Specific student and
counterparts.
teacher objectives are listed for each
unt and activity.

.

Teaching prOded-

ures suggested when the materials are

New

Mexico,

Arizona,

and

State Teachers Associatirns.
, .

Colorado

-

13.

TERRA:

'

OUR' WORLD

Developers :

-Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and .Cosi:

Supplementary/Mtiltimedia

Maryland Instructional Television/Maryland State
Department of Education and Agency for Inst uctional
Television
Agency for Instructional Television
1981

4-9

10 twenty-minute video cassettes in any format, wi
.teacher'S' guide ;. $135.00 each; all 10 programs also

availble as a VideoKit, $450.00 (other purOase an
broadcast options are available; contact publisher for

Subject Area:

details)
Environmental education

.

,-environmental issues as resources, food,

Intended User Characte s ics
This 'program is spec fically intenaed
for intermediate and juni r high school
students. This analyst b eve that it,
could also be use --with high schoo
students. Because of the many activi-L

very well-narrated, visually. exciting
color program: Explanations are clear

students of 'varying abilities.

Overview

.

Terra: Our World. is a, series of ten
20-minute video cassette programs on

-I,

the environment for students in grades
4-9. Students are made aware of such

ties suggested in the teacher's-guide,
the program can easily be used with

energy, and the quality /of life by this

and never dull; interviews with scien'tists, congresspersons, and environmentalists are brief and to the point;
And 'the 'on-site visits provide students

cial

preparation

No, 'spe-

is

needed.

Ratio ale and General Objectives
the develop' ers indicate -that this

with many_ practical- tips on how .enterprising individuals and groups can help
solve environmental Problem's'. In addi-

useries"---ik.desirrezi, lo.,provide an awareness of environmental issues and. to

serve as a catalyst for meaningful learning activities." As a result of viewing
the program, studemts should be able to

to viewing the programs, students
are . involved in classroom discussions
and many projects and activities . The
series is. acconipanied by a -teacher's
!Nide which outlines specific suggestions for its use.
tion

,

teacher

identify-

environniental

problems -and

discuss possible alternatives solution§ to
these problems. Specific objectives for
each program are listed in the teacher's
guide.', ."

Required or Suggested Time
Eich of the- 10 program6 can be
viewed- in. .20- minutesv The time to be
allotted for classroom discussion and for

Content

f

Each of the ten television programs
this 'series treats a particuUr
These
are
environmental
issue.
in

the activities is left to the discretion of
the teacher. The videos Scan be utilized

s"EnVironments," "Places Where People
"Renewable Resources," "Nori-

inkiividttalIV or as a 'series.

Live,"

a
r1

4

DatcSheet by .Bigina..McCorinick.
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'Elementary Materials

"Energy,"
Resources,"
"Energy Alternatives," "Food in the
People,"
"Food and
Environment,"
Renewable

with one

another,

discussing

any

"Quality of Life," and "The Future."'
The narrator begins each program

changes they might make. "Extending
the Lesson" activities for this program
are also suggested. Groups of students
are assigned plots of land on the school

and on-site visits. For example, in the

ed., `[Students choose one item and list

property which' they must adopt and
dents then learn about, the scientific, care for. In another activity, articles
aesthetic, and social implications of the such as margarine tubs, milk jugs, egg
issue through. interviews, explanations, .cartoni, and .produce bags are collectwith an introduction to the issue. Stu-

program "Environments, " , which intro-

-

daces students to the series, the ,nar-

'

rator explains the purpose of the series
and provides students with one possible
definition of the term "human environment." As an illustration of the effect
people can have on their environment',"
students learn about the Industrial
Revolution

and

the

pollution'

that

resulted from the increased burning of

fuels. ° The narrator discusses
disagreetent that exists among
scientists abouVwhat carbon dio?dde in
the atmosphere will do and explains 'the
/greenhouse effect. The program then
interviews- the "Tree People," a ,group
of young people who are attempting to
alleviate environmental problems in Los
Angeles by plahting trees. The effects
foosil

the

_

'

creative
possibly

suggestions for ' .recycling,
through a 'creative writing

assignment such as the "Autobiography
of a Margarine Tub.';

In addition to the suggested activi-

ties, the guide provides the llowing
information 'for each program: the concept fundamental to the pro m; teaching objectives in a measurable form;
activities, program Summary; and stuI
dent objectives for viewing the program;
a vocabulary section which 'lists key

terms in the program; a "Debating the
Issues" section which contains ideas for
student research, thought, or debate;

of

an "Assessing Progress" component containing evaluation ideas; and an "Involving the Family" segment containing'
suggestions for involving farpily members in activities.

An Oregon congressman describes the
positive results of Oregon's "bottle
bill, " which required a deposit on all

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
This series is very well done.
Each program is well paced; explana-

air pollution on humans are summarized by an air pollution chemist.

bottles and cans:- The narrator concludes the program by -explaining the

dependency of' earth upon human decisiotis and the interrelationship that
exists between human beings and their
environment.

tions are .interspersed with interviews
and on-site visits. Connie Chung does

a superb job of narrating the series.

The program is the 'recipient of several
awar.ds :

--George

Teaching Procedure
Specific teaching procedures_ for 'each
program are outlined in, the teacher's
guide. Students are expected to view

Foster

Award,

Peabody

1980

--Broadcast Nadia Award, San Fran-

cisco State. University, 1980

,

--Award for Innovative Instructionpi
elevision Production, Southern Educa-

Communicatiops AsS'ociation, 1980
each program and participate, in class. tional
--Red
Ribbon, 23rd Annual American
Specific
discussions and activities.
Festival,
. New York City, 1980
activities are suggested in the guide; Film
as ai "PreliMinary A ctiVity"
to the first program; students are asked
to write a. --short definition of the term'
"environment." A "Concluding Activity"'
suggests that after viewing the pro-i
gram, students share their definitions
For example

.

42

--Award program promotion, National
,Association of Educational Broadcasters,
1980

- -Award for Animated Open; National
Association of Educational Broadcaster's,
1980

Supplementary/Multimedia
14.

WINNING "JUSTICE FOR

A

Beryle Banfield
Council on Interracial Books for Children-

Project Director:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

1980

5-6

Student workbook, paperbound, 145 pp, $3.25 each
for single copies, $2.50 each -for 30 or more copies ;
teacher's edition, paperbound, 114'pp, $10.00; 3 film strips /cassettes, $27.50 each ; entte packet, $70.001
Language arts,- multiethnic education, nonsexist ,e ucation , social studies

Subject Area:

Overview

Winning, "Justice for All" is a curriculum designed for upper-level elementary students.. Its three modules focts
on stereotypes, how sexism and racism
'operate in our society, and how: to fight
sexism and racism. Each module is
accompanied by a filmstrip /cassette and
accompanied
a variety of activities. The teacher's
.

._.:-

edition contains reproductions of the
student workbook, the scripts of the
filmstrips, background readings, and
detailed instructions for each lesson.

curriculum was developed .over a
two-year period- with funding from the
Tile
,

Women's Educational *Equity Act Program

of the Department of Education; it was
field tested in 13 schools throughout
,the United States.
.

,

.

Reqtkired or Suggested Time

Intended User Characteristics
The materials were designed . for
students in grades 5 and 6. A reading
analysis indicates the materials are at

the 7th-grade level (based on the Fry

However, the developers note:
"This is admittedly a demanding and, in'

gilaph) .

some respects, a highly cognitive cur-

riculum. Howevqr, on the basis of the
field test experiehces, we feel quite
secure in stating that those' w'ho

respond to the challenge of the material
will find it-exciting , rewarding, and

directions and
productive/7"
background information ---are___givert to
enable /teachers to use the -mat rial
withouf

,Rationale and General Objectives
The inequitable status of idomen and
Minorities in American society is a prob-

.
This program includes 35 main ideas /lem which requires the attention of all.
The developers believe that we must
Time
with accompanying activities.
teach about this problem and its solurequired is noted for each activity,
tion so 'that students ;may become
with "a minimum' and , maximum giv r i
where appropriate. If the thater7 is future decision makers whq are conpresented. as- . -a unit, using al the cerned about equity and are' (equipped
activities, nine to fourteen weeks /would with the skills Of processing inlormation
necessary 'institutional
related to
be required. Individual activ'ties or
modules can be- used for shoffter time change." The major objective is to
"increase students' understanding of
periods. The longest Mod le is the
discriminationboth' sex
institutional
weeks
..
six
to
four
first, requiring
and race-7and to develop their motiva,

7

Data sheet by Fra ces Haley.
t.
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Elementary Materials

tion and ability to challenge i titutional
inequities in education and in society."
Specific objectives are given for each
'main idea activity.
For exa le, for
the main idea, "Girls and w tnen have
been victims' of unfav'orabl cstereotyping," the objective's are
"Students
wilt: recognize that adjec ives used. to
describe behavior tf fem les are less
favorable than those used to desvcribe
behavior of males [and] recognize. that
words can reinforce stereotypes:"
Content

The content focus of this curriculum

package is institutional Aex and rice
discrimination. The materWs are divid' ed into three modules.
Module 1,
"Stereotypes and Their Use, " defines

the term , stereotype, presents lessons
on .stereotypes of men and women and

how they have been harmful, and investigates stereotypes of such minority'
groups as. Asian Americans, Hispanics,
blacks, and Native Americans.. Other
lessons examine -how stereotypes are
spread, how they make the victims feel,

and how they can be disproved. The
culminating activity is the filmstrip,
The Secret of Goodasme, " which reviews the content of the' unit.
Module 2 is entitled "How Sexism and

Racism Operate.
Lessons' deal with
definitions of sexism and racism, the

institutional manifestations .of, sexist and
racist practices, and how they are
perpetuated by laws, courts, schools,
and businesses. The culminating filmstrip for this unit is P" An Equal
Chance."
',How to Fight Sexism and Racism" is
the title of module 3. After 'lessons
describing the historic and current

'struggle of women and minorities
political , human,

for-

civil, and economic

rights, students study ways to fight

against discrimination today. The filmstrip for this unit is ''Fighting Discrimination.
Teaching Procedures

inquiry-oriented approach to instruction.
This, approach includes smallf
group work; individual study; examination of issues; interpretation of pictuxes , graphs, and tables; reading;
and writing.

For each main idea, f. the eacher's

edition presents detiiled objectives,
advance
teacher preparation,
time

required, and step-by-step procedures,

'including questions for `discussioh. In
addition, the teacher's edition provides

a glossary of terms, background reading for the . teacher, and statistics on
sexism and racism in the United States.
Ten- ways to analyze children's books
for racism and sexism are described,
and annotated bibliographies for both
teacher and stident are provided.
The student boo)c is in workbook
form; many of the activities and ,lessons

require students to write answers or
comments in response to readings.
Evaluative Comments and Suggestions

The developers repoiq the following
about the formal evaluation of the curriculum:
"Conducted in accordance

standard research prOcedures,
[the evaluation] indicated quite positively' that the curriculum had been markedly effective in achieving the stated
with

objectives of reducing sex role stereotyping among students and of increasing their awareness of hew sexism and
racism operate in our society. Additionally, teachers reported that their
students were heavily involved, enjoy-

ing their..participation in the curriculum
activities."
Because of the high cognitive. level
of the materials- -there is emphasis on
facts and factual retention- -the materials may be inore manageable at higher
grade levels.
The teacher may also
wish to select legsons from each module
rather than teaching them -all, as some

of the main ideas are taught in greater
depth than -seems necessary.

4.

To
develop
students' intellectual
skills, the developers, have chosen an
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TEXTBOOKS
1

Page No.

Title

Enitry. No.

America Is
American Spirit

49

53'

18

v
Economics of Our Free Enterprise
System
Exploring World Cultures

19

Free Enterprise in the United States'

57

20

Free Enterprise--The American Economic
59

21

System
Global Geography

Human Heritage: A World History
Inside Television: A Guide to Critical

63

15

16

51

,

17

22

23

55

61

65

Viewing ,
24
25.

26
,

27

Invitation to Psychology ,
Justice: Due Process of Law
Our World and Its Peoples
People and Our World: A Study of

67

69

71

,

73

World. History
28
29

30
31

,

.

People, Places, and ,Change
Perspectives
Personal Law
Psychology: Exploring Behavior

32

This IS 01.1r World

33

United States, The: ,.4.--FliFtory of, the

7

77

.79

, 81

Republic
.34

Where Have We Been All These, rears?

See entry 4 for adplitional textbooks. suitable for' use at.the
secondary level.
- t
Note:

V

5
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Textbooks
15.

AMERICA IS

e

Apthors:

Henry$K, Drewilr, Thomas H. O'Connor, and Frank
'rriedel E.
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co.
1982 (2nd ed.)

Publisher:
. Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

7-9

Text, hardbound, 768 pp, $13.95; teacher's annotated
edition, hardbound, 912 pp, $15.99 (supplemental
materials in preparation are a stud.ent workbook,
teacher's edition of workbook, test* on duplicating'
masters, and a filmstrip package)
U.S. history

Subject Area:

Overview
America Is presents material for -a
yearlong U.S. history course at the

junior high school level.

of the text;

Like the first

this editiop presents information regarding social,
and political_ history in
economic,
edition

chronological order. The content has
been largely, rewritten, with new materi-

al and illustrations added. Such fev

ures

as

sketches

personality profiles and
of U.S. cities throughout

history have been retained, and new

skill and concept development features
have .beep added. Ethnic groups and
women

are

given suitable

co#erage.

The teacher's annotated edition includes.

'an extensive introdu<on to the text,
objectives and teaching ideas for each
unit and chapter) and answers to all
questions in the student text. The
primary teaching strategies used are

Intended User Characteristics
America Is is designed for use with
junior high school oktudents. A Fry

readability test by this analyst indicated thal the average reading level is

grade 7. Aids to reading are also
provided. In the first chapter, a .skills

section helps students use section and

subsection headings to organkze their
reading,.

Questions are ,placed in the

next to. many paragraphs to help
stticfEts identify what infor tion in
o special
the paragraph is central.
teacher training is required.
mar

Rationale and General Object

The authors of America Is describe

the text's rationa1e_f this way:
significant
facts
developing

"While

'about

America's history, the program aims to'
improve student study skint, to instill
tory, and to help
appreciation of
reading and discussion. Other Kogram an
students
gain
insigh
s
into relationships
/components were in preparation at the among the people, ideas,
-and events
time of this writing.
that have shaped present-day American
society." Specific knowledge and skill
Require&or ygeged Time
objectives for each unit and chapter are
.
designed for use in a provided in the teacher's edition.
The text
.

one-year course of about 175 days.
apters.is 'divided
Each of the text's_
into four or -five s tions which require
approximately one ay each to complete,
as do the "City Sketches" and znit

reviews and tests....

Content
The

units,

text is organized. into nine
titles characterize the

whose

United States in the period, discussed:

ti

Data sheet by Laurel R. Singleton;
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Is...

OpportUnity," "Inde"Expansion,"
"Division," "Growth," "Power," "Challenge," aird "Change." Within that
"America

pendence,"

Teaching 'Procedures

"Democracy,"

.

as

annotated edition
THe teacher's
provides an introduction to the program, objectives and teaching ideas for
all units -and chapters, annotations on
student text pages, and a list of
answers., to all questions in the student
'text, inclUding those asked in picture
captions. The primary teaching procedures are reading and discussion; the
teacher's edition provides detailed suggestions for stimulating and developing

structure, the presentation is chronological, covering social, economic, and
political history from the Ice Age to late
February 1981. The text is written in
standard textbpok prose illustrated with numerous colorful photofairly

graphs, maps, and charts,:
A number of special features in the

text should heighten student interest.
Each unit includes one or two "City

discussion.

For

example,

after t stu-

dents have read a section of the text

Sketches" which profile American cities
from Secota in 1584 to Houston 'in 1985.
Profiles of 35 Americans are also includ-

entitled. "The "People of the English
Colonies" .the teacher is, directed_ to

",Tzke two pieces of paPer of equal
ed; some of -these Americans are well size.
. Place one on a desk, and tear
known - -James Madison, Thomas Paine,
the
other
into sevetal pieces. Hold up
Albert Einstein- -while others Will be
the
whole
piece of paper to represent
less familiar to :students--the Grimke' the total colonial society, and hold up .
sisters, Liliuokalani, Herman Badillo. the torn papers to represent the segThe profiled of cities and individuals ments that make up the whole society- draw on primary sources and are par- - the various ethnic groups.- Review in
ticularly notable in their attention to detail the pertinent text material relatti

the contributions -of women -- including
feminists -and ethnic groupg.
Also included are special one-page
features designed to help- students
develop skills or understand important
social studies concepts. Among the 15
skills covered are analyzing pictures,

ing to the ethnic makeup_of the coloKial

population." Such other activities 'as
electing a class mascot, role playing
interviews with historical Americans,
and using audiovisual materials are

suggested less frequently.

using primary sources, and'iecognizing Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
Exampled ,of the 13 concepts
The second edition of this text is
'emphasized are rewonsibility, imperialism, and abundance.
essentially a new book -- rewritten and
Review sections . at the end of ohap- expanded. The extensive coverage of
ters and units reinforce student learn- social,., economic, an,d-.political history,
the seventh-grade readlibility level, and
ing. Each chapter review contains
summary of the chapter's main points, a .the detailed' suggestions for class dislist of_ vocabulary words, questions to ,susdions provided in the teacher's
edition will make this text particularly'
help students recall and apply what
they learhed, and a section designed to attractive to teachers who employ a
de'velop students' ability to use maps, read-and-discuss approach. Those who
graphs, charts, or tables. t he :unit stress action-oriented learning will z?eed ,
reviews each include a time line, a unit to ,spend additional' time preparing. and
planning activities if rthey select this
summary, unit questions, activities-7
often invol4.ring research--and suggested text.
readings.
,ee

_trends.

4 9-,
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AMERICAN SPIRIT: 4 A HISTORY OF THE bgITED STATES

16.
.

Author:
Publisher: --rte
Publication Dale:

Clarence -L. Ver, Steeg
Follett 'Publishing Co.

Gra e Level:
Mate alS and Cost :

8

1982

Text, hardbound,. 800 pp, $13.68; annotated teacher's
edition, hardbound, 896 pp, $18.241 set of 114 duplicating masters, $19.98
U.S. history

Subje6t Area:

Formula/Williams Revised Table -,are at
grade 6: 'No special qualifications or

Overview

American Spirit presents

I.

chrono-

logical history o.f the °United States for training are ,required of the -teacher.
The content
junior high .students.
" begins with Native Americans and, ends -Rationale and General Objectives
Ascz-ding to the author, history is.
with a look to the future. The material
b. is well7researched. and up to date. a chain of causes and effects brought
. qear0 41' fined student ,oh,j'ectives ,,are
about by _people. Thus, history is the
Stated fore each chapter : The distin- study, of efforts (events), and an analy7
, gnishfrig characteristic of, this text is sis df probablel causes. The, author.
focus
'on developing understanding, believes students should examine their
,
<

-

invei"
.,
%t1

en

-,-,

"Rive

, ,, aria

,s.4., ,

-

J

'

analysis

a.,

g

in

.

ilij Required, er ',-SU igeSted'Time
,

*ills

°'

.

.

'',

ArgRican Spirit 4s
ritzsd? into 'six
units gi six di-41140,S' 'd alit., .....:Th. sixby-six 'Tor ganiiati*6-iabjed.a leb.-Cher
to
.
.
assign orie 6hapte p07. week.' Over a
typical 36-wserc school 'year., 'provided

there are no inter ptixons3 irhthe school
calendar. The arum ed teacher's edition.osugge,sts howidaily ageigtmerits can
N 714- ,
,
be made.
6
.",
o
Intended User ,characteristies ,

The 'text :can be used wit
student6.
eighth-grade or higher -le
text
In' this analyst's judgme t
-should not be used with students below
ay, erage

.

the eighth grade as there

,

consider-'

own 'historkcs:13r4foundations, should hold
lty. and patriotism, 'and
values of
becdtne aware of their own potential

contributions to history.
The following are major student
goals: (1) knowledge of, the sequential
development of the settlement; ,growth,
and expansion. of Vie territory now

knoWn as the United States from the
times of its earliest inhabitants to the
present, -(2) a historical foundation on

which to base loyalty, patriotism, and
citizenship, ,(3) instructional skilla,that
assist. in the study and interpretation of
history, (4) recognition of and appreciation

for

the

contributions of the

many ethnic and other minority groups
that , have ,paeticipated in the formation
of the United' States and the, American
spirit, .,and (5). an awareness - of the
wbrth anti"- need of..lair own contribu-

able student"kreading involyed On the -dons to Ahe---t-C.u-ther development of the
Fry readability graph, the alierage-- United States and .thd- American spirit.
readability level is 815. 'According to The annotated teacher's edition 'presenth
the publisher, representat -1re reading chapterc, objective stated in behavioral
Ievel

scores based oil the Dale-Chall

Data sheet by lames -E. Davis.

terms.-

Secondary Materials

subthenies.

Content
The content

of .American Spirit is
presented chronologically . The six, unit
titles are:
"Settling the Americas;"
"Forming the Nation," "Building the

"Saving the Nation," "Transforming the Nation," and "Emerging as
Nation, "

a World Leader." Each unit Begins with
a skills, develppment chapter--under.--7
standing tripe, place, and graphics;
using historical . sour cek analyzing
historical decisions; deter?nining historical focus; and analyzing the mass
media are among the skills covered.
Following the Allis- chapter are four
chapters which convey the historical

narrative. For example, the four chapters in the second unit. are "Rebellion
in the Colonies," "A New Nation," "The
Constitution's First Test," and "Republicans in Power." In each unit is a'
"Lifestyles" chapter, whilh discusses
-families and homes, valuIs and learning, and work and play during the
period coyred in the unit. Eath unit
ends with a history workshop, that asks
students4to recall factual material, apply
reading and/or thinking skills to a
problem', and do various kinds of proj-

ects related to the .unit's content. For
example, in the history workshop at the
end of the "Saving- the Nation" unit,
stu-dents 0-are asked to name Confederate
leaders and battles, to work through

the decision process to escape to freedom as Frederick Douglass might have

and to create a news story
related to the Civil War.
done,

Teaching Procedures
In the annotated teacher's edition,

each chapter is organized by student
objectives stated' in behavioral terms,

For exa

le, in- Cha.pter 9,

"A New Nation," one objective is that
students should be able to "cladsity
individuals as Loyalists or as Patriots
and battles of the Revolution as British

The main theme
or American victories
related.to, this objective is "some women,

blacks, and- Native Americans, as/Well

as Other people in the colonies,' were 1'
loyal to the Crown. Others took the
side

the

of

Patriots."

The

daily

teaching strategy related to/the objective has the students (as they read the

assignment) prepare a ljt of all indi-

viduals mentioned in the section and
other sections' of the chapter and clas-

sify each as a Patriot or a Loyalist.

Daily teaching strategies are organ-

daily reading.
The strategies have some variety including individual tasks, small-group tasks,
and discussion questions. Also includ-

ized around assigned

ed in the text are additional sugges
tions for aiding *dent learning.

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
It is oltai. to this analyst that the

author has carefully thought through
the content structure of the book, the

student objectifies, and the accompanying teaching strategies with student
interest in mind. The narrative is
interesting reading and the accompanying pictures...o/d graphics are well done

and meaningful to the learning experience. Unlike many junior high school

history texts, this text has a sound

concentration on student skill develop:The teacher material is clearly
written and easy to use. Although it is
not stated, teachers should have ample

.ment.

flexibility in using the material with

associated media.

One potential draw-

back in using the text is the extensive
N\ -;_main content themes of the chapter,. amount of reading required if the book
supplementary reading, and daily teach- isto be finished live year.
ing strategies organized by chapter
*Mt
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ECONOMICS OF OUR FREE ENTERPRISE SYSTEM

Editors:
Publisher :
Publication Date:
Grade Level:

Materials and Cost:
Subject Area:

Kenneth W. BroWn and Allen R. Warner
McGraw -Hill Book Co. (Gregg Division)
1982

9-12

Text, hardbound, 408 pp,
paperbound,

.

teacher's guide,

Economics

Intended User Characteristics
Economics , of Our Free Enterprise
System is intended for studentd in
While the publishers
grades 9-12.

Overview
Economics of Our. Free Enterprise
System is , a secondary economics text

.

$9.99;

96 pp, $3.38

designed to make students economically,literate. Designed primarily, for use in report a readability level of 7-8 (Daleit can be Chall) , a Fry test by this analyst india one semester c,ourse,
stretched to cover a year. The "buildr. cated an average reading level- of begining-block" predentation focuges -.on ning 11th grade. This higher score on
developing understanding of basic eco- the Fry( test is largely, due too the ,numnomtc concepts, the ideal free enter- Ober of technical terms 'used. Some aids
prise, systw, and the American econom- to2readability are incorporated into tle
ic system. " Special text features include text. Chapters are short and diirided
chapter summaries, definitions of terms into smaller sections. New terms are
in text, review and discussion- ques- presented in bold type and defined in
tions, and activity suggestions. The italics.. Numerous illustrationd, graphs,
teacher's guide delineates objectives and and tables offer visual support.
No
special teacher training is
provides chapter-by-chapter teaching
aftholigti some background in
needed,
gestions along with unit tests, arrti.
economics
would be helpful. Teachers
ke
.

with little previous training in the area
should read the background material for
each chapter presented in the teacher's

Time
,Required or Suggested,
.
The text's 'six units are designed to

guid$.

provide more than enough material for a
one-semester program, thus permittingphate chers to select materials to
The developers do r ommend
siz .
that the first two units be taught in
their entirety to prov,:ide the necessary

Rationale and General Objectives

entire

The publishers , state -that "courses '
on economics and free enterprise at the
secondary level ...have the task of
explaining to students the economic_siti
of American life and of integrating any
ideas 'that students 'may have developed
about free 'enterprise in America."

need to spend time out of class devel,

understanding free enterprise arid the
American economic system. The under-

foundation for. understanding the rest

of the Material, which can be presented

in a variety of configurations.

The-

text does provide adequate
material for a year's work. No .specifiC
time allotments are given for use of the
text's 32 chapters. Teachers will also

aping day-to-day lessors plans,

Economics of. Our Free Enterprise System
focuses on a basic understanding) of
economic theories as groundwork for

-hi

Data sheet by Carol H. Kristnann.
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.

lying objective gof achieving this under- activities supplement the text through ,a
standing is to make ,students economic- review of basic terms and concepts,
ally literate.
Specific tobjectives for _discussion of issues and problems, and
each chapter are, presented in the suggested individual and group research
teacher's guide. Virtually all of these activities. There are no unit summaries
objectives stress knowledge acquisitioje;
or activities.
The teacher's guide provides an introduction and overview of the text and
Content
units, chapter-by-chapter teaching
The text's 32 .chapters are organi ,zed its
suggestions,
sources of inforinto three building blocks, moving from mation, grid additional
unit
tests-with
keys. .The
general to the particular. The first guide 'clearly defines objectives,
delineSix chapters, comprise a unit devoted to ates course options, and describes
basic economic concepts and the essen- special text features. Two pages are
tial> elements of an economic system. devoted to each chapter. Included are
Three types of economics systems are background informatiori,, learning objec-°
described, and some .quantitative means tives, suggestions for activities to do
of measuring economic systems. are before and after reading, thechapter,
offered.
of key words, answers to the review
The second 'unit contains four chap- list
and
questions in the student'
an ' ideal free text,discussion
ters focusing on
and
a
short
paragraph' about the
oks. Supply and projects in the student
enterprise system wwoks.
text. Activities
demand, profit, and competition are are traditional, focusing. primarily on ,
examined.'
and discussion. Soine interThe succeeding four units cover the research
viewing,
letter-writing, role- playing,
economics of the Amei-ican economic sys- and debating
activities-1- are included.
tem. Unit 3's six chapters provide an The unit tests and a comprehensive test
overview of the .unique characteristics include
mdtiple-choice,
American a economic 'System. com I on, true-false,
of the
and
matching
questions.
4
focus
on
how
busChapters -in unit
Factual
recall
is
stressed.
ness operates rand the role of production; marketing , credit and finance, Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
and organized labor. The fifth unit,
Economics Of Our Free Enterprise
You and American Free Enterpris'e,"
contains chapters on economic freedoms System is a logically organized and
and- the individual's roles as entrepre- easy-to-use,, text. The building- block'
investor, consumer, presentation of content should work well
,
near,
taxpayer, and citizen. The final unit '-7.with students who know little or nothincludes four chapters that examine the ing about economics. Activities, though
role- of the United States in the world traditional, emphasize research skills
A glossary and index con- and reinforce the material presented in
economy.
the text. Many teachers would probdude the text.,
have appreciated some activities
ably
'11
which help 'students develop the skills
Teaching Procedures
to use the many informationA number of teaching aids are pro- needed
tables, graphs, and chats
packed
vided in the student text. 'Chapter presented in the text ; such 'activities
'summaries' highlight important points of are notably missing.
each 'chapter . End-of-thapter learning
,

.
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18.. ,EXPLORING _WORLD CULTURES

Authors:
PubliSher:
Publicatibn Date:
Grade Level:
/Materials arid Cost:

4.

I
.

ESko E. Newhill and Umberto La Paglia
-,Ginn and Co.
1981 (,3rd ed.),
9-12

Text, hardbound, 623 pp, $13.35; teacher's annotated
edition,, hardbound, 655 pp,. $14.90
Area studies, world cultures

*

Subject-Area:

c.

Intended User Characteristics A"

Overview

The 198k edition of Exploring World

Cultures is the third version of a text

focusing on -non-European culture areas
the .world. The text covers the
geography, history, social structure,
economy, political system, and cultural
contributions of eight' world regions-2the Middle East, Africa south of the
of.

.

Sahara, India, China, Japan, Southeast
Asia, the Soviet Union, and satin Amer-

ica.

The major differences between t
1981 and 1977 editions are updated lists

of films and filmstrips, bodks, periodicals, and organizations in the teacher's
edition and revisions. of" the text, - particularly i'elated to political amid economic

,

developments.

The

1981

edition'

would not be corisidered a major revision . The teacher's annotated edition
contains some suggested teaching strategies, focusing particularly on map and
globe, reading' and, writing skill 'devel-

opment.

Required or Suggested Time
The: text is suited for a 'one-year
course. The authors indicate that each
of the eight units is designed to be
taught in fOur or five weeks. ,How:-

.

ever, to prOvide flexibility for student
interest and teachei- expertise,. more or
legs time may be spent as ,needed, provided a minimum igf two weeks is devoted to each unit. Selected cultures
might be taught for- six-, nine-, or
eighteen-week courses.

The average, readirig level of the
text, based on a Fry readability analysis, is 11th grade. However, individusal-

passages ranged from- 7th _grade to
beyond college
Average and
-above-average high school students
,

should have no trouble with the material. Background knowledge of e var-,

ioue cultures would be helpf 1 '.to the
teacher., but is not required.
Rationale and Generals Objectives -

The authors have designed a text
(1) ait'aicfs, 'political history - and
(2) does not focus solely on Europe.

which

They believe that students rinist be
'taught to "avoid interpreting t
ehav-

and customs of other

ior

pe

in

terms of our (author'slefriphasis) mo es
and norms." Rather, "human behavior
should ,be interpreted within ,the framework of standards preVailing- in the
society under study."
The authors

caution the teacher to 'avoid ethnocen-

trism and stereotyping and to stress
basic 'commonalities of humanity without
presenting a homogenized picture of
world cultures.

Broad, general pur-

poses and individual, learning objectives
are ,presented for each unit. Scir
example, a , purpose from unit 1, "The
Middl% East," is: ."To examine the cultural contributions of ISImic civilization." A learning objective from this,
unit is: "The 'student will dilscuts Islam
as

a way of

Data sheet by Frances Haley.
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by identifying and
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4,1

.

explaining the soda( importance of:
Five Pillars ..of the Faith, Ramadan,

pilgritnage, alms, ereed, mosque, ,fasting, prayer..:

majority require further reading, writing, or research.
The annotated teacher'g edition contains a section on skill development for
each unit. These provide suggestions

reading, and writing skill
activities' to. tests Value
and
activities
historical
With
Working
_positions.
sources and making 'charts are also
The teacher must select
included.
for

Content

The text is divided into eight, units,
preceded by three introductory chapters The first chapters define cul-

ture, discuss its( evolutilan, and examine
similarities and _differences among cultures . Each of the eight, units focuses
on one area of the non-European world:
the Middle East, ,Africa south of the
Chi:r14. Japan, Southeast
Sahara,
-"Asia; the Soviet Union,' :and Latin
America.
The units

-L

follow

a

consistent six-

map,

activities to pursue and assist students
additional
resource materials.

in

.

obtaining

suggested

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
Those already using this text will
not find much new materialAno.the 1981
revised' edition: The teso rce list in

chapter format; the chapters are devot- the teaeher's edition h s een updated
ed to geography, history, society, and changes have been made, in the
economy, political, system, and cultural student text, particularly related -to
contributions.. 'The chapters on cultural -political and economic events. Howcontributions' iriclude such areas as ever, clo`b attention has not always
been paid to these revisions,. For
mathematics, science, medicine, art,
and literature. The chapters on society example, in the uit on Africa south of
"° focus heavily on religions and family the Sahara, the' chapter on the economy
contains a section on the .Aswan` Dam.
life. /
.Most of the maps,- charts, pictures, The 1981 edition has-,een updated, to
and otherillustrationd are in black, reflect the completion of the' dam and
gi-een, ..,and white; however, the text its effects on the. economy; however, at
also includes four-page color spreads of the end of this section, one of the
pietures showing various-aspects of each review questions is- still: "What are the
expected4' results of _the - completion of
of the culture areas.'
the Aswan Dam?" A suggested activity
in the unit - on China 'is "Organize. a
Teaching Procedures
panel- discussion on the topic: Formal
Some teaching aids are built intti the diplomatic relations should ,be estabstudent text., Activities to, check read- lished, between the. United States and
ing comprehelition and vocabulary are. the People's Republic of China." The
incldded within and at the end of chap- preceding text indicaths -that diplomatic
-ters. At the end of each iftit, a bib, relations were establi;lied in 1979,
liography and a section entitled_ "Explor-; making such° a debate rhetorical. The
I
ing Ttlis -Unit Further!' are included, teacher will want ,tb ;carefully .check
The "Exploring!' section suggests eight suggested Activities to make sure, they
to ten further activities:the student' can ale relevant to the updated text.
pursue alone, or with` , a group... The
.

7
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FREE ENTERPRISE IN THE UNITED STATES
.

Authors: ..
Publisher:.
Publication Date:
Grade' Level:
Materials and Cost :_

.,

Eugene D. Wyllik and Roman F. Warmke
South - Western Publishing, Co.'
1980
10 -12

Text, hardbound, 520 pp, $8.97; -teacher's guide,

pap.T-bound, 1.60 Pp,, no charge; student workbook.,

pagerbound, 158 pp,- $3.81; seven tests, $0.57
Subject Area:,

Consumer education, economics

Overviews
Free Entirprise in the United States
'is an adaptation of mother South-

Intended .User Characteristics
The

Western Publishing Co. fext, Consumer
Economic Problems (9th ed.) . The text
was designed to meet the inandates of a
number of states that require a .course
in the economics of free enterprise.
The general Ol5jective\-of the course is
to' provide high school student's with
the opportunity to acquire knowledge
and understarlding of the economic system in the United States and its impact
on the American way of life. Teachers
using the text are free to choose a
balance between the two general content
areas, depending on student 'abilities
and interest and the length of the
course being taught.. Teaching strategies

although a teacher who becomes very

familiar with the materials prior to Use
may

be

course

able to teach a successful
without such a background.

Rationale and General Objectives

The authors cite the historical legacy of the United States, pointing out
that our democratic form of government
has as a critical cornerstone a free
enterprise . economic system. A major

suggested in the teacher's guide

offer some variety for in- and .out-of7°
class activity.

part of the course rationale is the f:4-

lowing quote from'the teachers manual:
"Despite threats that communism would
bury us and despite evidence' from time
to time of creeping ,socialism, the United

Required or Suggested Time
Free Enterprise in the United States

designed for a -full-year course in
free dr private enterprise or personal

States

is

with

its

democratic

form

of

government and free enterprise form of

It can also be used in a

system has withstood these
attacks to maintain for itself and its
nature of .free enterprise or focusing on citizens a position of prominence and
.personal ort, consumer- economics,. If a envy The world.,, over." The authors go_
one-year course is planned, the teacher ,.. on to emphasize that it is important
may want ;Ito consider supplemental use safeguard the free enterprise system.
To quote: ".irtit is essential thlt we,
-of three ,sets of filmstrips, entitled
available
as citizens, understand our political and
The Free Enterprise. SyStetn,
economic heritage and understand and
from the publisher.
economics.

one-semester

.

text ..is suitable for use by

above-average 'sfudentso in grade 10 and
average or above-average 11th- and
12th-graders. This analyst found the
reading level based on the; Fry readability scale to be 11th grade. A solid
bac'kground in economics would be_helpful in presenting a balanced course,

course

economic

highlighting, the

Data sheet by James E. Davis.
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.

carry out responsibly our roles as citi-

Teaching Procedures
The authors stress

zens, in this great\ nation."

r Major

objectives of the course are

'centered on the three roles fulfilled by
the *ndividualworker (produCer), user
nsumer), and an individual and collective decision maker (citizen/voter)

dent understanding should be developed
(1) -relationships that
in the Course:
exist among the major components of the
economy producers, consumers, govand the foreign sector;
ernment
(2) interrelationships between' personal
aggregate economic analysis;
and
(3) interrelationships between economic
analysis and problems of 'society (e.g. ,
inflation, crime) ; and (4) roles an indiJ
Yidual performs as a worker, and as an
individual and collective decision maker.

stident reading At the end of each
chapter is a series of review questions,

discussion questions, application probThe
lems, and community projects.
student workbook (called a supplement)
is designed to enrich chapter discusSion
and provide personal applications of the
The w,prkbook incontent learned.
cludes true-falie self-tests, crossword
puzzles, current news articles for
analysis, vocabulary exercises, fill-in-

Content
Free Enterprise in the United States
The
is organized into seyen parts.

the-blank questions, arbc1 data analysis.
A testing program accompanies the text.
A filmstrip. series, The Free- Enter-

first fire parts focus mainly on institutional aspects of the economy.
. According to the authors, theSe five
parts are "devoted primarily to the

prise System, can be

supplement to the course.

as a media

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
In preparing this text the authors

operation and the unique qualities 'of
the' free enterprise system."
The first part,' regarded by -the
authors as crucial to any course using
this text, covers the nature of free

6

in

viding,. answers to 'questions in tlre'student text and workbook.
Each chapter in the student text
begins with a statement Of specific student learning outcomes, followed by

The authors believe four areas of stu-

'

variety

instruction and give some suggestions
for field trips, debates, speakers, and
use of reference material. The bulk of
the teacher's guide,, is devoted to pro-

reviewed .a number of state curriculum
guides to ensure that the, -book "provided acceptakle and complete coverage of
state educational objectives for a course
in free enterprise.; Based ' on this
analyst's judgment of the status of free
enterprise education iri the United
States ,, the ,authors have indee met
most. of the requirements for fre enterprise 'education in most states. One of
the difficulties in teaching this kind of
content is. that free enterprise--in
addition /to being one method of e*Oo-

enterprise.. The second part 'focuses on

.the nature of the business enterprise,

,including- production, marketing, labor-

management relations, and the role of

gPvernrrient ., The next' three - sections
allow student's to probe such aspects of
the economy as economic growth and
stability, national income and associated
financial system.
policy, and the *U
parts
of the ,text are
The. last 'two
devoted to the functioning., of the indi=
vidual in the economy. Financial planning and individual 4-oles in the econ-

nomic analysisis a value-loaded term.
Throughout the text and the, student

worl$book, there are a number of exam-

omy are considered, and students are

ples of bias on behalf of the business
sector
and away from ',government in/
volvement
in a system of enterprise that
never has and is not likely to be truly

exposed to problems related to income
management, purchasing of goods, use
of credit, insurance planning and buying, hOusing t advertising, ,consumer competitive in the way, that economists

/

protection, and legal relations and the

would

consumer.

define a

that is "free."

/

system of enterprise
w 4,
0
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FREE ENTERPRISE--THE AMERICAN ECONOMIC SYSTEM

Robert F. Smith,*Michael W. Watts, and Vivian, D .

Authors

Hogan

Publisher :
Publication Date:
Grade Level:

Laidlaw Brothers

Materials and Cost:

Text, hardbound, 320 pp, $6.99; eacher's guide,
paperbound, 100 pp, $1.89

1981

10-12

*Subject Area:

Economics
(

make it most appr priate for students in
11 and 2. According to the
Free Enterprise--The American Eco- grades
the reading level is `11.5.
Fry
graph,
nomic System is designed for use
a To assist in° vocabulary development,
one-semester senior high school eco- the text italicizes new and unfamiliar
nomics course, but each of its four terms and defines them in context.
units can stand alone as a mini-course. Chapter reviews offer term identification
The text focuses on the American ecoA glossary is provided at
nomic system through its presentation exercises.
the text. Free Enterprise
the
end
of
of basic., economic terms, concepts,
can
be
used
with
students who have no
issues, and proceSses. By simultan- background in economics as well as
eously presenting students with social those who have some.
studies skill development activities- and
Overview

o

--

features designed to relate the
study of economics to real life, the Rationale and General Objectives
designed,
was
Free Enterprise
authors hope to involve students directThe according to the publisher,,, to meet two
ly in the economic' process.
teacher's guide offers suggestions for important goals: (1) to help students
teaching strategies, classroom discus- "to understan the structure and operae American economy" and
sion, learning activities, supplementary tions, of
(2) to jte p students "to recognize and:
reading, and unit tests.
appr mate the American economy as a
system in which the individual is the
Required or Suggested Time
decision maker and owner --of
Free Enterprise was designed as the major
Specific objectives include
property."
basic text for a one-semester course. teaching basic
econoinic concepts and
Each of its four units, ,however, Can be principles through
a focus on' the Amer,.
used alone for shorter courses or for ',Icel.'
economy
and
teaching
social, studies
other specific curriculum needs. The skills, consumer skills, and,
economic
special

teacher's guide does not suggest the decision making. -Economic analysis and
time required for each unit, but .two or
two

and

one-half

weeks

-appears to be adequate.

per

unit

problem solving are emphasized as -well,

The Actives of. each unit and chapter

are

clearly

guide .

stated in 'the

teacher's

Intended User Characteristics,
The publisher suggests that Free. Content
Enterprise be used with high school
The student text focuses on the
students_ . However, the reading level American economic system, covering
of

and the vocabulary

the materials

,

Data .Sheet by. Carol H: Krismann.
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basic economic concepts and principles,
as well as the developMent, framework,
and distinctive characteristics of the
American free enterprise system. The

organized into 16 chapters
divided into four. units. Unit 1, 'f:The
Study of Economics," introduces ecomaterial Ris

nomics and economic terms and proVides

an overview of the American economy,
including its history and development.
It also describes other systems, such as
socialism and communism.
Unit 2, "The American Economy in

covers the roles of production
and the mirket, profits and competition,
income and the market system, and the
role of the consumer. Unit 3, "The
Action, "

Organization of American Capitalism,"
discusses bUsiness organizations such
as partner*hips, proprietorships, and
,

corporations; the role of labor in Amer-

ica;' money and the banking system;

interpreting graphs and table's, using
tables, calculating . interest
statisti
rates, and interpreting political cartoons.:

The

consumer

education fea-

tures cover the social security system,

ew. automobile, unit pricing,
buying
and check sting.
Teaching Procedures
The introduction

to the ,teacher's
gilide for Free Enterprise provides an

overview of the guide sand the purposes
and' organization of the student text.

For each section, chapter, 'and unit in

the text, -the guide ,provides etucational
objectives, opening, suggestions performance objectives, instructions for
using the special features, a list of
important, ideas and supplementary,
materials, ideas for projects, and

aniwets to section and chapter ques-

tions. Activity suggestions in the guide
and the role of government in the econ- ,include
making an economic journal,
omy. The final- unit, "Challenges Fac- researching the economic ideas of famous
ing our Free Enter ise System," pre- Americans, preparing a skit demonstrat-,
omestic and ing the need for a well-balanced budget,
sents 'an overview o
international challenges r- ting to and interviewing various types of homeand owners.
growth and stability, foreign tra
the balance of payments. The unit -a
The guide also contains tests for each
includes a ,comparison of the Japanese, u
These 50-item tests are divided
British, and Soviet economic systems into
identifying terms
and a discussion of the futire of Amer- (matchingr , parts:a
economic facts (true-false) ,
ican capitalism.
(multiple,
u -rstanding
ed throughout the text economic
Organizers
ocial studies skills
, and usin
are section the k-ups, chapter summar- choice)
(multiple choice) .
ies, and chapte reviews. Unit summarThe final part of the te- er's guide
ies present discus ion questions, recom- offers a list of free or low-cos upplemended reading, and a section entitled mentary materials, many of them go n"Economics at Work, which is designed ment publications, and an extensiv
to involve the students directly in the reference bibliography.
process. In
economic decision-making

these exercises stddents are asked to
plan the junior-senior prom, finance a
used', car, expand a hypothetical business, and decide where to purchase
products for a clothing store. Four
kinds of special features. are interspersed throughout _the text, including
social studies skills exercises, consumer
education situations, career information,
and biographical sketches of successful
entrepreneurs. Skills covered include

Oit 4

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions

Free Enterprise is a well-written basic
economics

that

is

logically'

Given its
focus on the American economic system,

organized and informative.

it presents a good foundation for further
study of the economic situation today.
The suggested activities are traditional
in approach.
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GLOBAL GEOGRAPHY

Authors:,
Publishers:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Preston E. James and Nelda Davis
Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc.'
1981

9-12

Text, hardbound, 598 pp, $14.85; teacher's annotated
edition,_ hardbound, 694 pp, $15.60; workbook,

paperbound, 156 pp, 2.70; teacher!s,edition of
workbook, paperbOund, 156 pp, $2.70; tests on
duplicating miters, paperbound, 30 pp, $10.20
Subject Area:

World geography
ea.

Overview

Global Geography it a complete up-

The Wide World: A Geography
published in, 1972. The book his a new
date

of

%copyright by virtue of a numb

of
major changes.
A
section edtitled
"Using Maps and ,Atka*es" has been

added at the book's beginning to teach
basic map skills. ThiS is folloWed by a
°

introduction to geography, and
geographers' methods, a definition. of

the term:culture region, and a description of how the book is laid out: The
first unit, "The Human Use of the
Earth," is also new. A global view of
geography is presented in a brotd.look

culture, technology, environment,
habitat, and land use. Problemsnob
change and transition are, also di
cussed. Previously, the first senior'
was an historical account of the develolpment of geographic knowledge. The
remainder of the book is very `similar to
at

-

The Wide World

with-

the

following.

The- Africa unit has been
completely rewritten and other units
have been revised to eliminate biaS'and
The order in
estern chauvinism.
changes.

whi

the culture regions are presented

been changed, with. North
has
rst./"The text is accbmAmerica no

panied by a te- her's edition, student
workbook, and testS.

Data sheet by,Frances Haley.
o

.

.

Required lor Suggested Time
The teacher's edition presents

a

suggested time schedule for a 36 -week
school .term, allowing for two weeks of
Although it is
reyiew and testing.
indicated that suggestions for using the

textbook for a semester are given,.
these suggestions are minimal. The

teacher will have to develop plans if the
pook, is

to be used for other than a,

one-year program.

-

Intended User Characteristics
The text is written- for use in a
secondary world geography class. The

Publishers report that the text can be

r d by an average eighth-grade °stuThis assessment was .based on 57
de
samples, using the _Dale-Chall modified
The range of
readability formula.

bade levels within these samples was

from 'grade 5.8 to 13.5. This reviewer's
afialygis tof six satifp1es, using the Fry
itest of, readability',' showed an average
readability of grade 12. . Many geographic concepts and names' of foreign

cities and countries contribUtej to this
high average. The teacher is given

instructions for presenting the
however, a general background in geography would be valuable.
ample

materials;

,

4
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Rationale and General Objectives
Global Geography is based on

the

theory that the subject matter of geog-

raphy .is

,:the

t'omplex

"relationship

between the physical environment and
human beings and their culture." The
text emphasizes the "interdependence of

physical and cultural factors and the
influence this interdependence has on
human economic, political, -.arid social

Systems."' General goals are given for
each unit and specific objectives for
each chapter within a unit. For example, a

goal in the first unit is:

to

appreciate, the role of culture, in shaping the earth." A specific objective-,for
t_ is to "describe
chapter 1 from this

how language families and- subfamilies
evolved."

o

Content
global Geography has (our distinct
sections. The first section teaches the

student how to use maps and atlases.

A 12-page atlas contains maps of seven
world regions and the United States. A
separate chapter , defines geography,
describes what a geographer does, and

explains the purpose .and 'structure of
the text. The third major segment of
the text discusses culture, technology,
environment, and resources, and how
these factors -- working as a systemcan
account for similarities and differences
between, world regions. The bulk of
the text is devoted to the world's ,11
culture regions: North America, South

ture, GNP per' capita, life expectancy,
exports, and Imports.
Teaching Procedures
The 'teacher's edition of Global
Geography contains a, teacher manual at
the back of the text. This manua-,

contains both- unit and-chapter strategies. The unit plans include an over-

view, goals, background' information,
bibliographies, and map exercises.

Chapter plans include a chapter, summary, objectives, suggested teaching
strategies,' and answers to end-ofchapter - questions. Unit and semester
tests are also included in the manual.

Throughout the text, annotations
suggest activities and discussion ,ques-

At the end of each chapter in
the student text, factual questions and
a_ vocabulary are given. In addition,
three parts of this section can-be used
by the teacher in planning instruction:
tions.

"Understanding-

Maps," , "Exploring

ideas," and "Extending Your Horizons."
A workbook' is available:- it contains a
factual review, vocabulary -exercises,
reading and writing skill exercises, 4-and
map skill exercises.' The test manualhas oduPlicating masters of the tests
contained in the teacher's manual.
.

Evaluative Comments and' Suggestions
Global *Geography is a world geog-

raphy text which can be described as

"typical."- The division of world areas
into culture regions should. help' the

Students understand how regional cultural, economic, political, -.and social
Asia, Southeast Asia, East Asia, Africa, systems develop. The teaching strategies and the book's content are standA.ustralia-New Zealand, and Pacific.
.Each culture region represents a unit. ,- ard; that is, they require reading,
The first chapter in each unit covers discussion, and a great deal of factual
habitat and settlement., The rest of the reCallt, The suggestions in the teachchapters are sometimes on speific coun- er's manual -for" individualizing instructries and sometimes on groups of coun- tion, are much more exciting that the
"read-and-discuss" strategies' recomtries.
"Back-of-the-book" material includes a mended for primary presentation of the
statistical profile of the 11 regions, a text material. With careful plianin.g,a,
teacher could combine these with chapmetric conversion chart, a glossary,
ter
activities for a more stimulating and
Data
in
the
statistical
and an index.
interesting
instructional approach. If
capital
and
country
profile. includes
map activities are
'suggested
all
.the
area
by
names, and, for each country:
used,
students
should
become prpficient
square mile and kilometer, population,
America,- Western Europe, Soviet Union,
North Africa-Southwest Asia, South

percent of the labor force in agricul-

in map reading.

t

6 J.
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HUMAN HERITAGE:

A WORLD HISTORY

F. Kenneth Cox, Miriam Greenblatt, and Stanley S.

Authors:

Seaberg

Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co.

Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

1981

6-10

Text, hardbound, 660 pp, $13.50; teacher's annotated
editiori,, hardbound, 800 pp, $15.75; student activity
book, paperbound, $3.66; teacher's edition of activity
book, paperbound, $4.41; evaluation program on
duplicating masters, $28.50
World history

Subject Area:

Overview
Human Heritage: A World History

is

intended to provide thorough coverage
of ancient and medieval- history and a
less-detailed overview of modern history
for students in grades 6-10. The text
a

employs

chronological/ topical

approach. Such key concepts as ctil
tural values, democracy, revolution,

and change and continuity are highlighted to help 'students understand
that human ideas and -actions .are vital
elements in chistory and that people

Ikve contributed to our human heritage.
-The teacher's edition provides objectives, activities, teachingmethods; and
a general overview of information in
each` of .the text's 40 chapters. The
Suggested activities are --varied enough.
that some will be applicable to all ability
levelS and-individualclass needs.
.
,

z

Required or Suggested Time
The text is designed to .provide
ciaterial for a one-year introductory
world history course. The teacher's
edition suggests that 'teachers should be
able to deVote up to eight day,Sisto each
of the 40 chapters. Since no specific

time allottnefits are suggested for individual activities, the actual time used
on- a particular chapter will depend on
how many Of the suggested .activities
are undertaken. The accompanying
Data sheet by Diana Beer.

(

student activity book has 13 sections
(one for each of the textbook's 13
units) which contain reinforcement and
Again, time
skill-building activities.
spent' will defend on the number of
activities selected.

Intended User Characteristics
Human Heritage is designed for students in grades 6-10. The straightfOrward and lively narrative style,
combined with short chapters, map and
photo aids, summary review sections;

and. the controlled reading level (averaging grade r6 on the Fry readability
scale) result in a text which is suitable
for ,average pre-high school students
below-average high
The
variety of .sug,The
school students.
teachers
permits
gested activities

and

average

to

r

to tailor -.the course to individual stu-:
'dent andjor class abilities.

Rationale antl-General Objectives
Human- heritage- has-been written to

help students "think conceptually and

critically about the past and to appre:-

ciate the complexity and variety
human interrelationships" and to "learn
that they live in history, that their

present is a product of the past, and
that their future is an outcome of the

present." It works toward these objectives

through

an

interdisciplinary

vt5
'

Secondary Materials
approach which shows how ,different ties to develop such skills as comparing
'civilizations, Eastern as well as West= and contrasting, analyzing and byilthethroughout sizing, and reading mapi and charts.
have
interacted
ern,
The
authors
believe
recorded histOry.
skills Teaching Procedures
knowledge
anti
that the basic
of
understanding
an
necessary for
Students begin each unit by reviewhuman heritage are better encouraged ing a' two-page color time chart that in-through this combin,ed chronological/ eludes photos aria illustrations of impor,

topical treatment than through a more
traditional
approach that stresses .dis.
.

connected names and dates over human
ideas and actions.
Content
Human

Heritage:

A World

History

'provides an overview of WeStern and
nonwestern history, with emphasis on

ancient and medieval periods. The text
is organized in 13 units containing 40'
chapters. Unit titles are "Prehistoric
Times," A "The River Valley Civiliza"Ideas and Armies," "The
'"The Romans, ", "The Early
Greeks

tions,"

tant events, people, or places covered

in the unit. Students are expected' to

consider the overview questions accom-7

partying each time chart -to gain a gen
eral idea of the -themes and topics of
the 'unit. At 'the conclusion of _each
unit students review the main ideaS of
the unit participate in skill-developing
activities, undertake a wide variety of
unit projects and supplementary activi -,
ties, and do suggested reading:
Additional teaching procedures :are
Suggested at the' beginning 'of each
chapter in the Well-organized teacher's
annotated edition and at the end of
each chapter in the staiient text.

Middle Ages,", "Flowering of the East,"
"The Age Of 'Feudalism," "The Late Teachers begin each chapter with an
Middile Ages," "The beginning of Modern overview of objectives, background
Tin4s," "The ,Changing World," "Nations information, and suggested teaching
and Empires,"an-d "The, Twentieth Cen-. ideas. Teaching ideas include
.students read and comment upon spe
tury."
,,Each chapter opens with a colorful fic passages, fill in exercises in th
photOgraph illustrating the chapter chapter review, identify and defihe `
topic- -for example, one chapter on vocabulary works in the text and in the
Greek ,civilization opens wilh a 'photo- "Building Vbcabulary" section in the
graph !of a Greek, vase To. illustrate chapter- review, discuss issues and
Greek contributions to the art's. The events in class, review major chapter
chapters are organized into ' clearly facts; 'and develop map skillstby workmarked ,sections and ..subsections, with ing with the "Using fMaps" section at
topic headings and important vocabulary the end of each chapt&.,
words printed' in bold type., Vocabulary
words are aldo defined in context. Evaluative -,CommenIs and Suggestionis
Maps,' charts, time lilies, and illustra;This text's ea sy-to-read Wtyle and
ChaRter lavish illustrations shouldohelp students
tions are used profusely.
reviews, discussion questions, and tips gain insights into our human heritage,
on, using maps conclude- each chapter. . pArticularly into contributions of the
Each unit also includes-a special twd-. ancient and medieval periods. IA note-'
page feature which focuses on people or worthy feature of the 'text is its attempt
events important in or representative of to -trace developments in the nonwestern
the historical' period discussed. For world which paralleled developments in
example, the "Cultural Close-up" 'for the Western' world. Teachers contemthe 'unit "The Early Middle Ages" is an plating adopting this text should, how-introduction to the Han and T'ang ever, realize that the coverage of the
dynastiesof China. Each unit con-; Modern _world is minimal--the 20th cendudes with a-review section including a tury isn't introduced until chapter 38 of
summary of- main points, suggested the 40-chapter textbook. '

n

reading, review questions,--and activi-

Textbopks
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INSIDE TELEVISION: A GUIDE TO CRITICAL VIEWING

Author: 4
Publisher:
Publication' Date:
Grade Leyel:
Materials and Cost:

Ned White
Science and4 Behavior Books,' Inc.
1980

10-12

Text, hardbound, 161 pp, $12.00; teacher's guid e,
paperbound, 46 pp (includes 46' reproducible student
worksheets), $10.00
gconomics, language arts, social studies, sociology

Subject Area:
4

Intended, User Characteristics/a,
Inside Television, is intended for use

'Overview

Inside Television was produced jointly by WGBH Educational Televi ion of
Baton and, the Far 'West Laborat ry for
Educational Research and Deve optnent
to help students 'become more discriminating and selective viewers of tele-

-.

by average secondary students in lang-

uage arts' or social studies classes.
However, this analyst f,.t0-1Trdthe reading

level (based on the Fry g&ph) to 'be

grade 12. Since the content is interesting and appealing', students at the

vision. The text can serve as the
basis of a one-semester high school

secondary Divvel would be motivated to

read the materials and engage in the
activities. Each daily lesson plan in

language arts or social studies course
or can be used to supplement existing
courses. Emphasis- is placed on developing thin.krfig skills which students will
be -able to use in critically examining

.,

not only televiSion, but other media as
The ,,textbook is rranged into
Well.
seven units, each foc-usin on a partic._ulai topiC concerning television. The
' teacher's guide contains a corresponding unit plan with daily lesson plans
for
,
each unit.

the teacher's cgUide suggests :a home-

work assignment, some of which must
complettd out of school. No special

. be_

teacher preparation
'required.

are

The 'purpose of-this text, is to help

students become more 'discriminating and
The
selective viewers of television.
philosophy underlying development of

The author .states that the materials

these materials is that: high school students have not been.. taught to make

course., ,if the teacher follows theiles-

lives and 'behavior, youthful television

are most effective when used as the
basis for a one-semester high school

effective use of television.
television greatly influences

the courier will take 78 days , to cornplete.

,

The

teacher

cari ,

Because
American

watchers need to be taught to consciously select programs which will
benefit them and to acquire thinking
skills which will help them examine television criticallt:

"sOn plans in the teacher's guide- closely,
.

skills

Rationale and General ObjectiVes

Required or Suggested Time
4

or

however,

choote to use any one or more of the

seven 'independent units to supplement
'regular social studies or language arts
courses. The number of dais required
to teach individual units ranges from 6
to 15. In addition, the teacher could'

Specific o ctives of the text "'are
to hey secondary students understand'

their reasons for watching television;

be aware of the positive and negative
aspecti of watching television; analyze

select a few lessons or activities to
integrate into regular courses.

why they choose certain programs over

.

Data sheet by Sydney J. Meredith.
65

64
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others; be able to detemine when
watching televiSipn will be most advantageous for them; learn skilld which will
help them observe television in a more
sophisticated manner; recognize the hidden messages of programs and commercials; 'and be aware of the impact ---of -the,'
0
media 'on their values.
Content

Inside Television presents information
on television as a medium and ,industry
and presents activities designed' to help
students develop critical thinking skills.
The extbook is divided into seven
units,/ each focusing on a particular
aspect of television. Unit 1, ,"You and
discusses

,Tele'Vision,"

the

impact of

televisibn -on the American viewer and

the war. that Americans use television.
Unit 2, "The Television Indust y," presents information about tel -sion as a
business.

Specificary,

i

deals with

the major networks, station groups, the
Communications

Federal

Commission,

public -television, ratings; scheduling

and how
bought and sold.

's;tactics,

commercial time is
Un1t 3, "Programs

eaching Procedures
The primary teaching

techniques

suggested are having students read the
text, complete and discuss -thoughtworlWeets and activities,

p rovoking

and read articles written by television
professionals. For example, in the unit
...

"Selling, "r students read a brief history
of television advertisingand then work
in mall groups to create-a-product and
a m rketing strategy. This Is followed
.
by reading of an advertising executivels-_
descripttion of how a ,Mcdtiald's com- -1-----_,
mercial is put together and at-home
completion of a worksheet providing 'a_
framework for analyzing the techniques
used in making, commercials.

The activities suggested in the text
are quite varied; they include writing

analysis of graphs and
tables, interviewing, discussions, and
exercise's-,

comparisons of newspapers and tele=
vision,. The worksheets alsq require a,.
range of activities, 'including logging

television programs wpianred, creating a
rewriting prop;cegramtschedule,
ram-scri ts

instructions .ire
and Production," explains hot/ television Provided in the teacher's guides; For
programs are developed and produced., .teafch unit, the guide contains a brief
Unit 4, "Selling," assesses commer- introduction, suggested time allotmetit
cials,

public

service

announcements,

., political. advertising, and packaging.
TV
-Unit 5, "That's the Way It Is?

News," examines news and inforrhation.
If includes a discussion
of the Fairness Doctrine, First Amendment rights., .,and social responsibilities
of newspeople. Unit 6, "The 'Eelevision
En-irironment," probes television's subtle'
messages and_ their effect on the viewer.
Unit, 7, "A -Saving Radiance," ponders
future technology.
programming.

Each unit contains four parts:

(1)

T

ExplicitP

teaching

learning objectives, listing of critical
optional
skills addressed,
viewing
and
books
activities, a list of films
relevant to the unit, and daily lesson
The lesson plans include a
plans.
description of in-class, activities'. and
suggested horn work assignr,Isient,,
a\
-,

gg
ments and Suggestions
Aaluati ve Comments
,./\
Inside Television is unique in treating television in a basal secondary text.
The very complete teaching instructions
provided will be' useful for teachers
working in an unfamiliar area. Expecting many teachers or schools to insti,

text introducing the unit and providing
factual information' about the topic; (2)
suggested activities which involve stu- tute - courses devoted exclusively to.
dents in indiv-rdual or group work; (3) television may be unrealistic, however.
readings presenting opinions and infor- Thus, more information on how to intemation' written by producers, actors, 'gate sections of the text into other
critics, advertisers, 4nd other television classes would have b en helpful. 0
professionals; and (4) written exercises.
TPA program has been field tested.
Textual" information is "presented in an. For more informati n, contact the Far
// objective way, neither extolling the West
Educational
for
Laboratory

/ virtues of television nor condemning the
medium.

/

Research and Development.

4
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INVITATION TO PSYCHOLOGY

Authors:

Ri.Chel G. Ragland and Burt Saxon
Scott, Fore'srban and Co.

PPication Date:

1981
9-12

Grade Level:
4.
-Materials and Cost:

Subject. Area :

,

Text, hardbound, 5'44- pp, $10.95; teacher's guide,
paperbound, 160 pp, $3.99; wprksheets on duplicating
masters, softbound, 42 pp, $16.80; tests on duplicating masters, softbound, 28 pp, $11.22
Psychology

4

Invitation to Psychology is a new and
e iting introductory course developed
o Ifigh school teachers for seconby
dary s ents. The content cvered in
chapters is ,presented in a
the text's
way that refle ts ,research results while

appealing to a v. 'ety of student.interests. Course bbje tives, as well as
objectives for each un- , 'chapter, and
lesgon,

,

.

Although no special teacher training

Overview

are

clearly

ated.

The

teacher*, guide discusses a variety of
flaching procedures and provi daily
lesson plans. Duplicating master for
student activities and tests accompa

is required, some background in psy-

chology would be helpful. In addition,
teachers using the . materials should
become familiar with the American
Association's
various
Psychological
'school psychology
guidglines for lii
teaching and r eairch before 'teaching
the course. These guidelines are provided it). the teacher's guide. Also,

sharing the course plan,. with students
and their parents would be advisable,
as a ' number of topics. covered may

result in unneeded controversy.

the text and teacher materials.

Rationale and Genera1,0b-eciives

Required' or Suggested Time

for
e course:
they believe it is
importa for students to begin -thinking
like ps ho °gists and to learn more

The text' is organized into 16 chapters. In a 'semester course meeting five

days per week, each chapter is con-

sidered appropriate' for .one weels's
ow,ever, with the numerous
work.
activities suggested in the teacher's
guide and the text itself, sufficient

material for a year's work is provided.

The authors present a dual ratibnale

The teacher js cautioned that students may have picked
about therbsel

out psychology.The authors hope to disp -these myths,
helping students learn w at Makes,
people behave ad they .4. I a r stU=up nurperott% myths

dent

objectives

for

the course

e:

(1) to master major concepts and thep
ries in psychology and be able to define
and use terms appropriately, (2) to

Intended User Characteristics
Invitation to Psychology was written
lrn the basic skills of psychological
especially for seniors high school- stirdents. This analyst found the t.verage !research, (3) to develop critical thinkreading level according to the Fiy form- qg skills,' (4) to build writing;, readThe topics ing, and -discussion skills, and (5) -;;tq
ula tto be ninth grade.
covered in the text should be of con- develop the ability to apply psyclio-C
siderable interest to secondary students logical concepts and research knowledge
3
to (their own lives.
as they approach maturityL,
Data sheet by James- E Davis.
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.

...Content
Invitation to Psychology is organized

into five units which cover five areas

commonly taught in high school psychology courses. Following a general introduction to psychology, unit 1, "Dis-.
'covering the World," deals with-perception, learning, thinking, and intelligence and, creativity. ;Unit 2, "The

Cycle of Life," deals with physical and
development

emotional

from

infancy

through adulthood. "Roots of Behavior," unit 3, addresses biological bases
for behavior, emotion and motivation,
and consciousness. °Unit 4, Who Are
You?," explores the nature of the self,

1

.

,

as biofeedback, `vio ence in
sports, and the "Chiding Tst"--are
topics

desig nq d to

p rovoke

class discussion.

Each chapter ends with a section of
questions and activities and a
chapter test: Units end with; experiments that students, can conduct and
unit tests. Additional chapter nd unit
review

tests are provided separately orl, dupli1,cating masters.
The teacher's guide reco*menlpls use,
cif a variety of pedagogical,. vehicles.
Described are lecture/discussion, use of
guest speakers, field trips,. use of
audiovisuals, experiments, small -group
work, demonstrations, use of anonymous

responses to questionnaires, role%playpersonality, abnormal behavior, and ing, gaming and simulation, and term
mental health. Unit 5, "You, Others, AlIP' .paper assignments. The` 'guide "also
and Society," discusses interpersOnal includes detailed lesson plans. 4, The
behavior, social interaction, and the typical pattern is preparation (usually a
psychological quality of life. A skills student reading assignm nt); objec-

handbook at the end of the text introduces students tethodi`of psychologglossary provides
research.
definitions of important terms.

ical

Unique content features are the use

research-baSed information where
possible ,antUnclusion of vignettes high7
lighting career opportunities in psychoof

The text is attractively illustrated with cartoons, reproductions. of artwork,. interest stimulating photographs,

logy:.
-

and colorful. graphics.

tives, a motivator (usuall an interestthe class) ,
ing question to be 'pose
When a topic
and lesson
might lead in A sensitive direction, the
lesson plans include a special "Alert!",
section. Teachers should watch for and
heed these warnings. Additional teach-

ing strategies and the answers to the
questions in the student text are pro-

vided for each chapter.
The worksheets available on duplicatip.g masters pr.ele-rrt---vari
and-pencil activities.
_

Teaching' Procedures

-_

To attain the stated/ objectives, stu-. * Evaluative Comments arid Suggestions
dents:, must be able to read the material
The authors, surveyed, more than
presented. The text includes a number ,e, 1,500 teachers to find out what their
of aids to interest and assist students students were like, what texts were
Each chapter, used, what subjects shol.rld be covered,
in the reading\ task.
begins with an "opener "--a case study and what tekt features were desired.
The text
or ottier attention-getter.
Following development of the book, some
that follows is divided into <four- to six-; of the
respondents were asked to
page ' Sections. Each - section begins re-Viiiiithe---teXtIt___4 ._..clear to this
with t`a. list of (things to find. but .while
that the authors took suggesreadin,g; section review questions check analyst
ions
from
h field t eart. The text'
t
In
A

,students' grasp ofiithose----A. ems.
'4ddition, .nt's Your _Turn". activities
inteispersedi-fhroughout the text permit
.
immediate (and pristudents to make' immediate
vate) applications "of the reading nia:terial. ' "Close-Up" readings in each
;chapter:-7.brief deScriptions of 'such
to

4

.

A

t

.

is

hin students'?
well-written, is
nd should
d . tan
bility to

hold student `interest:
ideas are sothid and

The teaching
if used

will,

properly, , provide a varied and rich
experience for students.

0
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25.., JUSTICE: DUE PROCESS OF LAW"

Isidore Starr

AUthor:
Publisher:
Publication Date:

"

P`'

West Publishing Co.
x1981

trade Level:

10-12

Material's and Cost:

Text, paperbound, 287 pp, $6.50 each for 1-44
copies, $5.75 each for 25-99 Copies$5.20 each for

"se

100 or more copies
Ckvics, legal education, U.4. government

S5Dject Area:.

.

.
O

Overview

Justice:, Due Process of Law is the
second volume in the Great Ideas in the
Law series (see volume 4 of the Data
Book for' a review of the first vokume).
The text is designed to introduce secondary students to the evolution 'an-d
practice of due prOcess in three
arenas - -adult courts, juvenile courts,
and schools., Studenti examine due
process by reviewing landmark Supreme
Court decisions. A significant portion
of the text' is devotefd. to excerpts from
the justices' majority,. ,diSsenting, and
t concurring opiniOns fn' these cases.
The, resulting high readability level
makes the . text most suitable for
The text ,offers
advadaced students.

questions fox' 'students to consider, but
no other activities are recommended and
no teacher's guideis proVided.
-

Required' or Suggested -Time
-This

text' can-be used as the basis

for an- in:Idepth study of the concept bf
Ir

due process lasting for a'quarter ofif
supplemental -Materials .are also used - -a
kemester.- heIttext tan also be used to
supplement legal education Classes or

units on the judiciary in government ,or
civics classes.

'howevercollege leVel according to the
{Try graph-Tin part because of the larie
a.mount of text. quoted from Suprenle
Court- °opinions.

This

high reading

level and the s_xclu-give use of a read4*mat mike the: te,t3,most
and-disc

app oprial

for

students .'with

use

got:4

with

reading

ability.

Rationale and General Objectives
Tht rationale for the text 'iS not
Specifically stated. However, the con-

tent indicates that the author 114c1 two
major purposes in writing the text:
(t) y to increase student knowledge about

, due process of law as applied_ in adult

courts, juvenile courts, and schoOks and
students
understand
help
(2) to
Supreme Court decirrOns--regarding due
The :author believes that
process.
Understanding 'these' decisions is the
responsibility of oifiZents who want to
exercise their right to disagree with

Court rulings. 'He also believes that

studying Court opinions is valuable
because "it improves, bur understanding

of the law of .the land; it exposes us to

the reasoning skills -of sophisticated
jurists; and it shows the judicial
cess at wax* in resolVing value donflictS
*et y :Jr
in our society."`
A

--

1

G. Dale Greenawaid.

fi

..

Motivated

4
-*
Content
Intended Use Characteristics
Justice: Due Process of Law is
Justice: Due ProCess of Law is tar-, lionized into four sections, subdivided.
The
geteds at secondary studenti.
22 chapters... The first section is
readability *1.11 is unusually high,
The Courtroom as Theater: The
titled
.
Deta sheet

.

69
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e

Curtain Rises." ',It focuses Upon the
trial process, examining
settirtg and

such participants AS the defendant;
prosecutor, defense attorney, .judge,
-witnesses, victinLthe public, and the

press, This. section also describes the

trial process and examines Rlea bargain-

i'hg 'The second section,:.entiled The

Courtroom as Theater:
The Curtain
Falls," focuses 1.1.pon events after a

to get victims to
balancing of the defendant's due process rights and the victim's injury, and

Separate chapters examine due process
rightS of juveniles, the nature of proof
in' delinquency proceedings, jury trials
in juvenile proceedings, the transfer of
juvenile cases. to criminal court, and

thus

compensation. for victims:,

The final

process within schools.

in

attemptinc,

"break down" :6n- the witness stand, the

the trend toward 'compensation of victims .

No teacher's guide is available, and
no, supplemental activities

suggested.

are

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
Justice: Due Process of Law is

unique in the field, in that it does not

devote attention to the Apec if c s of
Chapters in . criminal an4 civil law, hut rathe4, focus-

this section focus upon suspensions and

__expulsionS,'. corporal punishment, and
questions yet to be answered by the
C

4

section of the text co.veringthe _victirnis
in criminal 'court procee:6Ngs, for
example, students are asked to expresstheir opinions regarding defense strategies

section examines the operation of due

'--

The text is designed to be used in a
iead-and-discuss format.
Questions
designed .to stim_ulate discussion are
interspersei throuihout the text. In a

defendant is found guilty. This section
presents information ' about sentencing
and punishment, -devoting three chapters to capital punishment.
The third sebtipn` considers the concept of due process .,,as° it relates to
operation of, the, juv enfle4lbourt system.
,

Teaching Procedures

t.

es upon the processes sed to ensure
In so doing., it provides an

justice.

detailed
analysis
of
Supreme Court decisions influencing the`
evolution of due proceSs.. Its treatment
of due procesS within. the school is
particularly noteworthy.
exceptionally

Throughout all four sections, the
autkor focuses on landmark Supretne
Ccifirt decisiorNregarcling due --process.
Numerous excerpts from majority, copIt 4s unfortunate that no teacher's
curring; and dissenting opinions are guide providing background information
and supplemental activities is available.
-included. Special features are devoted
profiles .of individuals involved in Such a guide would 'strengthen the
landmark
cases
(Ernistb Miranda,
program considerably, allowing teachers
Clarence Gideon, Caryl Chessman) and . to make the most effective use of the
such topiCs 'as the history of juries, the
text and alleviating the repetitivenest
venile justice system.f in France, and of a strict read- .and`-discuss format.
Numerous
avenues for experiential
'discipline in` 19th- century schools.
Appendices contain the transcript of learning .are available, but teachers will
have to spend considerable 'time plana criminal, case,- the constitutional
amendments cited in the text, a glos- ning for them if they use this te.x.t.

sary, *a 'bibliography,/ and _a fable of
cases cited in the text.,

'

.'

'1

,
C

ho
t",
3
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OUR WORLD AND ITS PEOPLES

.. Edward RI Kblevzon and John A. Heine

Authors:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

.
I

Allyn and Bacon, Inc.
1981 (2nd ed.)
7-12

.

Text, hardbound, 576 pp, $12°.93; teacher's guide,
paperbound, 184 pp, $5.49; workbook (duplicating
masters) ,\$33.00; tests (duplicating masters) , $27.00
World geography

SUbject Area:

-

indicates an average -reading level of
grade 8. Because the text is well

Overview

Our World and Its Peoples,is designed

organized, has many irstrations, and
contains aids such as erection hea nes
and review questions, it can b used
with average students at all secondary
grade levels and belowlaverage students

to be used as the basis for .a one-year
junior high or high School course. in

world geography. Students examine the
relationship ,ibetween. people and their
environment in the nine major cultural
'regions of the world: This, edition of

No special'
school classes.
teacher training is necessary.:

the text. has new and updated photo-

.-

.

graphs,' maps, and charts that enliven
the easy-to-r4ead text. Other 'changes
in this edition include more attention to
sptcific parts of Asia, Southern.
Europe, the Middle East, and Africa;
use of 'metric measurements; and inclusion of 32 case studies each focusing on
an important concept or trend. Stu.-4
dents are involved in reading the text=
book, analyzinrmaps, and participating
in ciiscassions and 'various activities.
The program includes a text, .studerit
workbook, tests, and a teacher'sguide...
Required or Suggested Time
This. text is 0designed for use as the
basiS of a yearlong course, in -world
geography. The authors suggest that
some .units can be omitted, to create a
The teacher's
,one-semester. course.

' gull!, suggests
unifilt it help

time

blocks for each
plan their

teachers

courses.

Intended User Characteristics
This text was written for students in
grades 7-12. A Fry readability analysis
ate sheet by Regina. McCormick.

/

in high

Rationale and General 'Objectives

The authors wrote this g Jeography 1,
text to help students fulfill fivespecific
needs. First, the authors believe students must "underbtand the meaning of
place and location" so that thy can use

principles of geography/ to solve problems. The second need students have
is to understandx1. Ow people pro/ide

for their needs a d wants." Students

,

should understand why living standards

differ around the world. ''Third, stun

dents must ".develop international understanding." Kriowing geography is not
enough; 'the authors feel students must
develop

a respect for other cultures

their mehods of worship, modes df
behavior, diets, and dress; The fourth

need is,. "to 'promote human Ifrogress."
Students must learn how people around
the world have changed or adapted their
environment to ,improve _their standard
of living. Finally, students must learn
"to appreciate possibilismto understand
that problems Can be. overcome." The
authors hold that it is important for
students to know that people's, Continu-

Secondary Materials

ing achievements make it possible for
dev oping nations to hive hopeS and
a 'rations.
.
Content
The textbook includes 35 chapters

analyzing maps, preparing exhibits,
developing picture stories, playing
learning games,
interviewing,
and
general
class
discussions.
The

teacher's guide also provides a detailed
introductioh to the program, answers to

questions in the student text, and
orgg6ized into 11 units . Unit 1 intro - all
an
annotated
listing of books for studuces students to '.the basic principles, dents,. correlated
concepts, and tools of geography they ters in the text. with individual cciapwill use as they study the text. Units
student text also includes var2 through 10 deal with nine regions of iousThe
teaching
aids. th the beginning of
the world: the United States,
each
unit,
a section entitled "Why We
Latin America, Northwest Europe, the
Are Interested" prOvides a short moti/'Mediterranean region, the Soviet Union vational
narrate about the area to be
and Eastern Europe; the` Far East,
studied. Every two or three pages,
sub-Saharan Africa, and Australia'l and students are required to answer review
New Zealand.
The treatment of each
provided in a "Question Box."
region: includes a distussion of how questions
Chapter
reviews
contain many helpful
_people have adjusted to or adapted
aids
for
students,
including
their .environment to ° 'improve their lists of geographical terms,alphabetical
"Questions
standard of living.
In ,e-ach unit,
for Study," and suggested learning
emphasis is placed on important icon- activities.
Activities are many and
temporary problems of the' region.
varied:
students make ,posters, do
ExiMples include the_ conflict bet een class reports, plan automobile trips,
democracy an communism in the Far. build models, and do research. At the
East and the unequal distributio of end of each unit are three review secland between the very rich and the tions for students: "Gaining Skills"
very poor ih Latin America.
Case
students in analyzing maps,
studies are included in each chapter in involves
graphs,
and
statistical data; "Questions
these units. Students read and answer tb Talk Over4---fequires
students to
questions about such topics as Strip apply what they have learned
in the
the Peace Corps, windrrills,
solar energy, and -the. United Nations.

?,mining,

The concluding, unit of the text explains
,how world resources have been wasted
"and why world problems have made
cooperation among countries necessry.
Teaching Procedures
Specific instructions for the teacher
are provided Tin the teacher's guide.

AM*

Included for each chapter are a brief
de,scription of the chapter's conten , a
list of. questions for students, an a
detailed lesson plan. Each lesson. lan
includes objectives, suggstions

motivating student interest, a list:\ of
the materials needed for the lesson, apd
teaching procedures. These procedures

are varied and include such activitis
as, panel discussions, viewing filmstrips,

%

unit; and "Things You Might Enjoy
Doing" provides more interesting and

varied individual and group activities.
A student workbook and a test booklet complete the program.

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions

According to the publisher, feedback
from teachers' who had used the earlier

edition

of

Our World and Its Peoples

was used to prepare the revised edition.

Featiares

that teachers should

find attractive
., are, the text's low readability level, and reading aids and the
wide variety of activities suggested in
the teacher's 'guide and student text.
Thes.e features and the detailed lesson
plans provided should make this text
easy to use in an interesting way.
...
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PEOPLE AND OUR WOIRLD:

27.

1.

Allan 0. Kownslar and Terry L. Smart
Holt, Rinehart and Winston
1981 (2nd ed.)

Authors:

.Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Subject

A STUDY, OF WORLD HISTORY

9-12
$13.98; teacher's guide,
316 pp, $9.99; workbook, paperbound,

Text, hardbound, 730 pp,

paperbound,
108 pp, $2.49; teacher's edition of Work llook,
paperbound, 108 pp, $3.48

irea:

Worlcl, history

)k

Overview

Peciple and Our World is an introductory oworld higlory text for high

school students. Students read about
the history of world cultures and come
to understand cultural differences.
-Well illustrated with reproductions of
art, colorful photographs, and many
maps, ,,the text is written at the eighth
to ninth -grade reading level and can be
used with students of varying abilities.

provided in the teacher's guide. .0he
level is geared to average and aboveaverag students; a second level is
geare to less-able students. NO spe-

cial teacher training is required.
Rationale and General Objectives

The authors believe that "a study

of world cultures in a historical context
crl,,illustrate both the diversity and the
similarity of cultures throughout, history
answer.
textbook,
and
can show how such'cultural differthe
Students read
discussion questions, and take part in ence and resemblances are relevant to
many activities. A "Book of Readings" students today." Specific performance
(included, in the text) and a student objectives fre to help students acquire
workbook supplement the textbook. A factual and conceptual knowledge.,
complete testing program is included in master baiic study skills (reading,
defining, cyarting, mapping, observing,
the teacher's guide.
writing) ,

skills, an

Required' or Suggested Time

critical thinking
grow in the affective domain
develop

to i ntify and clarify values and
One full year is required to complete --(learn
recognize
and tolerate differing views).
the textbook program. The 103 lessons
in the teacher's guide require from one Content

-to

three -class

periods

to

complete.

The text coritains a chronological

The textbook is intended to be used
with high school students,. Written at

treatment of world history presetited in
ten units subdivided into .35 chaptqrs.
In unit 1 students examine "The World

ninth-, (Date-Chall scale) griade reading

learn about' the- history, culture, , and

Intended User Characteristics
the eighth- (Fry readability test), to

of

level, the text can be uset with stu-

life

the e Ancient Middle

of

the

Sumerians,

East."-

They

Phoenicians,

Hebrews, and/Egyptians. In unit 2,
dents of varying abilities. Phonetic "The World of the Ancient Far East,"
Spellings of unfamiliar words and names Students examine early civilization in
are given whefi they first occur. Dif- India, China, and Japan. Unit 3 deals
ferent' levels of learning activities are with "The World of Ancient Greece and
Data sheeChy Regini McCormick.

7t3
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'Secondary Materials
Rome." Life during the Middle Ages,
political change, the Renaissance, the
Reformation, and the religious wars are
among the topics treated in unit 4, "The
World of West Europe." Students study
"The World of East Europe and Islam"
in unit 5.

Interspersed throughout each unit
are two special features. "A Closer,
Lop C" introduces students to primary or

secondary source documents from the\

time and place studied iu the unit.
"The People in History" feature is

biographical sketch 6f a representative
person from the era.
Students are also involved in many

Unit 6 deals with "The World of Early

Africa." African geography and culture, Bantu migrations, early empires,

activities suggested in the teacher's
guide. For example, in unit 8 average

slavery, and the triangular trade are

studied. In unit 7, students learn
about "The New World." The culture of
the American Indivis and European
colonization are explored. In unit 8,
The World of Revolution," students
read about events in the 1700s and
1800s connected with economic or political revolution and social change. The

0

and above-average students might list

people mentioned in connection with the
American Revolution, research the lives

of these people; and present biographical sketches to the class.

prepare an outline focusing on *the
causes of the American Revolution.

American and Trench Revolutions, how
the

Latin

American

countries

At the end of the student textbook

gained

is a, section called "Book 64 Readings,"

their freedom from Spain and Portugal.
the Industrial Revolution, and the Rutsiin Revolution are studied.
"The
World of Nationalism"

unit 9.

Less-able

students might use their textbook to

containing excerpts from poetry, books,
g.nd primary source documents. Teachers can supplement each chapter by

is the topic of

having students read the selections and
answer the discussion questions which
follow. Each unit concludes with four
pages, of review materials including a

Students learn how imperialism
and nationalism lead to conflict and
study World Wars I and II. Unit 10,
"Your,. World," examines events of the

unit summary, a short series of questions, and a bibliogrphy of student

The Depression, U.S.
foreign policy, the Cold War, relations
between the nations of North and south
America, Asia, and Africa are treated.
20th century.

materials.

Accompanying the textbook is a student workbook containing written exercises for each chapter. Skill practice
in reading comprehension, vocabulary,
geography, chronology,, and factual

Teaching Strategies

Students are expected to . read the

textbook, answer questions; and par- f ecall is emphasized. The teach9en's
ticipate Orr ,classroom activities. Stu- guide contains a complete testing prodents begin each unit by reading a gram of 45 tests.
iistorical anecdote that focuses on a Evaluative Comments and Suggestions,.:
unique aspect of the era to be studied.

A brief ,overview of the unit and its

*

major objectives and a full-page map of
the region to be studied are then examined by the students. Unit-opening
activities are suggested in the teacher's

In writing this edition of People and

Our World, the authors used feedback

from teachers who had taught with the
first edition. The result is a sta&lard

.

guide.

Following the opehing activities, students read chapter sections and answeor
questions. "Section 'Review". questions
ask students to examine maps;- identify

key words,' concepts, events, or indi-

viduals; compare, contrast, summarize',
or recall; and relate the, historical, data
just examined to their own concerns or
present-daNproblems.

chronological presentation with an easyThe' text's
co-use teacher's guide.
ontrolled reading level, the guide's
activities for different ability levels,
and introductory material describing
adaptations for students with various
exceptionalities

should make the pro-

gram especially appealing' to teachers
having students with varying abili-

ties.
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PEOPLE, PLACES, AND CHANGE

28.

1.

Authors:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:

Leonard Berry afi Richard B. Ford
Holt, Rinehart and inston
1981 (2nd ed.)

.

`7-9

Text, hardbolnd, 532 pp, $12.18; teacher's annotated
edition, hardbound, 628 pp, $18.27; workbook, paperbound, 76 pp, $3.48; teacher's edition of workbook,
paperbound, 92 pp, $4.38; tests on duplicating

Materials and Cost

: -a masters,

___

____

.

Area studies, world cultures, world geography

Subjects Area:

I

for testing, t achers must complete one

Overview'

The second edition of People, Places,

chapter each eek. A vanced students
should be a le to cov r most of the
text, workbook, and a tional materials

and Change provides a one-year introduction to world history, geography,
and cultures for students in grades

in a week, but avers e or slower IV-

content have been completely revised.
A.
unit: on North America has been

Teachers will need to spend time prioritiring the materiels they will cover.

7-9.

Both the text's format and the

added to the six other units on major
world regions. The 27 chapters each

dents

not

may

be

able

to

do

so.

Intended User Characteristics

Chapter and unit tests on duplicating
tasters can be purchased separately.

The text was designed for students
of varyino. ability levels hi grades 7-9.
A Fry readability analysis indicated that
the ave Age---- ding level is grade 7.
However, the rginai notes that define
vocabulary t rms ar4fil help students
develop
should . enable students
read below grade 7 .to use the text
/and workbook. The teacher's edition
/and
suggests first -and' second-level activities.
any , of the first-level activities
requir little c;i-Tho reading. The addition
discussion) questions in the,
teac er's edition r and the second-level
act' ties allow average
a
or advanced
st dents to explore ideas' and concepts
in more, depth.
Students? who need
more ,challenging study can researsi
additional topics suggegted in the-

Required or Suggested Time

teacher training is required.--

present information about 'a.. region and
a representative country in that region.
Updated and additional photographscharts, and maps are part of each
chapter. Learning tools, such as a

glossary and a map of the world. are

part of the appendices. The
teacher's edition of the text contains
-lessons for each chapter--including
activities for advanced, average, atid
slower students--and additional aids
now

such as a bibliography of print and
nonprint resources.

Workbook exer-

ciSes help students recall and compre-

hend information and develop geography 4
skills. The teacher's edition of the
,woNc.book containtvunit 'tests. A set of

The text is designe,d to be covered
during a one-year course. No sug

gested timetable for completing individual chapters is given. To allow ti e
Data she t b

Sheryl B. Robinson.

=

enrichment

activities.

Ilo

spccial
V

Rationale and General Objectives

The authors have' written this book
because "today's students need a book

.r

Secondary' Materials
,

that-h-o only provides basic informatio

about histo
geography, and culture,
but that also --deals with changing
values, attitudes, and--behaviors in the
many different cultures --around the
world.11 They believe that this information is important because "the more you
know about people, the more you know

about places, and the more you know
about change, the better you will be
able to deal with whatever the future.
brings." In constructing the text, the
authors were guided by such additional

concerns as the need for- students to

-

"acquire analytical and learning skills in
order to be constructive participants in
a democratic society," to "increase thgir
awareness of the choices and the difTiculties in making these choices that
people in other cultures are encountering," and to "overcome stereotyped or
static images of other cultures." Many
cognitive and skill objectives as well as
a few affective objectives are listed in

e the student text and teacher's edition.
Content

People, Places, and Change is divided
into seven .units, each focusing' on one
or_ more major world regions: Africa,
the

Mediterranean

acid

Middle

EaSt,

merica, Canada, and the United
States.
All chapters include marginal notes

define vocabulary words and to
All units, chapters,
develop skills.
and chapter sections conclude with
to

-

review exercises to help students recall
and -comprehend information and develop
geography' skills.
Teaching
The front mat er in the teacher's

edition contains a lesson plan for each
chapter. Each plan opens with a brief
introduction that describes the major
concepts-and' ideas to be emphasized in
the chapter and a list of objectives.

This is followed by first-level objectives
and activities for slower students and
second-level objectives and activities for
average and advanced students. An
enrichment activity is . also given.
Additional discussion questions and

activities are provided as annotations on
student text pages. Most of the activities consist of reading and discussion
or working with maps and charts. The
enrichment activity usually 'requires
students to do research.
Evaluative Comments and Suggestions

Europe and the Soviet Union, Eastern
People, Places, .and Change can be
Asia, Sdutheastern Asia and Australia, used
introduce students with difLatin. America and the Caribbean, 'and ferenttoskill
levels to the history, eog
North America. Each unit begins with raphy, and cultures
of the world and to
a brief dverview and a set' of charts,
LHowever,
;develop
geography
graphs, and maps. The first six units students will only beskills.
t'S. use the
able
consist of three to six chapters that materials successfully if teachers do,
each focus on a region. Chapter intro- additional planning. They must select
ductions include a human interest Story, and sequence matt*al and develop a
a list of objectives, and a map of the timetable. They may also have to plan
region. This is fotlakved by three' sec- activities
than reading and distions.- The first describes each country cussion arrdother
working with maps to- mainin the region in terms of .factsm and statistics. This information is followed by
a discussion of the region's climate,
environment,' history, , and culture'.

The second section &Scribes a representative country in the region. The
final sectto'n is a continuation of 'the

human: interest story from, the introduction, focusing °on change in the
nal unit on North
country. T.he
about Middle
ch
pters
America has

75
.76

tain 'student interest and to help students who learn better through other
activities. Finally, they may find it
necessary to supplement the text with
other material.

For example, the chapz .

ter on the United States indicates that
it

is 'a

country with many ethnic
However, it only describes the,
early cultures of Native Americans and
the history o the early British and
grOupio.

Spanish colonie

q.
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'Bruce W. Jentleson and Frederick W. Mayer
Close Up Foundation

Editors:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level: .
Materials and Cost :

19f10

12

Text, paperbound, 311 pp, $7.00; teacher's guide,
paperbound, 91 pp, $1.50
Civics, political science, U.S. government

Subject Area:

Perspectives is an annually updaited

text which comprises one part of the

dlose
Up Foundation's educational program: The text contains articles by a and the 'prominence and13-ractical knowlwide range of prominent individuals who edge of the authors make the text
rely upon their personal experiences to appropriate for use in all civics or
provide insights into various aspects of government classes. While having those
government. The text is organized into involved in government write about their
five sections: ''The Federal Govern: experiences has benefits,. if also has
1

r-

D.C.; in which they observe
the functions of government firsthand
and interact with politicians and others
'involved in government. However, the
timely nature of the topics discussed
ington,

Overview

ment: Policy Makers," "First Amendment
Freedoms to Report and Petition: -The

Press and Lobbyists," "America in the
World:-

Nations,"

Other
150
With
Setting
''Domestic POlicy:

Coexisting

Our Priorities at Home," and "Politics,
change and America's Third Century."
Other components of the Close Up program inude weeklong seminars in which
students )p visit' Washington, D.C., televised seminars in which students question pglicy makers regarding a variety
of issues, Current Issues handbooks
published twice

yearly,

and special

0

disadvantages, primarily a high reading level -- college level according to the

Fry graph.

he text attempts to deal
suggesting key

by
p
with this problem
concepts to teachers,

by

providing

chapter glossaries, and by posing ques-

tions which require students to know

the meaning of key terms.

Rationale and General Objectives
The editors of Perspectives have
selected the articles included "in the

text to provide "many divergent iew-

The
bokletS dealing with the economy, points" regarding government.
'editors hope that students will use the
energy, and law-related issues.
The entire Close Up pfogram can be information presented to develop their
own opinions and that they will be motiL
used as the basis pf a semester or
long civics or U . S. government course. vated to become active citizens. As the
The Perspectives text could also be editors tell students, "the issues of
Used to provide' supplemental material today require more than just participafor courses taught using 'traditional tion, th ey require informed puticipa-

government texts.

tion... ur hope
will

is , that Perspectives
one step towards

he p you take

becoming an informed and involved citi-,
Intended User Characteristics
zen.
Perspectives was Originally designed
NO specific objectives for the text
to prepare high school seniors for the are provided.
.
weeklong Close Up experience-in WashII

,

.

L
Data sheet by G. Dale Greena*ald.
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Content
Perspectives 1981 addreg.ses many of
the topics found in more traditional
civics texts. It
r
the execu--'
tive, , legislative ,
d judicial branches
of

the - federal government as well as

relationship between what they are
-learning and their cwn. lives.4N For
example, after reading about unions'

Toles in politics, students.are asked "to
what exte9t do unions influence life in
your community?"

the press and lobbying, and political
change in the areas of parties, cam-

Although many of the activities are
a read-and-discuss nature, other
instructional strategies are also sug-

state and local. government, primarily

gested.
For example, students are
asked to analyze the bureaucratic
aspects of an organization with which

they are familiar.

to prepare students for their trips to

they are asked to visit a court.

In.
addition, several simulations are in6ud-

Each of the text's 12 chapters focuses
on a topic 'of contemporary concern.
Several articles by prominent Americans
are supplemented b'y charts and stables
presenting statistical information, cartoons, activities, and a glossary of relevant terms. For example, the chapter
on the presidency includes a brief

ed.

foreign policy, selected dpmestic issues,

paigns, and philosophies. Unlike most
traditional texts, it. does not address
because the text was originally designed
Washington.'

introduction;
articles
Harry
by
McPherson, Evelyn Small, Winton Blount,
and Clark R. Mollenhoff; interviews
with Congressman Richard Cheney and

PresideU Gerald R. Ford; a
egrdential quotes; a chart
showfng the structure of the Executive
Office; a table of presidential vetoes; a
former

selection of
panel

discussion' on

Watergate;

five

activities; an excerpt from the Constitution; three original cartoons; and a
glossary.

Teaching Procedures
T he teacher's guide

and the text

both contain discussion questions 'and
suggested activities. Many of the questions for students stress recall; also

stresse4. is development of student&
abilities to identify arguments and find
an author's main point. In addition,

questions
which:encourage students to look
the
the

editors

have

included

of

In another section

Cartoons scattered throughout the
text can be used to involve poor readers. The text also attempts, to develop
.

students' vocabulary - and conceptual
framework so that they can understand
the readings:
This is. particularly
important given the number of, new
words and concepts presented.
Evaluative Garments and Suggestions
Perspectives 1981 can be a useful
addition to a civics or government class,

particularly as a source of supplementary readings. Its articles written by
prominent practitioners and its focus

upon contemporary issues enhance its
usefulness, as do some of the activities,

which are particularly well designed and

calculated to stimulate student interest
anq participation. The high reading
level limits the text's usefulness with all
audiences, however.
In ,-- adclition,

while

this

guide are -sometimes out of sequence

with the '-§tuderit text. This is a minor
but ---cousing problem that one would
hope the publishers will address in subsequent 'editions of the text.
ti

77
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analyst

believes that the teacher's guide would
be a necessary tool. in implementing the
program, the activities suggested in the,.

4
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PERSONA LAW

Norbert J. MietuS----ancl Bill W. West

Authors:
Publisher:
PubliCation Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Science Research Associates Inc1981 (2nd ed.)
12-adult

Text, hardbound, 546 pp, $11.96; teacher's guide,
paperbound, 94 pp, $1.80
Civics, legal education, U.S. government

Subject Area:

Overview

Personal Law is a textbook that surveys the basic laws and legal principles
that most closely affect people's social
and business lives. The text's difficult

reading and conceptual levels make it
most appropriate for college-level

law

courses, but it could also be used with
very able high school seniors or as a
rFsource for teachers of government,

civics, or law-related education courses.
The text focuses on practicaloquestions
related to various social roles, including
minor, consumer, family member, homeowner and renter, owner of a motor
vehicle, and employee and employer.
The text includes case's related to such
controversial issues as sex and abortion.

Reading and discussion are the majoil

teaching procedures employed, although
chapter
the exercises-at the end of
do focus on comprehension 'and
and applica-

of principles rather than on recall
A teacher's guide contains
answers to these exercises and chapter
tests.
tion.

of

facts.

'Required or Suggested Time
o not' indicate the
The authors
length of course for which their text is
pears to contain
intended, but i
enough :material for a semester or even
yearlong, course. The 15 chapters .vary
in length from 16 to more than 70
pages. .Uied on a sup.plementary basis,
<

chapters could take ,from several days
to several weeks to)cover thoroughly.

Intended User Characteriftics
Although the authors do ot specify
a particular target group, Personal Law
is obviously intended for college-age
students and other adults. The pub-,

lisher also considers the text appropriate for 12th-grade students. A Fry
readability analysis completed by this
reviewer. resulted in -a college reading
level: +Thus, only the most able of
senior high, students could use this text
successfully. The text might be the
basis for a semester law-related course
for advanced placement seniors.

Rationale and General Objectives

The authors believe that all peisons
should have a working knowledge of the
law because it 'affects practically all
'human relations." The purpose of the---

text is to provide a survey of the basic
'laws of the nation that most influence
people's personal, social, and business
lives. This second edition has been
revised to deal with legislation and case
law that has resulted from reeent "dramatic changes" in economic conditions,'

family relations, civil rights, and conMore specifically, the.,
sumer rights.
authors hope that- this 'text will help
readers' "avoid costly legal problems"
and handle problents more effectively
when they arise in these and other
areas of life. They alpo., stair dearly,

however, that the book is not meant to
,a substitute for consulting legal
counsel when necessary.

Dartt, sheet byl-Dbuglas P. Superka.
I
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Content

Law covers a wide range of
related to the social and business
li s of Americans. The first two chapers focus on the relationship between
Pers'o

topic

end of each chapter and a teacher's
guide containing answers to those questions and problems and chapter tests
that cap be used to test student knowledge.

Individual

reading and

class

discussions. are, therefore, assumed to
be
the main teaching procedures used.
courts . These chapters Cover the state There are no suggestions for additional
and federal court. systems ,altrial pro- activities. The narrative presentation
cedures as well as such practfic.l. ques- and the end of chapter exercises, how "lions as Is an attorney necessary? ,ever,
do 'focus on understanding and
How' db-yau find a good attorney? What 4application of principles, rather than on
are the rii-Oi-t----cornmon attorney/client mere memorization of facts. The quesproblems?
and problems include specific
The next two chapters dealwith legal tions
cases
for
which students are asked to
matters related to victims or people._ -render a decision using the principles
These
accused of crimes or torts.
dhapter. These exerchapters discuss the different types of leariiecithe
cises
also
include
some value questions
crimes, police powers and procedures,
-Ss`
discussion.
the kinds of .punishment possible for for The
teacher's guide contains detailed
various crimes, product liability, civil answers to all the _questions and probliability, and other topics.
lenis at the ends of chapters. It glso_

"you" and attorneys, the law, and the

-

Each of the remaining 11 chapters includes multiple-choice, .true-false, and
deals with the law in relation to specific completion tests for each chapter.
'roles in society, as indicated by the fol- Answer keys are provided. These tests
"You as Minor," _"-You .tend to focus CAn recall of facts.
lowing titles:
Adrrlinistrative Law," You as Con' sumer ," ."You as Insured," "You as Evaluative Comments and Suggestions'
Family Member," "You as Renter," You

' as Homeowner," "You as Saver and
Investor," "You as Owner or Driver of
a Motor Vehicle," You as Employee or
'Employer in Your Own Business," and
"You as Estate Planner." These chapters focus o,n practical legal questions
which

people

need

Pro

consider

and

This textbook contains a wealth of

practicL information concerning legal
principles related to most aspects of
people's social and business' lives. The

narrative and the exercises used in the
text focus on understanding and applying

basic

legal. principles,

memorizing fats and cases.

not just

The read-2,

understand in corder to function effecing level, conceptual difficulty, and
tively in these roles.
Each of the chapters uses examples lack of classroom activities, however,
<-----.from state and federal cases to illustrate 'make the text more appropriate for use
and deScribe the legal principles and with college students., than with all but
the rights and responsibilities of indi- the most able high school students.
viduals in these areas of life. The The; ,inclusion of topics that many com- authors caution that they fo'cus on the munities might deem unacceptable for
generally accepted

positOn" in most

cases and that local and sitate variations
will be found'. The authors, also warn
that some of the actual and hypothetical
cases deal with controversial topics,

which some ptople may consider offensive.

Teaching Procedures
.
Personal Lay? is a standard textbook
with "questions and problems" at the

9

sod

high school age children could make

adoption and use of this as a basic text

controversial in many schools. Perhaps,
the most useful. application of Personal
Law at this level would be as a teacher
resource and reference book for courses
on government and the. law. Individual,
teachers could select and use cases and
readings ireleted to topics that most

closely fit their curricula, the intertsts
of their students, and the views of
their communities.

Textbooks
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PSYCHOLOGY:

EXPLORING BEHAVIOR

Author:
Publisher :
Publication Date:,
Grade Level:

Materials and Cost:
Subject Area:

Ric-hard A. Kasschau

Prentice-Hall, Inc.
.1980
1 0- 12

.

Text, harayi,ind°, 576 -pp; $11.70; teacher's guide,
-,paperbound, 232 pp.,8.37; student handbook, ,
paperbound, 128 pp; $3.51
Psychology
.

t.

and 49proach of the course ,to the needs
.the studerits. The teacher's, personal
Psychology: Exploc-ing Behavior of- of
preferences,
inclinations, and knowledge
fers a comprehensive set of materials of the discipline are also considered.
for teaching a quarter, semester, or
The author has attempted to match
one -year introductory psycholoVy course readability,
content, and activities to
text is the levels at which
at the senior high level.
high school students
written in 4 personal, conversational 4IN are likely to be functioning in terms of
style and deals with the history, theor- intellectu"al skills, moral, and cognitive
ies, and applications of various aspects development, and personal interests and.
of the discipline. The.' teacher's guide concerns. On the basis of the Fry
contains detailed guidelines for designthe average reading level of the
ing "and presenting to course as well scale,
student
as specific objectives, teaching sugges- grade. text is approximately /tenth
tions, and other information for each
lesson. ?Test -items are also included. Rationale and General Objectives
The studevt workbook provides instrucIn addition to the goal of stimulating
tions for-,, additional experiments and

-

,

.

self - administered quizzes.

.4

Required or Suggested Time
The materials are primarily designed

for use in a one-semester course. Each

of the 18 chapters in the student text
is divided into three to five units that
can be presented in one or two' class
periods. The author provides silggestions -for selecting a subset of the chap:.

ters for use in a quarter-long course.

Intended User Characteristics
Unlike many introductory :psychology
texts used at the precollege level,
Psychology: Exploring Behavior is specifiially designed for senior high school
The introduction to the
students.
teacher's guide contains extensive -suggestions for tailoring the organization

students' interest in the topic and in

the course; the gethor cites three over-,.
objectives for the -materials: 41) ,"to
the
subtleties and nuances of psychology as

c1ommunicate the facts and details,
a

scientific discipline, "

(2)

"to show

students how the: abstractions and principles of psychology occur in everyday
to communicate an
life," .and ,(3)
understanding of the process of knowledge aequisition." The teacher's guide
provide 6 to 12 specific objectives for
each
apter.
Content

The student text is organized into

'-

seven units: (1) "Human Development, "
(2) "The Bades of Behavior," (3) "Learning and Languagets" (4) "Thp Energy
System:

Motivatiofi

and

Emotio ,"

Data sheet by Ann M. Williams.
D

Secondary Materials
"Personality and Testing," (6)
(5)
"Sociak Psychology," and (7) "Research
Processs and ,Applications.." Each unit
contains from two to four chapters.

The first chapter in unit 1 gives a britf

overview of the history ,,and methods of
I psychology and briefly outlines the
Structure of the discipline. The final
Chapter in the book, entitled "Epilogue," considers the future of psychology and opportunities for careers in the
field.

Each chapter in the text begins with

a concise outline of topics and subtopics
and one or, more

"teaser" questions

and/or anecdotes designed to provoke
curiosity and stimulate interest. Interspersed throughout the text are "Think
Abput It" questions for reflection and

brief ,"In Review" summaries of the
preceding material. Each chapter ends
with summary questions, suggestions
for extension activities, an annotated
list of additional readings, and an
explanation of how the 'theories, and
techniques described in the chapter

might be applied to the students' own

lives.

Key terms and concepts. are defined

in

the margins of the text

at points

where they are introduced and again in
a glossary at the back of the book. Art
index, a list of references, and capsule
biographies of significant psychologists
are also provided at the end of the
student text'.
The .text is profusely illustrated with
colorful, graphs, charts,,, drawings, cartoons, and photographs. The people
depkted.in the photographs represent a
balanced a'nd diverse sample in terms of
sex,,

race,. and ethnic group.

age,

The accompanying student handbook
contains 61 wide7ranging experiments
that could be condudted individually or
on a pooled-result basis, in addition to
,

ono

17 self-administered quizzes.

A correla-

t)on chart Matches each experiment to
related material in the text.

Teaching Procedures
The introduttion to the teacher's
guide contains thorough and detailed
9

suggestions for using the materials to
design a course that fits the specific

needs of the students 'in the class, the
preferences of .the teacher in terms of
methods and approach, and the avail.=
able time and facilities.f General suggestions' for effective' lecturing, discussion, and personalized instruction are

provided, along with an extensive list

of print and nonprint background
resources.
The balance of the tea r's guide is
sections, each
organized into three m
"Lesson
Suggesorganized by chapter:
tions" (specific objectives, -silimpary of
content, key _vocabulary words, teaching tips, and answers to the summary,

questions in the student text), "Guided
Review"

82

questions

and

"Tests and -Answer Keys" (multiplechoice, completion, matching, and essay

questions that can be used to evaluate
Interfactual knowledge).

<students'

spersed throughout the teaching sugges7
tions are additional activities, experi-

ments, and materials that can beproduced for students.

Evaluative. Comments and Suggestions
The
three components of the
Psychology: Exploring Behavior program
constitute a Varied, flexible, compre-

hensive kit of tools for introducing high
school students to the discipline and
applications of., psychology. The author's personal, conversational Style

contributes to the readability and appeal or- the student text. Because of
the, extensive suggestions in the

te'acher's guide for using the materials
to develop a course around the specific

needs b of

both the students and the

teacher, this program would be pattic--ularly appropriate: for teachers who are
interested in teaching -psychology but
have never taught such a coursetbefore
or have had little background ar training in the diScipline. Some noticeable
lapses in editing and/or prdofreading

(the teacher's guide refers to "a prin-,
ciple defect in tie lecture format," for
example)

otherwise
materials.

81°

o

(completion

answer keys which can be reproduced
for distribution to students), and

detract

from the
quality of these

somewhat

excellent

41
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THIS IS OUR WALD
George H. T . Kimble, George A. Davis, and Jameg
O'Hern

Authors:

Silver Burdett Co.'

Publisher:
PUblication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

O

Subject

4--

'1981
7-9

Text, hardbound, 534 pp, .$12.56; teacher's edition,
hardbound, 582 pp, $17.08; workbook, paperbound,'
128-pp, $3.17; teacher's- edition of workbook, paperbound, ,0128 pp,
$6.96
.
1

liea:

World geography

r C3

Overview

Intendod User Characteristics

The text is designed primarily for
average students in grades,7-9. How-A
ever, it can be used with ielow-aVerage
s.tudents as well, since the 'teacher's

This geography textbook, designed
for average and below-average students
in grades 7-9, provides amp-le material
The text is
for a yearlong course.
interdisciplinary, with , content drawn
from history, anthropology, sociology,
economics,

.

,:-

and

political

.edition includes instructions for iisirrg ,

he pubthe text with slow learners.
lisher reports a reading level (based on

science.

the Dale-CA..3M test) ofhigh sixth 'grade. .
A
Fry readability analysis by this

Themes developed throughout the text

are the relationship of people to the

r

reviewer indicated an average 'reading
e 8. Lessons are shdrt,
level of

earth; the' value, use, and distribution
of the earth's ,,natural rescittates; populatioR growth; the adaptive ability of
:peop% and the effect of people op the
earth; people hying in, groups; and

the

writdis

clear, and tinfarniliar

words are explained in the text. The

people's involvement and commitment to
preserve the environment, and society.
Or-fanized into five major °units, 22..
chaptersI.,antd. approximately 85 teaching
lessons, the text ixicludes numerous
pictures, maps, charts,. graphs, and
other visuals. The teacher's qditroii
provides, detailed 'lesson' plans. A social

studies skills book is available for use
with the text.
s

'Required (A- Suggested' Time

textual material is closely tied to numer-'
ous, 'varied photographs and mags,wliicta:

are likely to be of high ';intefe-St and

should motivate students Little 'tewcher
reqiiired7on
preparation time
-to =day basis, because the teacher"s
edition provides detailed infortnation fiar
presenting material to the students.

.

Rationale and General Objectives
This Is Our World is designed
help. students- becomes aware'- of and:"

understand the, relationship between the

This Is Our%World is designed to be
used as the baSis...for.a.. yearlong course
in world geography. The text's 22
chapters are divide.d into approximately
85 -teaching lesObtis, which require frorii

earth and the people living on it 614
the ways

.

in which this relationship

influences their and others' lives: The

'text stresses a human geography!
approach--the interaction "Of people with
hone to four "daYS each to complete. tbep their physical environment-.-and draws ,
to be, content from the other social sciences
approximate numbeir of days
stated in 'the as well. In addition, the Silver Burdett devoted' to each. ,19sson
.8ocial Studies prOgriam, of which thi4`:
teacher's
II

-0

'

Data sheet by Sydney J. Meredith-,

;
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.

.

text is an extension, is'' designed to vocabulaiy, questions, and
°('1) prepire students td be` responsible The "-text includes numerous pictures,
,citizens in :a. modern world which has maps, charts!, and, graphs.

.

experienced rapid changes in technol-

qgy,- values,

and knowledge,

Teaching Procedures

(2) -be

relevant to the needs of the pupil and
reflect contemporary ideas and prob-

In addition to containing the .student
text material, the teachei-ls 'edition provides guiqelines for using the text.
Informtion proyided ; (in the forM of

(3) include facts to help students
urideritand key social studies ,ideas;
lern,s,

and (4); 'help students develop
process- ,marginal notes) includes unifying
.
oriented skills.
'themes, performance objectives and
unaerstandings, key social- studies
vocabulary, lists of targeted map skills,
The student text is, arrariged into five motivational techniques, developmental
,major units. Unit° 1, "A View, of the ,. activities, extension/enriehment activiWord, " focuses on the interrelationship ties, .checkup questions-, bickground
of people and their environment and on information, and slow-learner *-techuse of natural resources. *In unit 2, niques. The primary teaching:, techniques used are reading and discussion
"'The Earth-- A Good Plate to Live,
students examine the . uniqueness and although the slow-learner techniques
value of each:piece of land, the uneven hrid end-of-chapter activities suggested
distribution of natural resources, the 'In the student text are somewhat more
interrelationships of all parts, of the varied. Also' included in the teacher's
earth, the irSeversibility of damage to editign are a listing of supplemental
. land, iand the effect' of population books and other media which can be
used along with the text; black-line
growth on natural resturces.
Upit
"PeOpIe--Players of Many activity masters foi- maps, charts,
Parts;" emphaetzes. hUman's. ability to tables, diagrams, and materials; and
adapt
to different enVironinents, prob- Chapter achievement tests and keys.
.
A social studies skills book accomlems Connected with concentration of
the student text.
Processpanies
many 'People in a limited area,' future
oriented
skills
activities
focus
on
readuse of limited resources:, and production
lug
and
baking
maps
and
charts,
&valUnit -4,
_and distribution- Of. food.
"SOciely-t -Where the Action Is," stresses uatin.g photographs, and Other problemthe following unifying themes:' people '-soNing skills.
°

-

.

W groups, the need for the,

development of urban centers, the felaLtionsh of natural -resources to.' the
grokyth- and .deYelopment of society, the
rise and ''fall of societies; contributions
of .'every society to the total human
exrb_eiiende, aid cities as. centers of
;, power.. ,Linit 5, "04tlook for Tomorrow,A has- two tnaior-themes:!' ay how
.

past

_

exploitation--' of. ;natural

Evaluative Comments and Suggestion

` This IS Our World rOvides a

,L'prehensive,

1!

c

contemporary, coVerage( of

geograPhy.' The teacher's edition
'vides many suggestion for conveying
the Subject matter in a read/dicuss
format. 'Teachers' who wish to. use a

1,1threo:Varied method of instruction' will'

need ,to spend considerable. tirne plan
resources and treatment Rf the environ- 'ring other. kinds of activities.
,tment are directly related to the' preAent
Potential
1.1git,rs.
of
the
text'-sthould
be
.
availability of these resources, and aware.
that although the text is pack-'
Survi1-threatenirig ':otinditipng,' and : aged -to match the .1979 .Silver Burdett
,(2) tire relationship of ''the -futur.e 'of Social' Studies .program for -grades 1.-6;
human ,beingS to her past and. their -.Silv,er Burdett %is, currently int4oducing
present commitment and efforts` to pre.- a new- 1982 elementary.prograni. Thus,
serve the environment and Society. "' the- benefit of this ;similar packaging to
Each of the 22 chapters contains' distidcts planning new puichaseS
. review sections which ,incluie key facts; likely -to be minimal..
,

,

7,,
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Authors:.
Publisher
Publication Date:
Grade Lerel:
Materials and Cost:.

Subject Area:

HISTCTRY OFTHE REPUBLIC

James West Davidson and Mark H. Lytle
Prentice-Hall, Inc..
1981

10-12

Text, hardbound, 799 pp, $13.50;' teacher's
anatated edition, hardbound, 928 pp, $16,74;
teacher's resource handbook, 416 pp, $24;00
U.S. history
)

.4

Overview

used with slower students.

The United States: '.A History of the
Republic is a one-year basal U.S. 'his=

in the teacher's resource handbook are
keyed- to indicate applicability to, aver-

The text contains a chronological narrative which the authors believe will
acquaint *tudents' with our nation's past

age

tory textbook for use in grades 10-12.

and below- average students, all
students, or average and above-average
special training is
No
students.
necessary.

experienca and prepare, them to 'face
the future. Students are exp'eated to
read and discuss the text and partiti-

.

Rationale and General .objectives

The authbrs believe, that by studying U.S. , history student* "will begin to
better understand the challenges of the

classroom activities.
Interspersed throughout the text are

pate
-.)

in

many

numerous illukrations, vignettes, pro-

'

Reinforce-

ment and enrichment activities suggested

present and the major issues of the
future."
They wrote the 'text to

files, and primary source documents,
including speeches diary excerpts, and

acquaint students with the common
experiences tivt hkve brought Americans together and with the diverse
exneriences that have 41rontributed 4to
the ricjaness and variety of American
life.

letters. Program components include a
student text, a teacher's annotated edition, and a teacher's resource andbook .

Required. or Suggested Time

Specific instructional objectiare
The. textbook is intended as a basic providqd
the teacher's resource
one-year course of study. Most of the ° handbook. 'in'Examples
from a section of
-.4 40 chapters in ,the book are between 16 the chapter "Europe's Age
of Discovery!'
and .2b .pages long and can be taught in are to "understand the historical
signifi, one week's worth. of instructional time. cance 'of early explorations by Columbus, Bsiboa, and Magellan" and "use
Intended- User Characteristics
information to write short essays abdut
historical topics."
The textbook is 'intended for students in :grades 10-12'. -The publisher
reportt *a reading /level. of grades 9 -10 Con tent
k
determined rising the Dale-Chall, formVito ten
is divided
The
textbook
ula. A Fry readability .analysis of, the units which -are further subdty.ided into
text by this reviewer' traws an, average 40 chapters. The units are organized
reading level or ,grade 12, , indicating chronologically. In unit '1, "The Amerthat the ,,tegt- `: 'could probably "hot
icas," jtudents read ab'out the American
'
fa.

Data sheet by ,Regirlia McCormick.
c
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.

Indians, Europe's age of discovery-, the
topnding of the American colonies, life
erica, and the _conflict
in colonial'
between the British, French, and Span:-:

ish over the

colonies. The American
Revolution, the' challenges of the new

character, , personality,
Columbus's
,d interests'; the voyages of
motives,
Balboa and Magellan; the effect of
Columbus's discovery on Europe; or
Guidelines for writing
Columbus's
.
.fate.

an essay are provided for the teacher

American government, and the Constitu- to give to students.

Additional rein-

and enrichment assignments'
examined in unit 2, "Creating a Ilepub- are algo suggested.

tion and the Bill of Rights are topics

forcement

Black-line masters fol.. worksheets
focuses' on. "An Emerging
the teacher's handthe
are
also provided
Students learn about
Nation: 'r
Thes,e
wdrksheets
involve stubook.
pioblems that faced .the early presidents
dents
in
working
with
maps
and charts,
and the growing spirit of nationalism

lit ."

Unit.

3

which manifested itself in the MOnroe
Dottrine.
In unit 4, "An Era of EXpansion, "
Students learn about the new party system, westward expansion, esnerging differences between' the North and( the
South, and the many reform movema.ts.
The Civil ,War and Reconstruction are
the, topics of unit 5, "A Nation Torn
Unit 6, "Transforming a
Apart."
Nation," examines life and problems on
the western frontier, the' impact of
industry on the nation, efforts' to
reform corrupt t political parties, the
growth of cities' in the late 1800s, and

doing word puzzles, answering opinion

questions, distinguishing cause and
effect, and -drawing generalizations

The testing program
includes' objective and essay questions
'for ,ech chapter and unit.
.
The student text also contains many
study, aids. Each section concludds
with several review. questions, and each
-chapter ends with three 'sets of queA-

based on facts.
-

tions:°_. "Chapter Review," "For Further
Basic
and "Developing
Thought,"
Skills." Skill lessons integrated into
the student text involve students in
reading graphs and maps, analyzing
primary sources, synthesizing pieces of
becoming a world powe°1-.
In unit °7, "Entering a Modern Age," evidence, and evaluating information.
-students e, learn about the prpgressive Students gain a clear chronological
era (1901-1917), more reform move- perspective of events through time
ments, and World War I. 'Unit 8, "The charts called "Major Events," which are
Roaring Twenties," deals with life in placed near the erid of each chapter.
the 1920s. The, New Deal and World An "In Perspective" 'section at the end
War II are the -,topics studied in unit 9, of each chapter summarizes the chaP ':
./1
The concluding ter's most important points.
"A Time. of Trial."
The
teacher's
edition
consists
of
the
unit, "The United States, in a Changing
°World, " examines the Cold War, the complete student text, and an answer
1960s, Waterg,ate, the Middle East cri-° key to all questions in the text. ,
.
sis, the election of 198D, and the first
days of the Reagan administration. Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
The Uhited States: A History of the
Teaching Procedurese
Republic is a traditional U.S. hi-story
The teacher's resource handbook Con- text ill terms of 'both content 'and sugtains objectives, specific activity sug- gested teaching strategies,. Skill de 1oEtment lessons in ttke test and .deta ed
f ., igestions; and worksheets for `e$ch
ter sectithl, as' well 'as a complete test- teaching procedures many involving
.
ing program. Activity suggps-tio4g are development of data-gathering; analyvailpol, :Tor e.xarfiple, section 1 of chap= sis, and , evaluatitm skills should be
ter ., -cleak:with "A New World for turo-; particul rlytT attractive to teachers conA
,peans.4" In .tiaa4 section,' students are cerned with development of social
The presentation of
skills.
asked -to-1reaCI the tat and then use the studies
A
information obtained' to write an essay .1.1formation on recent history' is corn.
on one 'of several' suggested topics: ine.ndab4y up to date.
,

.
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Barbara Nesbitt Slater
'Paul S. Amidon and Associates, Inc.

Author:
Publisher :
Publication Date:
Grade Level:

1981
t

7-12

Materials and Cost:

e

-

4 texts, paperbound, 57. to 82 pp, $3.60 each or $12.75
for set; teacher's guide, bound in two 3-ring notebooks, 1,083 pp, $68.50
U S . history'

Subject Area:

'',4,

reported by the publisher, grade 7. as

Overview
Where

Have We

All

These

Years? is a four-par U.S. history program )cledigned for use with ",low-level
read;fs" in junior and senior, high.

The program, which can bg
used as the basal text for a course or
schools.

as a supplemerlt, is written in an
informal style at a controlled reading
level., Aids to reading are also pro-

vided in the fbur student books and' the

Oro-volume teacher's guide. In addition
history
to covering traditional
Cs)ntent, the program -provides - informa,tion which most texts assume was pined
at an earlier grade. Cdnnecting hrstory

to events . in students' lives is stressed;
names and ,dates are not:

The program is designed for 'flexible
use. It can be used in its entirety as
the primary text for a U.S. hi.stOry
course, or portions cat: be used. to

The author of 'this program believes
that "one of . the primary problems in
teaching social studies is that ' the
teacher is all --too often- working with
not acquired thf
.stddents who i.a
basic kncrwledge nekeded to comprehend
Ainerican history at, the junior or senibr
school level." She has therefore written
this program to be, easy to 'read and to

.

.40

.

_

Haye We Been All. These
Years? was written by the former' di/rector of a state special education resource
Where

provide

basic

informatiori--historical

system fOr use with secondary U.S.
history students who cannot read: stan-

facts and basic social--studi4 'concepts
not mastered.in the lower grebes: The
program ,aims td provide, not only his-

written ,in`' an informal 'Ityle at a con-

nomic, an

dard text material.
trollad

reading

The ,program is

leveli-gradl!s4 .3-4

torical

as

-

.

.

or
or

t

Intended User CtraraceeristicS

,.

deVeiop

Rationale and, General Objectives

supplement instruction with a standard
text.

4.

the lteacher's guide also
retrirce reading skills.

Required or, Suggested Time
,

a

determined by thiS reviewer using__\the
Fry graph. New word's are underlihed
and paragraphs are numbered to
enhance readability. Almost, every page
is illustrated with one or more cartoons.
Although the books are strictly black;
and, white and .employ a two-column text
format, the spacing Used gives' the
books an "opens' appearance which
should prevent stiMents from becOming
discouraged by the reading task.
The teacher's. guide includes innovative -pronunciatior; guides--arta ged 14
. page and in alphabetical 'orde -7-which
can be .duplicated for stud t use.
Mahy of the activity sheets provided

Data ,sheet by Laurel R. Singleton.
...
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nf mation.,

'political

1314

"social,

eco-

aspects related to

,

gal

Secondary Materials
the

growth

and devefopme

United States" as well.

'of° the

.Content

provides

aids.

First, -two. pronunciation keys are
for each book, one arranged

Book 1 covers prehistory to the
War of 1812. The book open's .with a

reasons fOr studying it. It then covers

gi.yen

Where

Have We Been All These
is divided into four student

discussion of what history is and the
Spanish; French, and British
exploration of the Americasit. the 'Revo luAsian,

_

suggestions only for

guide

discussion and paper-and-pencil activities stressing recall of factual information and devel pment of reading skills.
For each st dent book, the teacher's
guide -provi es five types of teaching

Years?
books.

,

be sure that teaching -techniques used_
are 'commensurate with student ability,
interest, and maturation level," the

tionary War; establishment, of °the Constitution, .including a' fairly detailed
explanation '-of that document in simplified form; and The events from Washing=
ton's inauguratiOn to the War of 1812.
Book 2 carries the story of ale
United States to the 'early 1860s.
Formation of cities and the resulting
'problems, westward expeditions, eitablishnient of political parties, reform
movements, lifestyles.,

developments, in

transportation and- industrial. pi-oduc-

tion, and events leading up to thit,Civil

alphabetically and one arranged by the
page on which the words appear in the
student

book.

"Writing

Talking

or

About", questions are designed for use
as written assignments or class' discus,sio. Worksheets entitled "Finding the
Right Answer" contain factual questions

keyed to pages and paragraphs in the

student text. Activity sheets provide,
such paper-avkd-pencil activities as word
.

searches, mazes, map work, graphing,

and deciphering codes. The final -aid is
a set of pi-actice tests °and chapter
tests; vestions stress factual recall.

are among the topics covered.
The ihiEd book in the program covers Evaluative Comments and Suggestions,
Been All These
,Where Have We
the periocf from the Civil War to World
Years?
is
a
noteworthy
attempt to proWar I. In addition to discussing events
Vide
a
U.S.
istory
.program
si*ited for
of these" two
conflicts' and their
reading
skills.
students
with
limited
Jftermaths, the book also focuses on
The
.programjs
eas3r
to
read
and
interlifeityles of the..late 1800s, activities on
esting and provide.s Signple explanations
the fiontier, and' the development of
.
of important concepts. The program is
big business and`labor unions.
The last book covers event from the not without' problems, however. Few
A
hapter is opportuilris kor 'analysis ,-re provided,
1920s to the present.
and teaching strategies. are limited. devoted to etch' decade during the
..4-.
Most serious, however, are problems
period. ,
The ,program contains simple explana- .engepdered by the authoWs, attempt to
write in an easy-to-read, informal
tions of such concepts as capitalisth,
culture, and liberalism/conservatism./ style. ,, The result is sometimes oversimplification -and .dralVing of notNames and dates are 'not, stressed.
For,.conclusidns.
Throughout the program,' points are entirely-accurate
illustrated with.. examples drawn' from example, in discussing the ,treaty ending World War I, 'the author says, "It
Special
students' own experiences.
"Getting a getter Understanding" sec- was not a very g96d treaty beCause
tions, link past events to the .present-. there were too many 'hard feelings.
Topics covered in' these sections inclUde When a war ends with hard feelings,
the fcauses are already there for
crime, wars, and prejudice.
another. war later -on. And* this- is just
what was to happen in later years." ,
Teaching Procedures'
Teachers who select this 'program will
Although the teacher's guide indineed to identify such problems and
cates that 'the progrSm is design4ed for develop
'. strategies for .helping students
td'achers who Use "varied -approaches to analyze,, them.
War

/..

,
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Bill of Rights- in Action
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Food.
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-
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37

Huma
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A Career Development Curriculum
for
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High School Students
,....
,
Reducing, Adolescent Prejudice
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Social Science-Skills: Activities for the
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-

97

101

{
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105
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Money and Value's
OK to. Be Old
On .the Level
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.1111

.

,

113
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Psychology of Mass Persuasion, The
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*
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'
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,115'
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Nate: ,See entries 10 and 13 for additional supplementary Ifiaterials

suitable ,for use at the secondary level.
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35. BILL OF RIGHTS IN ANION
Todd Clark
Constitutional Rights Foundation..
Current issues .from publisher; back issues from Social
Studies ,SchOol Service
Continuous'
.,
7-12

Editor:
Publipher:.
Availability:

Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Magazine., published 4 timeS/school year, 24 to 32 pp,
subscription rates: $5.00 for single copies, $30..00 for
classroom sets; back- issues are available for _$0.60 for
single copies or '$8.00 for classroom 'sets
Civics, legal education, political science, U.S. govern-

Subject Area:\

ment, U.S. history

They can be
average secondary students.
Reading level (according. to, the Fr

and. political. .science.

Overview

Bill of Rights in Action is a paper.'.

r

4

back publication issued for times each
: school year. It is devoted. to exploring'
..the. rights and responsibilities of
under the -Bill of "Rights."
Single topic
Each isue focuses Upon
Each
',related to .contemporary applications of
the Bill of Rights. Recent examples are
immigration, human rights: and property. Often, a historical perspective on
the topic is provided. Each issue is

.

ig
ranging

iissue
e .to *issue
f
from
varies
i
fro n grade' 10 to grade 12

The highera rea d g° levels may be misleading bectuse of the 'frequent use of
such4 common
" Constitution. "

lysyllabic

words

as

The topics, examples,
and activities generally relate to life
events of students, and -the, materials
should be highly motivating for mos t
k
divided into individual lessons complete students.
with -readings, and activities. One or Rationale and ,General Objectives
two weeks would 'be sufficient to tomAlthough e4ch issue of Bill of Rights
plete all activities in an issue.
in Action is not apddmoanied by a
rationale and objectives, the general
Required or Suggested Time
-objective ofo' the publication is the
Each issue of the Bill of Rights in exploration of
and reAction ..contains readings and activities spongibilities of -citizensrights
under
the Bill
which could be completed entirely within of- 'Rights." In addition, the Consti4uThe actual time
or -tc tro.

J

(.1

,

a Week
Rights .Foundation -has consistentrequired depends, u on the number of tional
ly
expressed
the belief that students
suggested activities completed.
.

.4

best learri how to bpc9the better citizens
-- through active involvement in timely'
Intend," tlsr 'Characteristics
issues which are c;lireltly related, to
These materials are designed,to sup= their life circumstances. This belief
plement basal materials in a *wide 'range provides-a rationale for the content and
of courses, including civics, legal el:1117 instructional.- techniques found In the
cation, U.S.---goViiment, U.S. history materials.
,

,

4.

Secondary Materials
Content
'

asked, to determine whether the 'applica-

.

Each
Bill of Rights in Action issue
addresses a particular topic relafe'44 to

the current application of the Bill--of

Titles of .recent issues include
l' Immigration, Property, - Supreme Court
Highlishts, .Civil Law in Action, Human
Priil,acy and Your Rights, and
Rights;
s
.., .
Current
_School Crime and Vandalism:
examples and background information.
that places the topic in a # historical
pel-spective are carefully blended'in the
seve.p- to ten' ai-ticles making up each
issue,. ''For example, articles in the
recent issue on immigration -provide an
'Rights.

overview of immigration since 2200
B . C., describe a .young Irish girl's

arrival' at Ellg Island in '102, examine
recent immigration to the United States

by Indochinese and Cub4ns, explore the
problems of "illegal alierfs," land look at
attitudes toward immigira:nts.
tion' is also4slescribed. t ''.

A simula-

tion for patent is within' the gdidelines
of the patent office.- Simulating this
real case helps students understand
how technologieal advances have forced
the Court to redefine the law . = In
another issue,, students are asked to
conduct a community . poll to determine

local attitudes about immigrants and to
experiences of
gather data about t

recent' immigrants.

n

addition, most

issues have vocabu ary-building exercises and other activities designed to
improve students' ability to think critically, communicate with others, and
gather and evaluate infOrmabion.
The wide range of .activities provides

opportunities for students at any ability
level to find an appropriate challenge.
These teaching. strategies are intended
to help students acquire 'knowledge,
skills, and .attitudes necessary for full
participation as citizens in a democrattic
society.

.
Teaching Procedures EvaluatiN4 Comments and Suggestions
.
A wide range of teaching .strategies is
The Bill of Rights in Action is an
Each -excellent supplementary source of inforju ggested in each issue.
/article is followed by a series of ques- mation about timely issues related to
tions,. which can be used as the basis
rights and responsibilities.
for either writing0 exercises or -discus- constitutional
It offers a 'balance between current
sion. Many of thebissues contain simu- examples ,and a historical perspective.
lations.' For example, *on issue sug- Thi's balance makes it ain attractive
gests that the class be divided into addition to history classes as well as
groups, with each group assurfiing the gOvernment, civics, or legal education
identity 'of a SupreMe\ Court justice. classes. The . coveirage of issues. of
The court is then44 prttnted with a interest and immediacy ,to students
recent case involving p tenting of a and iqhe wide range of instructional
process to develop microorganisms which techniques employed are also attractive
break dow petroleum. Thge organ- 'features. The modest cost and high
isms are m st" useful in .combatin:g pol- .quality of these .materials should,. darn

t

lution

from oil

The court

spilli, s.

.

,t

.

.

is

them

tbrs;

-by
congideratioh
.

'-
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LEVEL 4:_z SOCIAL STUDIES

FOOD...YOUR CHOICE.

Program Cooi-dinatols:

Tab 'orgac and Gretchen Grimm

Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
1
Materials and Cost:

National Dairy Cou-nciLT.
198-1

7-10

Box containing 3, teacher} background cards,, 42 cards

with 18 lessons, 8 ffan arencies, 4-study prints, 2
pbsters, 40-pp paperbound nutrition sourcebook,
$32.00

.

Global studies

Subject Area :

Intended User C racteristics.,,
The materials are designed 'for' stu-'
dents- in grades: 7-10. .The reading

Overviev
Food...Your Choice is a nutrition
education program for grades K-12.
Kits are available for grades K-2,

required is so brief that it can be read
aloud to the class if students have read-

grades 3-4, and grades 5-6. Four "kits
for students in grades 7-10 are

ing-difficulties. Four lessons are designated as academically demanding. In
some lessons, students' peilsonal and
family 'eating patterns /are dicussed;
be sensitive
the_ . teacher must ?t

designed for use, in home economics,
science, health, and social studies classes. The, 18-lesdon social studies kit.
can be used in a variety of coursed,
ranging 'from global studies and world
histoiy to economics, sopiolRgy, or
A -program
environmental problems.
.

to any problems which might arise if
some or , all students in the 'class are

b'aakgrounds.
directions ' and. background
material's are proiiided for the teacher,
so no special training is necessary to
use the materials. '
from. low 'socioeconomic

overview card suggests related
studies topics and also indicated how
the activities can be combined, to teach
particular concepts.' A "How To..."
social

Ample

card describes various generic teaching
strategies and,gives tips on integrating

&

Rationale and General Objectives
x
Food.'; .Your Choice has as its major

the .materiali into the curriculuM
..Specific,, teaching strategies are presented--= with

go-al

each 'activity, along with

extension activities:

11 complement rather, than compete w' fth,"

Required or Suggested Time
,The prograrc -overview card presents
estimated teaching time °in , 40 to 55

curriculum by relating
carious issues f food choice and, nutrithe social etucli

.

minuti' class periods for, each of the 18
lessons . in the kit; class periods per
activity range 'from one to four. The
lessons

can be grouped, -inserted

4

3

e

.

.

eographio,, sociologi.cal,.

the

to

economic, and political aspects of food
consumptiou and

cepts

developed by

.._

&

Data sheet by 'Frances Haley .
,,

.
..

production:

By using a variety of tea.chirk trate-.
giest students will not only learn antent, but. tikse that content to anal ze
data and make, decision's. The dont nt
of the program is based. on seven c n-

in

"7

tion
-

and its

a.cicial, studies courses: where approprior; -used. independently as a unit .
te,
The entire kit could be taught .in a six to nine7week time period; depending on
the nurnber'' 'of. extension activities ,t.i_s_ed

"to provide nutrition experiences

that ,encourageNie establishment of life-.
long, healthful dietary practices. u
Level 4: Social. Studies is designed to,

suggested flms, books, filmstrips,' and

.

.

,
-

the 1969

4 Rd
.

)
Secondary Materials
House Conference on Food, Nutrition,
and Health; which recommended "...that
a comprehensive and sequential program
or nutrition education be included as 'an
-integrail part of the curriculum of every
school in' the United States and its territories.'!
4

Content

.

The social studies component of the

Food....Your Choice. program contains 18

problem solving,. brainstorming, simulations, role play, games, surveys, and
guided reading. Additional helps for

the teacher on the "How To..." card'
tits, prepari g materials, working w h

foCus on selecting and tailoring activ*-__
other school personnel (particula ly
those who, are using the scien
health, or horrle economics kits), and
managing the program.

The lessons. are presented on cards

one or twice inkl. 1)." x 8/11
The first four focus on the folded
size. .The . cards provide the. teacher

lessons .
The influence Of
--"Geography of
and ,cultural behavior on
geography apci
food choice, relationship of p9pulation

,

growth and food supply,' factors affect, infg productivity in developing... countries; .and the distribution of natural
resources 'among "have" and "have not"
nations are studied.
The four leskins , in "Sociology of
Food" iook at the use of food by representative societies historicatly to determine their characteristics and levels of
civilization. An iactivity entitled "Survival of the Fittest" explores'individual
and group survival behaviors. Consumer behavior, consumer -protection
legislation, food consumption patterns,

and trend analysis, and 'forecasting make

any activity synopsis,( expected
student outcomes, vocabulary, estimated
with

teaching time- for the activity, teacher

and Student Materials required, advance

preparation .necessary, and a detailed,
step by step teaching- plan. Appropriate discussion questions are suggested
and, if .necessary, expected answers
are noted. Student handouts are provided ori black-line masters for easy
Some lessons- include` up to
three carols. Suggested films, books,
copying.

filmstrip, and extension activities are
provided on the last card for each lesson.
Evaluative Comments and SuggestiOns

the balance 4f. the lessons within

These 'high-quality materials contain
Five lessons are based -on excellent artwork, particularly on the
Students transparencies, which are in full cblor.
the "Ecoriomics of Food."
learn about suppll'anfri demand, capital, The teaching strategies arewell detailed
ample backgound provided for
resources,- labor, and productivity. A
and
beginning
exTperien'teci
* simaklated stnail business is established
and studeAts study the relationship eft hers. The major problem which a
between natural resource's and economic social 'studies teacher /pay encounter in
using these materials is that the subject
tability.
° The fourth- tiliena is "Politics of of food does not often arise in social
classes; however, if a departFood." Government legislation, foreign studies
,'
ownership of American lan4, food addi- ment purchased this kit, each teacher
tives, and environments r 'Issues are / could find individual lessons which
could be used within their' classrooms,
studied ,within this theme.
as the concepts and strategies embodied
;arY.
in the materials go far beyond the conTeachin.g Procedures
up

this theme.

.

.es'

.

card describes the
following teaching strat gies, which are
used throughout .the. 1 t.: small-group
The "How,

tent example_ of food.

,t

,
0

4
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HUMAN BEHskVIOR CURPICULUM PROJECT

,
.
Developer:

American PsyChological Association

Publisher:=
Publication Date;
Grade Level:
Materials .and Cost:

Teachers College Press*

Subject Area:

Psycholog y

1981
10-12

8 books, paperbound, 56 to 80 pp; $3.95 each; 8
teacher's; guides, paperbound, 40 to 48 pp plus 4 to
12 duplicating masters, $9.95 each

.

Overview
The Human

Intended User -Characteristics
Behavior

Curriculum

project materialsconsist of- eight modules ddsigned to introduce high school

students to the systematic study of
T-he modules are
human behavior.
Natural Behavior in Humans and Animals, States of Consciousness', School
Life and
Organizational PsyGh7cig-T-,
Social Influences on Behavior, Changing
Condltionin9 a and Learning,.
Attitudes,
and
Language. and Communication,
module
'Each
Stedying Personality:
includes a.. student book and a teacher's
guide containing ,detailed instructional
,pilocedures and masters for student
handot,its. Active student"' learning is.
encouraged throUgh use of experiments,
case studies, and classroom demonstrations.

eat a

The topics covered iri, the modules
were especially selected to interest the
intended audience--students in high
school psychology courses. The topics
and, activities 'should indeed] interest
G and motivate students. of all ability

A. Fry. test by this analyst
showed the reading level, of the student
materials to be grade 11. Although no
special teacher training is required,
teachers' will need some familiarity with
the discipline of psychology to feel corn-,
fortable using the' Materials.
levels.

Rationale and General Objectives
De velopment of there 'materials was

based on the Premise that the syste-6
matic study of behavior can increase
our understanding of the lives we lead."

Three general themes run through the

Required or Suggested Time

Each module contains from 7 to 12
lessons. Most of the' lessops require
-only, one class period to eomplete, but a
three, ox tour' class
few require
The
publishers
state that the
periods.
can

modules

t

a

be used ''individually to.

materials: "(1), human behavior can be
systematically observed, (2) there, is

enough regularity in human thought and

behavior that it is possible to arrive at
gefieral statements about- patterris and

the Causes of pSychological events, and
<3) in addition to our similarities, 133rhplogy is. doneerned with our unique

supplemeot psychology or other social
studies courses or can' be combined to neis'.."
'Objectives for each lesson are praform a Unit lasting. from three weeks to
'Arjciel:1-in.
the teachers' guides, but they
an. entire schwl year. Filling an el.-Ili-re
art
itot
consistently
written. Some are
year with these materials-would be diffi-'
cult, however; the teacher would likely simply :-statements of generatlizations to
hy students, some\ are lists
'need to use numerous, supplementary be leal4neir
1.
niaterials 'ans'activiities to flesh out ,the .-,of, the steps in the activity, and some
6

are true behavioral objgctives.

course.

's
0.

Data sheet by Laurel *R.. Singleton.)
95
ke

93-

1r

Secondary Materials

Teaching Procedures
The developers of these materials
intended to "involve the students

Content

Each of the eight: modules introduces
students to a different aspect of psy.chology. The topics were selected both
because of their importance- in understanding. human behavior and because

.

actively in their education" through the
use of empirical or naturalistic:research,
case studies, and classroom demonstra-

they would be interesting to students.

.

--.

Expository readings, ausl, discus-

tionig.

sions are also used frequently. ',For
example, in studying territoriality;
students conduct an experiment to
determine how humans- behave when
folliced to invade the, territory of .two
people conversing, , In studying the

Comparative psychology is the subject
of Natural, Behavior in Humans and AniStudents examine a variety of
mals.
facial
ITT rnan and _animal beha.N.riors:
expressions, 3 territoriality, dominance
rituals, bonding, and
hierarchies,
States Of Conaggressive displays.
scioushess focuses, on the ,mental states
that humans eXperience. Topics include
right/left, brain functions, sleep and
dreams, fore-grou-14----arK1 background
attention, hypnosis, and biofeedback.
School Life and Organizational Psycholggy provides students with a unique
opportunity to examine the _Mfects of
the school's's organizational climate on
individual and group behavior. The
ir}tent of this module is to "provide
students with some of the concepts,

climate of the school,' students conduct
surveys and interviews of students,
teachers, and administrators\ tIri examining

social

about_ and
compliance

bbha.vior,

stu ent's read

discuss__ _Milgr

'study.

Case

amous
of

st dies

patients are analyzed in study]. g personality.
Each

teacher's

guide

provi es an

unit, 'detailed
instructions for teaching each lesson, a
introduction-

to

the

bibliography, anti duplicating Masters.

for student handouts. In addition, the

skills, and attitudes necessary to under
stand, study, and participate in the

Natural Behavior in Humans and Animals
guide contains a list of 18 "EthiCal
Guidelines -'for High School Psychology
Teachers."

ture, famili peer group, and authority

Evaluative COmments and Suggestions
The Human- 8ehavior Curriculum
Project subjected their materials to

organizational life of their own schools.,"
Social Influences on Behavior explores
four sources of Social influence: cul-

Changing Attitudes, atti.figures.
tudes ere defined and methoods orchaliging attitudes- are discussedv. ethical extensive field = testing and evaluation'
questions in research on attitude change (details are available from ,the devel-;;
are examined. oper). The result is a 0 set. of inter=
Conditioning and, Learning., discusses
esting Materials presented, 'through
three types of learning: classical:con-, activities that.° wilI stimulate sttiaent
dawning, operant conditioning, a d interest and involvement; The.materials
of
imitation and observation. Princip
will ,,be- especially useful as °supple,-,,,
each type of. learning are applied. th
psychology,
fci,r
reso
mentary
behavior of studying. LangLiage and' teachers. They. 'may tie more difficult.
Communication pre-sents a model' 9f
to uses as /he basis of a, separte
communications and discusses 'the eleeach module... was ,deVeloiirse sin
mentt Of -languagt that contribute to its oped
differ Ant develonmerit team
Studying., and no"
function.
communicative
ggestioits for. Weaving the
ap- modules into a . course are.. given.mator
four.
Petsonality- 'examines
proaches to personality: the psycho- Unless
teacher hp.s extensive ic,..nowlthe ,edge f the discipline, working' the
viewpoint of Freud,
'analytic
behavior-learning viewpoint or Pavlov', modul s into a ,well-integrated -course
Thorndike,' and .Slcanner, the cognitive may e difficult.
*or
view of Kelly, and-the testing approach.,
41

.

2

.

.d',,,

;

.

e

9
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0
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OPTIONS: A CAREER DEVELOPMENT CURRICULUM FOR °RURAL HIGH
SCHOOL STUDENTS

Authors:
Publisher :
Availability:
PubliCation Date:

Faith DtAnne and others
Dartmotith College
From Education. Developnient Center

Grade- Level :

10 -12

1980

,

teachers' guides, bound with metal fasteners,
72-,to 185 epp plus 11 to 101 duplicating masters ,
(one unit also includes a gamebook and 5 gameboards),'
$7.75 to $69.00 (packets fbr° use in adapting the
units to specific geographic41 area are available;

Material's 'and
Cost: ;.
, k

10

contact EDC for`

Career education, nonsexist education

Subject Area:
-

Overview

'The developers of the Options pr6-

gram believe that "knowledge of reality,
even if haish, .i.,,s ,better than cheerful
ignorance" and that "acquiring skills
and practicing their -application are
more worthwhile career development'

'

information)'

,

Intended User Characteristics

This. program is designed for use
-

with high school stude,nts in. rural settings. The basic package is designed
for 'use in the Midwest, but adaptatiop
packets are available for teachers in tl-te '.
rural Northeast, Northwest, Southwest;
and Appalachian South. Although the
program's focus is women, it /is equally

experienced than mere exposure to a
series of concrete job options." They

applicable for' male and female students.
4
A Fry readability ,analysis of, the work-° 4
sheet material, which is central to the' `
'sheet
program, indicates an average reaciabil--'.
-- . ,
..,
dents underdtond and cope with the' ity level. of grade 7.,
t
special ttraciler $ 'training is . '
,* No
probleIns which, faqe adults in rut al
.,$....,- areas., ,The progkani focuses, Particular- requixed to use fhe 'program, but .
. :ly on -,dtfficuities#faceth'by, women, butt teachers' shclulct become 'thorouply fa..m:,
4,
male and female iliar with She curri,dulum befcifie infple-, 5. ..
is appropriate for all
.

have therefore desipedthe cur,,*,,ulum,

.

the
developed, with funding fro
Pro.
,Act
Educational
Equity
Women's
gram, to help cural high school stuff.

-->

stideltts° reading at the seventhorgrade' menting if. 'Hamewor,k is 4ness4!ttial

a
m4

4.

44

.level ^6i-above.- The. program. consists
.of four 'Units whiCth'pr.ovide ,materiat for
'_.
9 tel-21;,veitks-pf
work.
''S

lt

$ "Re,4Uired,or ..,
SIgg.ested. Tittle

$,*

**.,

"$

0

.

...0 $.4

_._.

-

"1...

part .6f .1he%program. Slornefiti:26iCtir'ma
beloqpntiloversial in, *certain .settirigg.

4

(birth contryl, sttide'sts'- rights to

a9c:-

0
iC'ess theichool record t.,4even
tile cent pal
54r tolls" tie sgm. `ste,f;:eotuit4 ,' do admini's=

(0*Vor,,te m&y, be' necessary.
OPtIor,4 ip, deigned 'fobIrc'use as) tilt; :tretvp
di- Ili ' . . .4i..
$0,,
1.
,
,
.devel7 Nionaie.
bash for 90,9- 'to l4-week
and
Genergr
'Objectives
4
e,
opment cm lif"2-,plannitng. 'q,..ii-se i' . Sow- . ,
-

1

44

#1.

.

.$

.

0

*

*

..- The - developers ofd the program
,* * eydr, individual` units or jeApons.tifiret;be
that the future prospects of *,'
cotTries.
a4
believe
6
' °used separately in other
well. The four. units reoguir,C4frtSn.7 to non-college-bound rural young people
.0
"are both more complex aLi. kiss'
13 'days each to ocompkte.
4

1'

', 2

A.

*

'''''

-

'

Data sheet by Laurel R. 'Sisigleton.
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secure".

Teaihing Proceduret

small, training oppOrtunities are limited,
and .women face severe sex stereotyping

guide All contain the same fronf nit -

than those of, suburban, and
urban studerats. The job market is

in the job market and hi their personal

Each unit has :a separate teacher's

ter: a . descriptioh_ of the program
rationale, a description of the organiza-

The program has therefore been , ;t tion or.the guide, `suggetions.'fOr using'
designed to meet, three goals: ,(1) to `the learning activity packages,. a
inform students :of wheat events*, and
diAssion of grading' and eviluation,, and
difficulties" ,..they will face as adults in
a course outline. All the guides also
rural areas; (2) to give students the include an appendi providing suggesSkills needed "eto control their lilzes acid tions on the use of role playing, workto cope with the aspects of life Ipeensl ing in small gi-clips, discussions, braintheir ,control," and g,( 3) to, provisKe stu- storming, buzz sessions, and techniques .
'dents 'with a structured experietice`thxt for
developing "problem:solving skills,
will allow :-them to apArl JInfOrmation
The portion of. each guide devoted to and Skills to realistic situailons.
a
'specific
unitLbegins with' a'''brief introI,
dUction to the unit* and a list of objecContent
tives., The guides then provide 'detailed,
These plans include
ledson.
The Options program includes four
uired,
units,' each containing information, 4bjeetives," lists of material
o the
skill-building activi*s, and an oppo,r-,,,,i prOcedurqi horpewprk,J. .no
tunity to' confront reality.. In ugit 1,. teachers and copies' of stuclert .,work,
qUnderstanding eeple in Our Area,' sheets to be used inthe lesscCrv.'
The primary. teaching 1,techhique,, used
students examine several problem. . areas'
(adults fate in their lives: complex is covIpletion of the. ,worksheets proThe
inferpersona,1 reiativiships, sex:. stereo-4 41.rided 9n deplicating. liasteps.
vaned. erne require.
typing and discriMination, and being a ..wiksheets
out jo13,, appaicatidhs;
to
single' head. or a hOt4eholct. Stuckents s.tudenti;'.to
tasks ' as st1freciiiire
such
otheys
of
their
draw "on** obserVations
ecifit analysis', *: codtpletion dle at4tudd sur.--."4tegion to degelop a picture
re altirig material 'and ,answri
problems and oppprtunities there
.., Uhi:E* 2, "Decision. Making, focu s on qdestiOns; charting decifiblio.,?or
liVeS.

1.

,

e

.

te

.

'development of the sAys...needed -to cope oping personal time marlageihent °plans .
0,ar'e alsd
i\\, variety of other
;
t,.d1+11.. the ...problems identirfed
to
hirre
tidsditprpobther
,suggested:
Sttidenist
prarnice
sets4 :Airei.dous
ctiiity ,packsVs.'
a,nd learn to-imp/eMe a vided are two leitrhi
. ting priorities
r--designed-for
incl.
4i_yeAs.tep piocess kir making decisions. ,
d'
Unites 3, '`'Life *Planning," focuses on on assessment skil dnd organizing and
more - sophisticated skills. Development managing- time and a simulation called
,

of lorrg- an d shdrf-term ccoals, assess- .."dame of Life: Choice and Chance."
.
merle' of other people's e e.cts_pn' their'.
.
own plans, and- alternative"liftstyleS- are Evaluative Comments and SuggLestions
gra,
among the topics covered,. Also examThe
Options
program
is
a
unique
and ..
l
fined" are Cbt4acteristic arises encdun
progralr:
designed
for
a
small
valuable
.
*
tered by rural women. .
,market
not
often
'treated
in,
published , The final unit, ' ;The Juggling Act.:
THe material's are' , e
curriculum
materials.
Lives and Career's," contains' four caste not slickly produced:
the student
studies of women who JriuSt integra e workshdet's are not i lustratea
and the
work and personal ,eratioriships. Stu- teachers' sides are iawkwardly bound
dents learn how jobS or careers can and rather cumbersope: The unusual,
affect other, aspects of life -.and are content and varied teaching strategies
exposed to a Varietycf job-seelchlg and should .overcotne these problems, how- ,
job performance skills.'"
ever.
.' ,
4.
.

4'e-.

.

.
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REDUCING ADOLESCENT PREJUDICE

Nina Her;ch Gabe lko and John U. Michaelis

Authors:
'Publigher:
Pubrication Dated
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost

'

Teachers College Press
1981

8-18

Teacher's guide:, paperb'ound, 230\pp, $14.95; book
of duplicating masters fOr 4,9 handouts, paperbound,

'

.$17.95

Social studies, values: education

Subject Area:

Some of 'the readings and activities seem

Overview

too: simple, for' upper-lever or
Reducing Adolescent 'Prejudice is the
high-'achieving,
high school students.
outcome of a project on reducing prejudice in secondary schools which was Rationale'and General Objectives
to

cosponsored

.

by

the

be

Anti-Defamation

League of B'nai B'rith and, the UniverDevelopment of these materials was
sity oft California with the support of based on the ,theory that prejudice can
'Phi Delta Kappa. The materials consist be effectively,. reduced by enhancing
of a teacher's' guide, containing 43 sup- _stiulents' valuing processes and Critical
,elementary lessons that may be incor- thinking, skills. According to° the projporated into existing social studies ect director, the decision to develop
courses and a book of spirit duplicating supplementary lessons, 'rather than :a
masters for the student handouts,. The .self-contained teaching unit, was "based .
reduction on the assumption that 'greater success
Main instrucional goal
Of stereotyping and prejudice through ' in combating pAejudice can be achieved
the development of cognitive skills and if instruction is included in the basic
curriculum and is n t viewed as an
valuing processes...
----'add-on' or peripher419" phase of teachRequired or Suggdsted Time
ing." Instructional objectiveg for each
These lesSons were .designe to be lesson are couched in behavioral terms.
integrated into existing courses at, the \Content

,ct

teacher's ciiscren.

Most could easily

be completed wit in 'a single crass period; use of , the suipested extension
activities would requires additional time
in dr out of class.

In addition to a preface, glossary-,,
and index, the teacher's handbdok for

Intended User Characteristics
The : authdrs indicate that these
learning activities- can be used with
students in grades, 8-12 in courses
related to U.S., history 'and government, world history, sociology, psychology, and' economics. The -readability

op;nent of the materials and the procedures fqr' presenting lessons. It also
includes a sample lesson, guidelines for

41p.re1

of"'the student handouts. varies,

averaging grade

9 on the Fry, scale.

t

-;

Data sheet by Ann M
Williams.
.
.

Reducing Adolescent Prejudice contains
eight majOr sections. The introductory
section explains the rationale for devel-

designing' a moz.a.1-,dilemma activity, and
background 'information about-. the

causes of prejudiCe and* strategies for
reducing it.
The 'second section contains, nine
concept-development lessons that can be
used in--any social studies course.
,

-

Secondary Materials
Titles of these lessons are "The Concept of Prejudice, ".. "Stereotyping,"
"The
Plocess of Prejudice;"

",he Concept of Bigotry,"

are' suggested which can be pursued as
:individual or grotl.p 'projects in or OtIt
of class. 2
With_ very few exceptions, the basic
teaching strategies direct, students to

The Con-

cept of the Timid Bigot," "Prjuaiced

read the handouts and then answer a

Remarks," "They/We Thinking," "Overt
Discrimination," and "Covert Discrimination."
The remaining six sections contain
lessons specifically designed to be inte'gratell into ()purses in U..S, history,
world history, U.S. goVernment, sociol-

series of questions which require them
to recall, interpret, compare, infer,
classify, analyze, synthesize, general-

ize, evaluate, predict, and hypothesize.
The

and
economics,
psychology,
respectively. Topics covered in each
section are varied. For' example,
history lessons cover stereotyping of

an &Interviewing .

American, Indians at various periods in
history, the meaning of "basic rights"
in U.S. history, Shay's rebellion,
doublespeak regarding slavery, and the
freedom marches of the civil rights
movement. Topics covered in lessons
designed for Lige in economics classes
include sex discrimination in hiring,
income differences between whites and
blacks, and the economic consecnierfces
of Japanese relocation.
Replicas

activities

variety, of experiential

represent
strategies, including research, 'smallgroup work, maintaining personal logs?
a

.ogy,

student

suggeStgcli--- extension

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
Reducing Adolescent Prejudice is a
Useful supplementary resource that is
somewhat marred by a number of minor,
but annoying,. flaws.. While ,c,onsistency

of format is generally a virtue, in this
case the format is so rigid and complicated that 'the, result is _sometimes

The directions for':teaChing
procedures are sometimes addressed t4
the teacher and sometimes, confusingly,
to the students. In some cases, correct or possible answers to --(questions
awkward..

of the 49 accoinanying
handouts, which. consist of

short readings and/or worksheets, ,are

provided in the lesson plan; in
other cases they are not. Some of the
concepts" listed next to the, teaching
steps are not concepts by even the
ar,e

provided' in the teacher's' guide. Spirit
duplicating ma4ters of the handouts are
printed on perforated paper and bound
into a separate book.

broadest definition of that term.

Teaching ProceduresThe lessons are constructed in a
consistent format. Each is -introduced
an explanation of the major' under-.

Some

important concepts are not defined;
others are inadequately defined or,

tandings conveyed by the activity and
' specific instructional objeclist

defined in ways conflicting with current
accepted use. Finally, the addition of
a bibliography of additiorlal resources
would have contributed significantly to
the usefulness of this resource.

is ,divided into lour parts: introduc-

teacher who would like to incorporate, a

a

tives. The suggested _teaching strategy

development, ebnclusion, and
tion,_
evaluation. Each step in the presenta-.
ion of the lesson is linked to the
cognitive processes used by students
(which move, roughly in sequence, from

In

few

spite

of4

these

drawbacks,

a

lessonS ab-out prejudice into___Any

social studies discipline 'area will find

some appropriate activities in these
The lessons are basically
materials.
the handsimple
and
straightforward,
outs tare easy to read, and the subject

lower level to higher level) and to the

matter should be
students.

concepts, treated in the question or
activity." Finally, additional activities

98 f
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SOCIAL SCIENCE SKILLS:. ACTIVITIES 'OR THE SECONDARY CLASSROOM.

Educational Resources_ Center
Teachers College Press

Developers:
Publisher:
Publication Date:.
'Grade Lev.el:
,
Materials and Cost:,

1981

,

.

7-12

.

,

i:

-r

I.

Subject. Area:

7 books, each containing a teacher'silg;uide and 14 to
41 duplicating masters, paperbound,': $11.95 to $17.95
Social studies (skill development)

.

.

.

Intended User Chara4ierisstics
1
,
The ?nodules -are
designed to be used
Science Skills: Act'ivities
,
for the Sec ndary, Classrbom series pro-, as supplementary ,-:. materials in such
Overview
The Soc.

5-

.

secondary courses ;as U.S. history and
government, world History and g'eography, economics, 'sociology, current
social issues, environmental education,
and -consumer education. To facilitate
planning, appropriate courses for each

/ vides 33 activities, or modules, designed
.

'

r

to help students "learn both the value
and the limitations of quantitative data
and methods in the study' of. Social
by
issues and in daily decision ma'
The
modules
caa.be
used
to
citizens."
of
a
variety
'supplement instruction in

.

module

are listed, ,along .with social

studies concepts and skills developed.
While teachers do,: not need training to
use the materiarS% 7they should thor-

secondary courses, Each module focuses on afiimportant .social studies topic,
while introduci ng students to such

oughly familiarize' `themselves with each
module before using it.

quantitative concepts as indicatOrs and
inddk numbers; percentage and ratio;
barvm,circle, and line graphs; and mea-,
The modules are
°sures of average.
organized into seven books by theine:

Because the''student handouts con-tain littler text 41aterial, reading level is
not a serious ciinsideration. Hower,
eed some basic m"ithestudents 217411
matical or calc lator skills for many of
the lessons. The materials ,would probably ,not be editable
for slow learne
:ii,

t

Woild ISsues,: Population -Issues, Economic Issues, Energy/ConsuinercIssues,
American
American, Lifestyle Issues,
'Government Issues, 'and Basic Skills.
' Detailed instructions for introdilCing

b'ectives .*
and.. developing the. concepts are pro- . Rationale and
.
vid,pd in the teacher's guide portion of
e devVopers of these materials
eetli book. The second part of -each believe that- quantitative. skills are
book contains duplicating masters for necessary
study of the social
.
student handouts.
.
sciences, as' well as to informed decision
.,
(

.

....)..

44.

'
,

,

making as 4-zcitizen in a free'ente,rprisb
-Rwiire'd or Suggested 'Dime
_society. Tpey state: "If we want to
The Inpclules generally require two or retain the 115ower to make inforined decithree class periods .t,,.6 complete: Addi- sions, we ';:inust be able ,to evaluate the
tional activities suggested to extend the quantitathe data that we encounter
moduleit_ will require aditioridl, class' daily."" *:"hey have therefore designed
,,these materials to help students develop
,
time if used. .
.

"

41

.

..

...'

..*

'`

,

.

the skilli:'needed to evaluate quantitaboth in the study of the
tive da
.

4

Data sheet by Laurel R: Singleton .
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social sciences and in their daily lives.

necessary student materials;
aterials; a summary;
and suggested' . extension activi)ties.
Most of the modules are divided into
severa11essons. The* initial activity in

1--SpeCific instructional objectives~ are pro-

vided for each module. I

t

7

, .

I

.

each lesson' is designed to be a mofi-

Cot*ent
The activities 'in this progrim are.,

vator., For example;. students might
take :an interest provoking pretest;
share, a scarce resource such eas cookies
on the same basis that energy is shared
worldwide, view and discuss transparen-

designed to provide students with practice using quantitative concepts and
,...skills while learuing .about a variety of
social studies topics. The concepts and

or discuss controversial topics.
selected on the .- cies,
This
is
fja--16wed by introduction of the
baseis of input from social scientists,
skills included were

1

quantitative conceptto be developed in
the lesson,' generally 'through discuss*
of student handouts providing dat on a
p'drticular topic. The students arialyze
the -data and draw conclusions based on

historians, mathematicians, statisticians,

1

and experts in life-coping skills., They
include indicators and index numbers;
percentage and ratio; rank order,
range, and continuum; classification and
tables; bar, circle, and line graphs;
measures of average, including mean,
median, and mode; tradeoffs; research
methods; and correlation
diagrams.

.

=their ,analysis.

examples include growing fruit flies and
plotting the growth of the colony, -doing
research projects, conducting-an energy
fair, and conducting a survey on women
in the work force.

arid scatter

The social studies topics were selected using input from a survey, of secon-_
dary teachers. The topics were then
organized into the themes represented
by the seven up.its r. World Issues,
Population Issues,
Economic Issues,
..

i

.

.
The extending' activities are
varied;

.

Evaluative Comments_ and Suggestion3
-

.

,

Many standard social sturaPs cUrriculum materials expect ,Sfiidents to use
Energy/ Consumer Issues, American Life- quantitative data in drawing conclustyle- Issues,
Atherican Govenment______sions:
r
Often, however, little or no
Issue's, and Basic Skills. Eac boot
guidance is prrivided to either, teacher
contains from _two' to, si- Modules on or students on how to use the data or
related' topics-. ---Fcr example, World how to develop the necessary Skills for
Issues---*Cludes modules entitled "Com- analyzing it. Teachers who have' been
paring rations:
Health and Wealth
frustrated by this situation .will thus
Around, -the World," "Global Interdewelcome Social Science Skills: Activities
pendenc.e , 1, .4tAround the Globe : Free=
for 'the Secondary Classroom.
Because
dom and 'the QUality of Life," '!Nations:
the -modules, cover a wide range of
Where Do People Lire ?," "Nations:
topics, teachers in almost any subject
Grins' or Butter? %" and- "Warfare and area should be able- to find materials
Techncilov."''
applicable to the'. classes.
While the deve ers have attempted
Teaching PrOceclureg
, to stithulate studen interest through a
i
var*ty of,
activities, the "meat" of most
,
--of`
. The teachers ..guide *--portioti
t
:,.
is' pi-esented Ihrough
he
rhodules
..
.
of

i

-4,,,

insli.iictionp.1
pyovides .cocapitte
.
of data presented it: various
directions for using the materials. - discussion
forms.
Teacherth
may therefOre'need to
Information provided for each, mOdule
schedule°
use'
of
the
modules carefully _in
includes, an overvkew; '-a. list of courses order to" avoid student
bore-dom.

book

.

,

in which the module can he used; graae?

.

.activities were field tested prior
to Publication,. (Contact' -the developer

A.

'T.h:

ia
level and required teach ing 4time;
, . social
studies concepts, quantitative"concepts,
-----

(Edu,cational Resources Center, 855
Boulder, Colorado . 10362)Broadway,
;
iiinformatio

torn,

and thinking,,, skills developed;'
instructional objectives; a list of ,data sources;
step--br.-_step teaching iratructions; all

.

,

,

,.

e
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AMERICAN WPME.\k.

Authors:

Dorothy Jane Riggs, Rita V. Brooks, and James C.,

PubiiSher:
Publication idate:
Gracie Leven

1980

Clark
Coronet Instructional Media

,Box containing 6.filtrLstrips, 6 cassettes, 18-pp
paperbound teacher's guide, $119.00
Career education, sociology, U.S. history, women's
studies

Maferials and Cost:
Subject-. Area:

s':5

torical issues raised by the cage studies
can serve as starting points for openended investigation of the political, economic, and creative life of historical
and contemporary U.S: society.

Overview
American ,V.omen

a six-part

is

film-

strip /cassette Program designed to help
Stddents become aware of and evaluate
various career choices and goals in=
light of tie chaInging roles and responsibilities af women. \ In examining the
careers , of 19 women whose lives, span
'he ,period from 1860 to the 1980s, the
materials present the wide variety of
roles played by women during a peri
of rapid social change. The filmstri s
depict women of various ethnic bac
grounds in business, industry, com-

municatris, sports, the arts, politics,

t.

governm nt, and science. Interviews
and quotations from the women areused
extensivery... The program is accompafried

by 'a ,guide . containing gerteral

Intended User Chadacteristics
The materials are recommended for

junior and senior high school students
in such social studies classes as U.S.
history, women's studies, sociology, or
career

exploration.

film-

Individual

strips can also be used in literature,

art, government, science,- and physical

education courses.
nature
audiovisual
program's
The
.
encourages its use by students with
glower than grade-level reading skill's:
The suggested activities are varied

'objectives, .specific objettives for each enough to provide for differing" ability
filmstrip, a. summary, of the content of levels and differences in sophistication
each filmstrip/cassette program, discusr across grades 742.
sion questions; and pre-- and post-..
*.

Rationale and General Objectives

viewing activities.

Required or Suggested Time

The filmstrips can be shown singly,
be integrated into. existing curriculum,
or be viewed \ together in successive
lessons, according to individual class

needs t Each filMstxip fequires 10 o 11
minutes to `view . One or two class

periods will prob bly be needed to com-.
Filete the follow-u discussion questions

and activities sug ested for each.. filmstrip. If time al ows, social and his-

By providing students with oppor-

.

tunities to see women "in a - context that
many of them,"
may ,be unfamiliar
American Womeln seeks to stimulate students"4,thiriking about attitudes toward
changing sex roles and their own
"expectations for therhselvesin,terms of

working roles and life goals." Sevgn
general objectives' -are' stated by pro(1) to introduce
developers
women who have made major contribul
tions to historical and/or "contempOr'ary

gram

.
I

Data sheet by Diana Beer.

4
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F

American life; (2) to relate occupations
the filmstrips , with contemporary
career issues; (3) to help students
understand the experiences of the
women discussed; (4)- to place the
experiences and accomplishments of

in

these women within their hitorical and
social conte4t;, (5) to relate women's
changing social roles to studenst perexpectations; (6) to broaden
young people's thinking about their, own
goals; and (7) to encourage young
sonal

people to become interested in learning
about these and other women from the
standpoint of hikory and social analysis.
Content

The program provides an overview of
the careers -of distinguished, but not
necessarily famous, American women
from the

first

1860s

to

the present.

filmstrip--" American

The

N.Women:

Business and Industry " -- offers glimpses
the accomplishments of Alice Hamil-

of

13.J. ThompSon, and Ruth Braun,
whose careers were/are in the fields of
industiial medicine, boutique 'ownership,
and in<restriient banking'. The second

filmstrip--"American Women: Communications " focuses on journalism, photojournalism, and television by tracing
careers of A dela Rogers St. John,
Margaret
Bourke-White,
and
Joan
Briggs. "American Women : Sports, "
the third filmstrip, traces the achieve -'
ments pf Althea' Gibson, Kim Peyton,
Babe Didrickson Zaharias, and Amelia
In the ' fourth filmstrip,
Earhart.
"American, Worn
he Arts," information is presented on dancer Bella Lewit-.
sky, author and pl wright Lillian Hell-

and sculptor Malvina Hoffman..
an'd_ public service are
the:
focuses of. the fifth filmstrip, "American
Women:
Law, Politics, and Government " Career accomplishments of three
women are.' presented--Shirley Chisholm,
'Ruth Rushen,. and Margaret Chase'
Smith.
he final, filmstrip, "American
man,

All' the filmstrips folloW the same
basic format--quotes from the women
(spoken either by the women themselves
or by actresfel) are interwoven with
narrative and photographs to crea4e

audiovisual portraits of the women and

their accomplishments. Certain themes
and common elements of the experiences

of women in each category are stressed
as the filmstrips and cassettes move
back and forth
personality.

personality to

Teaching Procedures
For each
filmstrip cassette,

the

teacher's guide presents 'pre- and postviewing activities, discussion questions,
objectives, and a program
The p;e-viewing activitie'

summary.
generally

involve ensuring that' students understand specialized terminology used in
the filmstrips and digcussing in broad
terms the career field around which the
filmstrip centers. Questions are provided to help teachers facilitate post-,
viewing discussion . Two example questions for the 'filmstrip on science are
"What doe, you think is meant by

Margaret Mead's phrase, 'pandering to
male sensitivities?' What kinds of behav-

ior do yOli 'think this would include?"

and "Discuss Estelle Ramey's statement
that young women cannot 'repeat their
moth*r's lives, . or the lives of their
grandmothers' because society has
changed too much. " Suggested activities include role plays, filmstrip¢ analysis, research reports on women and on
particular historical concepts and
events, and relastineevents_in filmstrips
,

to contemporary attitudes and events.
Evaluative Comments and SUggestions

Po

,

from

This program provides an excellent

over.view of achievement by women in
many walks of life at different time
periods. The narrative and pictures

are lively, interesting, and informative.
The program could be successfully used

courses in any of the subjects sugSciences," includes dis- in
gesthd
by the developers and can be
cussions of the .dareers of psychologist modified to nearly any class level.
Women:

Tlie

Karen Hornet';, atnthrol3ologist Margaret
Mead, and medical researcher Estelle
Ramey.

0
104
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FILMS INTO' FILMSTRIPS':

42.

Publisher
Ptplication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Subject Area:

KING

Media Basics, Inc.
1981

7-12

Box containing -4 filmstrips, 4, cassettes, 3.59-pp
paperbound book, and 11-pp pap-e4bound teacher's
1.
guide, $129-.95_

p

U.S. history

One of the Films frit° Filmstrips -s

make the program suitable for students
of all' ability levels. The book accompanying the kit has a readability level

dramati ing the life of Dr. Martin
Luther ing, Jr. The 'program covers

iyfrom the' book 'aloud or assignfreadings
only to advanced students.

O'verview

ies, King is a four-part filmstrip p o- of grade 11; teaNers in grades 7-10
gram drawn from the television mo ie may therefore wish to read selections
the pubfFç life of Dr. King from the
Montgomery bus boycott to his assassination. The objective of j.e program
is to examine not ortly King's areer but
the civil rights movement as ell. The
segments, of the program are correlatid

Ratipnale and General Objectives
Media .BaUics has developed'its Films

Into 'Filmstrips series to motivate read-

ing (a related book is included with
each program) , encourage an appreciation -of literature, e, and , develop under-

with chapters in the book included in
kit: King's Why We Can't Wait,
originally published .in 1964. Before-

the

and after-viewing discussion questions
N are give rt in the teacher's guide, `llong
with a syn)psis of each filmstrip and
unit activit es. .1 .The program can be
useci., as supplemental material in.

histry classes at the secondary level.

Required or Suggested Time
Each of the _four filmstrips 'in this
"program requires approximately 20,
mfntItes to view. Used with the before

and after-vieying questiohe, each segment will therefore use an entire class
pseriod..

Reading portions of Why We

standing a basit social studies themes.

_

The specific objectives of King are
to examine the 'ideals and achievements

of one of America's great leaders, (2)
to understand the sl,vetping concerns of
Dr. King's 'public lie--from busing tp
voting rights to the Vietnam War, and
(3) to study the civil rights movement
in , terms of its teadershir, achievements, and current challenge."
Content

The fbur filmstrips in this package
he television movie

are adkited from

Kg; both the visuals avid the 'sound-

activities track are drawn from that.' movie. Each
Can't Wait and doing the
will, require additional time, either in ,or -filmstrip coyers one phase of King'
public life.
out of class.
The first filmstrip, "There Comes a
Time," deals .with the Mbntgomert bus
Intended User Characteristics'
boycott in 1955, the. beginning of what
The program is' designed for use
is known as the civil rights movement.
secondary U.S. history classes. The The second filmstrip, "H,pw Long,
dramatic nature of the filmstrips and America? ," . cover's the freedom rides
the fact that no reading is required
-

Data sheets by Laurel R. Singleton..
)

.
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.

which des egregated public transportation ih the South,, J. Edgar, Hoover's
bitterness against King, the Kennedy
administration's handling of the civil

rights movement, and the campaign to
The, third
desegregate Birmingham.
segment,' "I Have 'a Dream," examines
the 1963 march On Washington, the
assassination of President Kennedy and
King's relations with Lyndon Johnson,

.

.

discussion- questions are tied to specific

chapters in Dr. King's book. "Because
only one copy, of the book is provided
with the program, teachers may have
some difficulty managing its use. Oral
reading or individual assignments may
be possible Solution's to management,
problems.

Along with the pre- and post-'
viewing discussion questions, the teach-

er's guide provides. a synopsis of each
filmstrip, vocabulary, and unit activiPrize, and the voter registtation
pal
The unit activities include
The
/ries.
from Selma to Montgomery.
questions,
creative writing activi"We--As
a
portion of the program,
King's

winning

Of

the

Nobel

Peace

rch

People," covers desegregalion efforts, in
Chicago, King's decision to come oiit

against the War in Vietnam, the Poor,
People's Campaign, and King's' assassination.

.

The filmstrips are used to stimulate

student examination aand discussion of a
variety. of topis.ts, in iuding the con-

.

, nection between
.

Dr.

King's religious

beliefs and his public life, the .social
conditiAs and attitudes pi.vailing prior

Frederick Douglas.s., Thomas
people:
Cesar
Gandkii,
Mahatma
Jeffei'von,
Abraham,
Chavez, George Wallace, or
Lincoln;

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions

Using Dr. Martin Luther King's 'career
as a vehicle for examining the civil
to the civil rights movement, theft.cori- .rights
movement in the 1950s and 610
tinuing efforts by J. Edgar Hoover to has both
advantages and drawbacks. It
discredit King , Gandhi's influence -on., is -difficult to present the life of King
King, participation by children in pro- objectively. This program makes no
test marches and other -aemorcstrations, real attempt to do s93;. it frankly porthe views of Malcolm X, and the links trays King as a hero and, in so doing

between the civil rights and anti-war'
movenients. Dr. King's views on many

of these topics are further amplified in
Why We Can't Wait.

.

three basic steps be used for each filmstrip: pre-viewing discussion, viewing

the filmstrip, and exploring themes
introduced tin the filmstrip through
discussion or research. Example pre-

viewing questions for the first filmstrip

When is it
effective and why?" and "Describe the
are "What is a boycott?
political

and

social

perhaps'. overestimates his' accomplishThe program is exemplary,,
ments.
however, 41 portraying King as an

American hero, rather than simply as a

Teaching Procedures
.
The teacher's guide suggests. that

ft

ties, and mresearch topics. An- example
writing activity is to write a scene
between King and one of the ,f011owing

conditiops

under

which black people lived during the
1940s and 50s." After viewing the. film-

strip, students, discuss such questions

as "What 'part did 'King's religious faith
play in his methods, actions, views,

and leadership ability?" and -"What problems arise when nonviolent methods are

used to achieve change?" ,Some of the

black hero.

Foci:Ising

on King tends to neglect

the activities of other-rindividuals and
groups involved in the civil rights

movement; the grogram fails to followup on events since King's death. t' As .a

result, ,teachers cannot expect, to use
this program alone to teach about the
civil rights movement or its impact on

U.S. history.
The drama of the television movie or*
which the program is based, however,
should stimulate students to learn more
about the period. In addition, examinirig

King's career allows teachers to

focus on a number of issues--the federal government's attempts to subvert
the movement, the rale of the church,
and the relationships of the civil rights
movement to poor people of all races
and to the war in Vietnam.

'61 o 4
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MONEY AND VALUES

Learning Seed Co.

Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

1980

10-adult

Box 'containing 2 filmstrips, 2'caisettes, 28-pp paperboUnd teacher's guide, 3 .game cards, and black-line
masters for handouts, $58.00'
Career education, consumer education, psychology

SubjeCt Area:

.

Overview

education, psychology, or other courses
in which money or attitu4e.development
are examined. The suyre`ce matter and
the audiovisual presentation should
make the materials interesting to and
suitable for students of all ability

.

Money and Vat, lues is a brief but
informative- audiovisual presentation on
how attitudes toward money are shaped
by societal norms, personal and family
The
and misconceptions.
beliefs,
objective is to encourage high school

levels.

students and adults to better understand and evaluate their own 'attitudes
The kit's two filmto rd money.
st :ps, which are the core of the prog am, "are titled "The Psychology of
Money" arid' "Money,' Status, and Careers." The accompanying,. teactiert,s

Rationale and General Objectives
The developers of this program
believe that "one's attitudes toward
money are extremely impOrtant in career

satisfaction, relations with spouses, anc
They have
of a lifestyle."
therefore designed this program to help
students "develop sane attitudes toward

,choice

.guide provide. discussion questions and
several additional activities, including a
simulation of the distribution of wealth
in society.

money and wealth" by examining the

The kit can be used in

"random collection of ideas gained from
isolated experiences, and

clasSes as career education,
.consumer education,, ,and psychology.

suql

childhood,

mass Meta" that underlie their current
beliefs about money.

Required or Suggested Time,

Content

The two filmstrips require 16 to 17

The 'program's content is presented

of viewing time. Teachers
should allow ample time for discussions,
as student& preconceived. ideas *about
money and the information presented in
the filmstrips should provoke lively
minutes

The first,
through two filmstrips.
"The Psychology of Money," infroduces

the study .by examining how, students
wo uld react to sudden wealth. Studies

debate.; The additional activities sug-

gested in the teacher's guide_ would
require approximately three class
periods to complete.

Intended User Characteristics
This program is intended for 'use
with .high school students and adults.

of
s

the

ambivalent feelings

of

people

toward the wealthy are discussed. The
filmstrip then descrities in some detail
four ways in which people ,,regard
money: as security, as (ver; as love,
or ,as a path to freedom The dangers

built into each of thes attitudes are
discussed.Nrisecond' filmstrip, "Moneys)
The
The prOgram could be used in such I'Status,
and Careers," examines the

course* as career education, consumer,

I

11

Data sheet by -Theodore R. Singleton, Jr.

-

Secondary Materials

'

1*

of wealth ,controlled by that group in-

person's
wealth or income, feelings of selfworth assessment by others, and
career or occupation. Changing status
interrelationships ketween

a

society. The bottom group- will receive
nothing; the . top group will receive
more than 75 percent of the money.

Within each group, students distribute

symbols are discussed, as are the relationship of wealth and ht)piness and
rules for determining "money sanity,"

their winnings to individual group members using guidelines provided on game
cards. _During debriefing of the game
students examine how Ilnequal distribution of 'wealth affects those with a great.

defined as "self-knowledge and an
honest examination of your current

'values about money and the impqrtance
of status."

deal of wealth and those with little.
Iri the second suggested activity,

cOs

Teachi%g Procedures
The teacher's guide is generally
self-explanatory. The primary teaching

the class is diVided in half. Each half
reads a: description of a person and
rates that person's health, happiness,

teacher's guide

adjustment,-and future prospects. The
difference between the two
only

descriptions is th,e person's present
salary. The ratings are tab.rlated to

don't talk about in public,' In
what. ways is this true and why?" and
"Do you think, status .symbols are a

determine whether the person's reported
income° influenced students' ratings.
The 'final two activities are discussion of a collection of quotk.tions about
money and completion of a test on

procedures are viewing, and discussing
the: filmstrips.

The

presents discussiOn questions for each
of the filmstrips. Examples are "The
filmstrip observes that the subject of
money is often a 'taboo topicsomething
you

'waste' or
purpose?"

do they serve some useful
The guide also suggests four addiT

first of these
activities is a game which simulates the
distribution of Wealth in our society.
In 'the game, players are divided into
tional activities.

The

five groups representing the bottom

2

percent of people cconomi'cally, the next
20 percent, etc. Each grOup is allotted
a portion. of a million dqllar lottery

prize on the basis of the total percent

.4

money sanity.

.

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions

While students are often urged to be
'good consumers and to us' money wise-f
ly, they are rarely given information to
help them understand why it is so hard
to do so. Money and Values will help
students understand their own and

others' attitudes toward money, hopefully pro piing the self-examination
necessary to move toward health°y--a(ti-

tudes.

106.
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OK TO. BE OLD:

APPROACHES TO AGING.

Ja-coby/Storm Productions for
Care Association
SunbUist Communications

Developefs:
r

Publisher:
'Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

1980
9-1.2

Box containing 3 filmstrips, 3 cassettes 'of record
38-pp paperbound teacher's guide, $119.00
Current events, psychology, sociology

Subject Area:

Overview
.

OK to Be Old is a three-part supplementary -filmstriP program designed; to
\ help-. high school students consider And
.

discuss issues related to aging and the
elderly.,; Emphasizing that aging ' has

been a ,forgotten topic in the schools
and society, the developers intend., to
stimulate students to' think about the
myths concerning old age, prevailing
attitudes toward the elderly, and the
problems they face in today's society.
Fo using on aging in the United States,
th

three

filmstrips . introduce topics

such as the causes" and roots o these

myths, the lifestyle options o n to
elderly people, and the relatidnship
between young and elderly people.
Discussion questions which elicit.stu-

dent opinions and attitudes are provided in the teacher's guide, as axe followup. activiti

American Health

and. projects.

\
Re uired or Su eted Time
Each of he three filmstrips runs-13
,,,,or 14 rniriu .- s . With a half hour of
follow-up dis, ussion, each part will take
about one c ass period of inttruction.
If Teachers use the suggested "postvieWing activiVes," a week or two of
e would be requited.
instructiona

-Intended User Characteristics
This filmstrip kit is intended _for
sttidents,"in grades "9-12. The program
seems most apprOpriate as supplea

'
1'

Data sheet by Douglas P. SuPerka.

mentary material for use in sociotgy,
psychology, and contemporary issues
courses that deal with topics such as

the human life cycle, and the
The filmstrips portray.
old and young people from different
ethnic and racial backgrounds and of
both sexes.
g.ging,

generation gap.

Rationale band General Objectives
4
The -developers of this kit believe

that "aging is the neglected stepchild of
the human life cycle." While education
has previously dealt with. childhood,
adolescence, and general'adlitlthood, and
even receritly death and dying, 'old age
has been ignored. They stress -that
aging, should assume 'more importance
education becauseand prominence
more and more People' will 8e-"experienc-

ing.it in the future.. The autheds estimate that by the time toady's stirderriS
are 65 years old, 25: percent of the

LT .S. population will be -"elderly. u The
authors Pare also, concerned. that ,many

old people ate, treated today as second

°
The major objectives of these materipublishers are:
als as stated
rider -abot4 old _age
"(1) 'to inspire
and our attitudes about it (2), tb review
the c-httman aging process; 1-3) to enCourage respect and. friendship between.
students and the elderly; yid 44) to
explore some', of the problems of the
elderly." The authors quote Maggie
clas's citizens.,

Kuhn of the Gray Panther's to sum up

Secondary Materials.
.

the philosophy of these materials :.

A----y
mcaa

utaa.

a 6aaa g is a- I.viaatiMa

.... A

"We
:11

to a tragic halt as the years
pile up We affirm aging as a. life-

,4,gpriding

spanning process of growth and development running from birth to, death.

is that elderly .people are as diverse as
p_ny other. age group in the 'United
States,
'reaching Procedures

_

The major teaching procedure used
filmstrips.

age is an integral part .cif the" is. to show and' discuss the
whole, bringing fulfillment and selfThe teacher's guide contai
Old

actua ization."

ten dis-

of the three
cussion questions for e
e .questions start
filmstrips. Most o
Content
with a specifi °int made in the filmrr
for 'the students' opinions.
strip and
OK to 'Be Old &&onsislts of three filmstrips. "-How Old is Old?" focUses on' or pe offal experiences. In the first
for exaMple, Students are ,.asked,
several prevailing myths about', the p
elderly, including that most of them are ,,!- "Thy do yoU think so many people
weak, sickly, and senile and that they believe the rvyths about old, age? Have
have no 'interest in sex 'or capacity for advertisements and the Media affected
love, and affection. Using photographs your views of Old. age? How;', Do you
agree or disagree with the person whb
and interview comments depicting a
variety of elderly people and providing said 'WS better to 'grow old than to die
and
froth poets
Quotes
-specific information, the developers --120,1-ini?"
philosophers
'aboutgrOwing
old
are
also
The
attempt to dispell - these myths.
roots and causes of these . myths are . used 'to stimulate student reactions.
,

'

then explored. This part, of the pro- . For example: /The Greek phild,soplier
Aristotle wrote, 'Education is-the best
1,, gram concludes by .emphasizing that age
-.provision
for old age.' Do you,' agree?
can be measured in many ways. besides
.
Whr?"
,
chronological time, including .physical'
The- teacher's . guide also. contains
health; state of mind, and feelings..
suggested'
follow-up activities which can
Example's of elderly 1:)eopte in public and
bq
used
with
,the program. These inprivate life who do not- fit ;these weak
elude
inviting
guest speakers, research
and senile stereotypes arse presented
projects,
painting,
-short -story 'writing,
an& tilsciussed.
nursing.
homes;
'role ...playing,'
' The second P+rt, "Wh.en ,Xou'' Grow : visiting
A
bibliography
and list
and
debates.
Old, " 'suggests that most young people
to the
pertaining
organizations
of
do riot thin1 about, .growing old or.hat
elderly
are
also
provided.
be lfke when/they, are eldelly.:
Life
.
Possible changes ,irk gover'nthent"fund,,
ing, attitudes, and the derelbp,Ment of, Evaluative Comments and Su`ggestions '
resources are disciissed: Most of this
OK to Be Old i an interesting and
filmstrip focuses 'on the various life,style well-produced films
.prograen that
options9 availables.to, elderir people tocl?.y. introduces some major issues and ideas,
The , program concerning gaging ,mid the elderly ink the
in the United States.
features nursing homes and home ser- United States today.
The musk,
vices, bpt also mentions day care' cen- ,photography,, ,and narration are effectters, congregale living, and` the need ive.
program focuses almost- entire'T
for even more optlor in the future.
on aging in this country, saying
1
"Bridging the Gap" -discusses -young
,about the elderly and attitudes.,
and old' people and the need for the two , toward old age in other cultures. A
groups to interact and -learn from one program focusing on such issues ,w'ould

.

another. Gerontology -as- a potential
career, is , highlighted. This .filmstrip
also examines' the Various work ogfions
opeii`,1Q,elderly people and the different

attitudes/ they .1:lave 'about retirement.
-A central theme of the entire program

be a usefiil .companion progratt that
could stimulate students to .discusd'simi-;

larities and differences related tO,aging
among. Various cultures.

_to g
110
.
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ON THE LEVEL

Developer :

Publisher:
1
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Secondary School Television Project
Agency foil Instructional Television
1980

.

9-12

'sound/color programs, 15 minutes each, on
videocassettes ($125.00 each) or 16mm film ($220 _each),
12

teacher's guide; all 12 programs alto;'

,available

s a VideoKit ($475.00) or via television
(contact publisher for information about

brbadca
broadc t fees and related audio and print materials).

Subject Area:

Affect ve education, family life educations health,
psychology, sociology.

0

Could be integrated into the curriculum
in a variety of ways,' a recommenere7\1
On the Level uses everyday prob- isequence for use is provided in the
lems and concerns of teenagers to
teacher's guick.
stimulate mQvement toward emotional,
physical, social, and intellectual growth. Intended User Characteristics
Special emphasis is placed on linking
On the 'Level is 'aimed at young
physical and emotional well-being. The
people
aged 14 -17. Although no special
guide
'contains
accompanying teacher's
preparation
or'-±faining is, required of
summaries
of
backgrotind information;
materials and procedures
introthe
teacher,
for
the programs; suggestions
up
for
coriducting
teacher/leader-training
presenting,
and
following
ducing,
workshops
prior
to using the series are
student
the programs; reproducible
available
separately
from the publisher.
worksheets and other materials; descriptions of extending and optional activities; and lists of relevant organizational Rationale and General Objectives
resources, books,' and articles. Related
According to the teacher's guide,
materials available from the publisher On the/Level is designed "to help
include' an audio..series, training work- young people understand what is hapshop maierials, and additional student pening to them as they grow up an to
activity materials.
encourage their active ,participation- in
the hard work of adolescence -- reaching
Required or suggested Time
maturity through social and personal
in
the
growth." Each program is focused, on
12
prograMs
the
of
Each
an
aspect of emotional, physical, social,
minutes'
actual
view15
series requires
intellectual grOwth and health.
Introducing
the
program
and
or
ing time.
Special
emphasis *is placed on linking
'presenting follow-up questions 'and
physical
well-being with the ability to
activities would occupy the remainder of
well in coping with stress,,
function
a typical =class period. - By using the
'additional projects and extending activi- conflict, and interpersonal relationties suggestgd in the teacher's guide, ships.
'several class, periods could be devoted
to each program 'topic. Although each
program is an independent, unit which
Overview

°

,

e.

"D'ala '`gliebYstiy A"nh. !it: Williams .

0

Secondary Materials
Content.
The 12 programs . are_ 'classified by

general focus into three groups of fopr.

Those dealing with "basic processes"
are "Face to ,Face" (dealing .with .con-

flict).; "Daddy's Girl "j (changing family

relati,onships), -"Who Am I?" (d,eveloping
self-concept), and "Journey Through
Stress" (coping with stress). Programs

interpersonal relationships
are "Surrounded" (peer, group member`ship), "A Little Help From y Friends"
focu'sed

on

'nizatibnalresources in the United States
and Canada is selSo provided.
The suiggested pre-viewing. activities
emphasize ismall-group discussion,, speculation, ebate;,4and brief writing exercises. T e follow-up questions encour-

age stud nts to express their reactions
to the p ogram and to speculate about
the fee ngs of the characters' Students, a e encouraged tb explore alter-

Q

native ays bf resolving probleps and a
variety of decision- making options.
e tending activities suggested in
Together" The
"Getting
(friedndshiP),
t acher!s guide are extremely
(love), and "Side by Side" ( reiudice). the
ranging from art work and
The four programs, dealing with emo- varied,/,
assignments to research and,
tional and intellectual issues are "Solo" writind
commu ity projects.. Most of the hand-.1 _
.(alone vs. lonely)', "Behind the Scenes" _outs and worksheets are self7tests
feelings-) ,- "What ---Next:" -desig ed to help students* .eximine their
-(aCeepting
(career aspirations), and "Alternate' value , attitude's, and behavior.

....,

Route" (thinking).
Each 'program dramatizes a problem or
conflict situation which commonly occurs
in the ,life of .& teenager: The central
characters' in the, stories represent a

7

T roughout the series, the questions

pose are designed to stimulate reflection and speculation; there are no

The role

"rig t" or "wrong" answers.

of

the

teacher

is

to

facilitate the

variety of racial and ethnic groups in exp oration and expression of personal
rural, suburban, and inner-city set- feelings and opinions. The importance
tings; the secondary characters include of rotecting the privacy of individuals
some handicapped teenagers as well as a an their families is stressed.
balanced mix of various sexes, races,

Ile

1

and 'physical types. Adults are depicted Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
problems and conflicts- of
as
. theirhaving
Because if deals in a realistic way
own which complicate their relateenagers' immediate concerns,
with
Few'
of
with
young
people.
tionships

the situations have more than a tenta-

tive resolution, and some are not
resolved at all;° students are encounaged
to

speculate about what might happen

next and explore alternative

way's of

dealing with the prjbblem.

Teaching Procedures

t

In addition to a general, introduction
and suggestions for "getting started,"
the teacher's guide contains the following componers for each program: stmthary of the story, background information about ',the topic, "knowledge'' and
suggested preoutcomes,
"action"
viewing activities, follow-up discussion
questiops, suggestions for extpnding
activities and topics-, reproducibl mas-

ters of student, worksheets, and a Aist
of relevant books and articles for both
students and teacher. A list of orga-

On the Level should be of high interest
to high school students. The developers' efforts to ensure that any conerge froin
clusions or "answers" will
the §tudents, rather than from the
teacher or the materials; wou appe'ar
to be largely successful.
Only one of the 1.2, prOgrams, "Face
to ,Face," was provided for viewing by

this writer; thus it is impossible to
make a general statement about the

.
I.

credibility and dramatic quality of the
series as a whole. ynfortunately, The
impact of this particular program was

somewhat diminished by deficiencies and
inconsistencies in characterization and
direction. Some scenes were well devel-

oped and thoroughly believable; others
On the whole,' however,
were not.
students probably will be ableo identify strongly with the characters and
`situations depicted in the series.
.

112 1 1 at
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PHOTOSEARCH

Publisher:
,rublication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:
.

.

'cr

3

Learning Seed Company
1980

7-12

Box containing £35 photographs, 35 slides, 8-PP
paperbound teacher's guide; $42.00
ti
U.S. history

.

Subject Area :

'research to slower students.

Overview

Photosearch is a kit containing 35
page-size photographic reproductions of
pict3ires_ in,.the _National_ Archiyes

Each__

photograph ,,has a question for student
In
research printed on, the back.
answering the questions, "ea,ch -student
becomes a history detective". and learns
to deal with the amazing 'volumes of
historical reference books, specialized
histories, old -newspapers, and even the
resource of older people ..." A set of
slides of the same photographs allows
fhe entire class to view 'each photograph while the student who researched

it -reports on his/her findings.

The

teacher's guide provides answers to all
of the questions.
(-

Required or Suggested Time
Class time ,required to use Photosearch is minimal. The.-tacher'siiiTle

suggests that after, students t 'are a.5-:
signed Photos, they be allowed several
days

to

research

their

questions.

Teachers can spend one or two class

periods having

students share their

findings or can collect the photos and
redistribute them, giving, each student
a new research- project.

Intended User Characteris tics

This kit is intended for use in. sec
ondary U.S. history cou rses. Because
some of the photographs re more tiffi.cult to research than of ers , teachers
7

O

can assign more-difficult hotographs to,
the more-advanced stu ents and ,the
requiring le'ss-rigorous
_photographs
Data -sheet by Laurel R Singleton .

Students

with limited reading, skills' can be encouraged to interview older citizens in
search of information related to their
Rationale and General Objectives
Photosearch is de"Signed to help
students "see° what the past really
looked like through the eyes of ,,the
camera." In 'addition to gaining this

,4ense of the past, students--by examining and researching the phgpgraphs

,the kit--gain both information-,
seeking skills and specific knowledge
in

about U.S. history.
Content

This kit contains reproductions. of 35
photr3graphs from the National Archives.

The photographs are draw from the
1860s to 1940s . The subjects shown are
widely varied. For example, some of
the suNects pictured are the' U.S.
Capitol Under construction in .1860, the
1926 premiere of Don Juan, a newsboy
selling Father Coughlin's newspaper in
1940,, women orking in an aircraft
factory in 1943. the death of Big Foot/
in 1890,-- and the 1889 scramble for open
lands in Oklahoma. -

Examples of the questions included

with

the photographs ,follow

,

"What

building is under construction Within
two tears, when was this picture
taken?" "About when was this factory
picture * ken? Make a guess as to
what theirdomes are for ." "This picture
could §e captioned, 'The 'Death- df Big

.7.

Secondary Materials

:

graphs can be redistributed to the students) making sure that each student

Foot.' Extlain the circumstances surrbunding this photo."

t

Teachint Procedures

gets

a

As

photograph to research.
alternative procedure, the

new

an

teacher's 'guide suggests that the slides
be shown to the class to see how many
of the photographs can be explained
using the students' existing knowledie
Students should .be allowed several days and clues in the pictures. The phototo research the questions on the ph to- graphs car' -then be used for follow-up
graphs using any appropriate resear
,by interested students.
The suggeSted procedure for' using.
the Photosearch kit is to assign each
student a, photograph to research.
techiircitre---talking

to'.

older

citizens,

Tile teacher's guide includes
answers to all the questions..

checking historical reference hats, or
looking at old newspapers, When the
research is complete, the slides of the

the

EW.lu'ative Comments and Suggestions

photographs Can be projected while
students share their research results
If classroom' time is
with the class-.
limited or the teacher wishes to have
students do additional research, the
'sharing can be eliminated, written

'hotosearch provides an easy-to- e
means of involving students in\hist,_
researdi. --Beeause the research can lye
conducted in a number of ways, stushould 'be
dents of all ability
motivated to participate..

reports can be collected, and the photo:
J

A

4

L

xi

2

17-
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f PSYCHOLOGYOF'MASS PERSUASION, THE

AuthoiN.

Kathleen _Mayo

Publisher:
Publication Datej

Human Relations Media, 'Inc.
'1981

Grade'

11-12

.

.

Materials and Cost:

Box containing 3 filmstrips, 3 cassettes, paperbound
teacher's guide, $109.00

Subject Area:

Communications, currenNvents, political science,
psycciolog, social studies, - U .S. history

the pace of the filmstrips and the cd9:-

Overview

The Psychology of Mass Persuasion
is a filmstrip /cassette proat, rai'n that introduces Y high school . students to an
-

important positive and negative influpersuasion. Topics
. ence on their lives
.
the
mstrips
include atti-,
covered in
development,
techtude change and
,
.

tentan-d-- vocabulary- of -the eri tire --pre"-

gram suggest that it is most appropriate
high school juniors and seniors.
Even students' who read below grade
for

can understand the filmstrips,
contribute to the follow,up discussions'',

level

and participate in several of the sug-

,

gested activities that do not require
piques of persuasion used by politicians reading
.
sand advertisers, and propaganda. The
The
could be used as the
discussion questions and suggested core of -aprogram
in
psychology or comunit
activities accompanying the materials munications. It could also.. be used to
challenge ;student's to critically evaluate supplement current events, political
and research these issues. In addition science, social studies, and U .S. histo filmstrip overviews and scripts, ques- tory classes . If teachers of these sub
tions, and suggested activities, the jects have little background in pei=suateacher's guide containsflists of con- sion, they should use the bibliography
cepts and learhing objectives as well-as of resources to strengthen ttieir undera bibliography of resources.
standinf, , as discussions can become
comple/.
Required Or Suggested, Time
.

Each of the three filniStrips_resluires
approximately 13 minutes to view . The
time needed to "answer die eight review

Ratio

le and General Objectives

e teacher's guide states that th\

m "is designed to introduce stu.questions for each filmstrip will depend progr,
dents'
to
of persuasion by
on the ability level of the students. exam ingthetheinfluence
of attitudes,
formation
The amount of time designated for their susceptibility to change, and some
discussing 'the gene-ral questionS is left4''
of mass persuasion,
to the discretion of the teacher. If. the inclut erigtechniques
propaganda.
" Students need
suggested activities are used, they this nformation because
"the same techrequire additional time inside or outside niqu s of persuasion can
be used for
class.
eith
altruistic or evil purposes" and
.Intended --User Characteristics
Although the developers

an 'awareness -of the paradoxical nature

of
do

not

_specify a grade level fOr the program,

rsuasion shotild enable us to be-

more sensitive--and therefbre- less
susc ptibleto ,propaganda intended . to

com

7

Data sheet, by Sheryl' B. Robinson .
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Secondary Materials

dupe or manipulate us." The objectives hating souice credibility, one of; the
are designed to giVe students (back- tnost effective 'techniques for combatting
The, -filmstrip mentions
ground knowledge and to enable them to, propaganc4.
that
perhaps
the
best protectiori against
discuss issues of persuasiOn Critically .in
propaganda
is
the
skepticism that arises
order to provide "a basis for. critical
persuasion
controls our
analysis and evaluation in their own when we feel
lives
:because
this
skepticism
leads us to
lives.",
1The
final
issue
evaluation.
critical
.

.,presented is the ethics of persuasion.
Coritjnt
The three filmstrips provide pro- Teaching Procedures
gressively more-complex information
Students study persuasion by viewabout the influence of persuasion. The
content `is based on research from psyand
explained in
chology

-

communications, but is
terms ,of exampleS from

history as 'recent as the 198.0 yresi4
-.. _deritiii election, _ The narration i read
by Male and female narrators. The
colot:ful and- attractive visuals 'in.clude
..

clever cartoons'and actual photographs
The developers
of historical. events.
have avoided ethnic and sex bias.

.

"Attitudes

t

and

Attitude

Change"

ing filmstrip/cassettes, answering questions, and participating in activities.
The review questions require students
to demonstrate their uncleNtanding of
The .general
the filmstrip' content.
necessitate.
that-they appl5r---questions
the,''knOwledge to their own lives and
The activities
critically evaluate it.
involve them in analyzing persuasive

events such as political and advertising
Campaigns and researching. persuasion
in more depth. However, the teacher's
guide does not contain instructions to
help teachers use the pr=ogram. This
-means that they must spend time reviewing the program to plan procedures,
sequence activities?, and develop a time
'frame. °Since each filmitrip builds on

dispels the stereotype that manipulators
can easil shape our thoughts and .ac-,
tions . T e filmstrip begins (by explain -.
ing that attitudes- are complex because
feelings, knowledge, parents, and cultural 'norms anal customs affect- theirIt then discusses why
development.
difficulfto change and the content of the preceding ones,
attitudes' are
attitudes
-does not having students view them in order is
why a change in
advisable.- However, all sequencing is
always -lead to a change- in behavior,
to tile discretion of the teacher.
left
The . filmstrip concludes by presetPting
,

the advantages and disadvantaRes of

having flexible iititudes.
"Buyers

;

and , Sellers"

,

ex.p\tz res

techniques of persuasion use
ties and advertising. It dem nstrales
firSt that bdth professions use persua"sion in_ similar ways. It then defines
the most important lements
. three, of
.
.
the ource,
d
they use--th
'and the message--and explains techniques lite& to manipulate thes ele-,
ments. The final' discussion focu -s on
Ithe reasons persuasion helps and arms
individuals.

?"Propaganda" discusses the
type that propagandists are.

.-.

'..kk

the
in p.oli-

.

to eole

to

brainwash the public'. First .it expla ns
that 'propaganda fails-- due to such -fa

tors as the audience's lack of interes
-Next teihniques- used by -propagandist
are described, as are criteria for eval-

Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
The Psychology of Mass Persuasion
introduces Students to important con-

cepts and issues of persuasion, a strong,
influence on their daily lives:., Unlike
many materials, the prograaCemphasizes
both the advantages and disadi-anta:ges
of persuasion. Although the narrative
that accompanies individu-ar slides is
long, the filmstrips should hold student
interest-with the exciting visuals, exam-

ples- that are familiar to therni arid the
use of male and female narrators.
Students with reading problem's can also;
learn from the multimedia' presentation(
However, whether or not students
achieve .the objectives, depends on teaciiers?-- who must. be . able and willing to

Spend time planning the teaching procedires.

c
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48.. TOWARD A BETTER WORD

Authdrs:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Ha

Worl

let Baldwin and Bruce Ross-Larson
er

Bank

1981

9-12

,Kit'aon -fining 5 filmstrips and 5 cassettes; 36 copies
each of student booki, paperbound, 40 to 48 pp;
36 copies each of 3 student pamphlets, paperbound,
,8, pp each 4 teacher's gdides, paperbound, 52 to
116 pp, pi s 12 to 30 worksheets, $130.00 (contact
publisher f. information on purchase of individual
components)

Subject Area,:

---Current even

, eccinol L,g,

-geography, wo -id history--

Overview

Toward a Better World is a supplementary program designed to "help
young people better understand the
.

,need for and process\ of economic development." The program, is divided into

global- studies, world
-

firs -- followed 'by ihe case study --in=
any rder. However, the case studies
can b used indi;Crid'ually or the intro
ductio can be (lased with only ont' or
two cas- studies.

ser Characteristics
ogram is intended for use
This
studen s in grades 9-12,, A Fry
two filmstrips. The firs part acquaints .with
showed .the average_
students with cb.arasteristics of develop- readability a alysis
f
thestudent materials 'to
reading
level
ing countries, the proces of economic be grade 9. tudents
from low-income
.development, and the. eff cts of ecoit
difficult
to identify
families
may
fin
n is development on growt and global 'with :the concept ,of "rich"' countries,
in rdependence. The rema ing three since their own experience of life inthe
par present case studies of\ economic iiaLted States is..differefit:
development in Mexico, India, and
Although no, special teacher training
Kenya. °The four -teachers' guides is required,
the teacher should become
present a number of instructional aid,s, I thoroughly' /familiar
with the content
including detailed lesson plans. The before beginning instruction.
program is published - by the World

four parts, each with Its own teacher's
guide, student 'materials, and one .or

Bank, an international institution that

lends money to developing 'countries for
develdpment projects.

Required or Suggested Time
The entire Toward a Better world

program can'be used as the basis for a
six- to nine-week unit i3z such courses
a,s current events, economics, global

studies, world geography, or . world
The publisher recommends
history.
that the introduction .4).c presented

Intended

Rationale and General Objectives
The developers believe that,econom-

ic development helps "hundreds of millions of people to improve their physidal
and material well-being and better fulfill ,,
their potential as human beings." They
have therefore designed the materials to
meet two broad goals: (1) to increase

student knowledge "of the nature and
extent of world poverty, of the process
of economic development, and of the

.................a

Data sheet by Laurel R. Singleton.
.
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eticoura-ge students to develop "informed
about' relieving world poverty,
about economic development, and about
global interdependence."

completing wo
Ili ksheets, and
class and small-group discussions. The
teacher&
guides contain black-line
masters for the worksheets, which provide a wide va4ety of activities.. Some
involve students in work with -maps,
charts, graphs, and statistics; others

r ~'Content
Toward a Better World is divided into
four parts. The first, entitled- The
,Developing World, opens with a filmstrip
which contrasts conditions in. developed
and developing nations. -Students then
examine the characteristis of .develop-

other aids as the filmstrip narrations,
tests, a list of films, and a list of

growing

interdependence of rich and

materials,

poor countries that 'economic development .is bringing- about" and (2) to

,c)Ainions
.

describe role plays, simulations, or
debates. Still others ask students to
react to opinions .about variousi topics
or to resolve moral dilemmas. Creative
writing exercises are also included.
The "teachers' guides include such

P.

ing countries, the process of economic

additional reading for teachers.

-ic

Evaluative Comments and Suggeptions
The developers of Toward a Better

development, and the effects of economdevelopment on growth --and global
interdependence.
Both benefits and
unsolved problems are discussed; among

World have produced a set of materials
Foritaining a great' deal of information
to achieve economic equity in developing not generally available in other ed
countries, particularly for womgrl-, Stu- , final materials . The material is
deWs also discuss various opinions veyed through a variety of stimul
s
about poverty, foreign aid, and econom- activities.

the unsolved problems is failure as yet

ic development.

. Teachers who use the program
should be aware, however, that . the
treatment of a number of issues is limited. One of these issues is . why some
countries are more developed than
others. One reason cited by the d-evelopers is that technology came late to

The remaining three portions of the
program present case studies of individual development projects; the case

studies are The Rajasthan Canal Project
in India, Small-Scale Industries 'n Kena,
and
Tackling Poverty i Rural
Mexico.

All

the

projects

the developing countries, yet there is
little e5eplanation of why this was so.

described

inolved some investment by the World
Bank. In each case study, students

Increased historical information would
therefore be useful; particularly in

.

compare

the, United

State_ s

and

the

country under study using the Economic
Summary pamphlet provided with each.
They then read about the conditions in
the country preceding the development
project, the process involved in implementing the project, and its effects.

helping students understand why most
of the developing countries have non-

Teaching Procedures

gram addresses ectinomic problems, the
pictute
veyed is one of widespread
,
po-veity.
More
cultural" information
would thus be useful. Finally, teachers
might wish to have students examine
further the political factors which affect
provision of economic aid to developing

The teachers' guides contain detailed

lesson plans--15 for the introductory

unit and

8

for each case

s_ tudy.

For

each
lesson, objectives,
materials,
.vocabulary, activities, homework, and
supplementary activities are listed.

SoMe activities are designated as being
appropriate for -highly motivated stu- _
dents . The primary teaching activities
-are viewing filmstrips, reading- student

118

white populations.

Similarly, the devel-

°pets state that not everyone in developing countries is poor and that those
countries do have rich culturg's: and
histories. However, ,2e-se-- the pro=
....

.

countries.
Toward a Better World
was
field
tested in schools in ` the Washington,

D.C. area..

Contact the publisher for

More information.

11 6
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TURNING POINTS IN HISTO,E?.Y:._

Publisher:.
Publication Date:
Grade Level:

PrenticeHall Media, Inc.

Materials and Cost:

1 cassette, 1 paperBoxes, each containing 1 filmst
bound teacher's guide_ (16 to'26 :pp), $39.00 each

Subject Area:

U.S..history world history

41/.

1981

Overview
This continuing

4,

or world history courses.

documentary

film-

The

filmstrips could also be integrated into
such courses as :sociology, psychology,

strip .series, appropriate for high school economics., poli,tical science, foreign
students or,..adult audiences, is des,igned, policy-sh4es,..and third world studies.
existing history pro- 'Although no special, preparation or skills
to supplement
.
filmstrip's ...analyzed
four
The
grams.
are- required of the teacher, teachers
for this, review 'are (1) ."The Lone sh-oatd be familiar with the materials
March," which describes Mao Tse-tung's before showing them to the class and
march across China in 1934, (2) "The should read`the historical 'background
Berlin Air Lift," which d6cuments the. information provided in each teacher's
.first major confrontation between. the curd e

Soviets and the Western powers,

(3)

"The Cuban Miskle Crisis'," which .Rationale and General Objectives
focuses on the air/sea blockade of c.4argo,.
The developers believe that students..
shipments of military equipment to Cuba
need
to examine and discus significant
in 1962, and (4) "Sputnik," which
historical events to help
20th-c4ntury
documents Sputnik's launching and its

impact on the space race. Eight other`;
The
currently available.
developers believe that studying- such
crucial events will help students
"increase their 'reasoning skills while

titles

are

them understand that landmark events
occur. throughout history and that when

these crises occur, they call for in-

novative decision making, altering of
national priorities,: and new directions
gaining a greater understanding of the for, 'national efforts.' The developers
position of the Udited States in world. ' b.elieye that "students also need to
study the role of the Pnited States in
affairs. today:A
detern-lining future political realities...
r.

-Required or-Suggested Time
Each of the filmstrips requires
approximately' 13 to- 15 minutes'of view
ing time, An ardAtional -20 to 40 min.Eites shRuld be'allowed for discussion of
questions provided in the pac,her's
guide . The- programs cati -used-Indi-

vidually or together.

Intended User 'Characteristics
The filmstrips .are appropriate for

high school students or adult audiences
e used.- to supplement existing
and c.

studying the importance of the event

itself and its impact on the world today

should help students to understand the
place of the United-, States in pOlitics
today.",

.unit are stated ifi its, teacher's guide.
Content

.

Each- of 'the filmstrips presents a
narrated documentary of a particular
momentous 'event affecting. the position

of the .,United States in world affairs.

"The-LO,ng March" describes an shows
Mao tse-tungls 6,000-mile march aCvss

/

"S, t

D

Learning objectives for each'

sheetb)r-Sydni
119

1

.

....

t
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China in '`,34.

TheIn traces Mao's'
illustrate use of the materials,
ek!s forces to consider "The a Long -March."
The
flight from Chian-g
the develoloment of the Community `teacher first rfads the introduction in
Yenan in 'Northwest China, emphasizing
thee 'teacher's guide and determines how
th implement the 'program in the classthe influence of the long march on
ro6m.
Suggested ways of using the
international relations:
"The Berlin Airlift" documents the to- ,-filmstrip -are as an introduction to the
first major confrontation bdtveen, the study Rpf modern China, to develop
understinding of U.S.'. and EUropean
Soviets and the Western powers _,' It

shows the beginning of the Cold Ware
and the determination of the United
States to contain Communism.
"The Cuban Missile Crisis" foctisks 6n

foreign policy as it pertains ,to China,

an introduction to, the life and
philosophy of Mao Tse-tung, and as

as

part .of a comparative analysis of Com-

.

the air-sea blockade of cargo shipments
of military equipment to Cuba 4n'1962.It documents the actions and policies

President Kennedy used to force the.

sites on tuba.

nucleax__-

retrieve

cover the McCarthy hearing,

the 1929 Stotk Market crash, the assas-

sination of_ Archduke Ferdinand, passage

_

the

Soviet Union, the Third World, Eastern
'Europe, and China.- After this decision

the teacher reads the histori-

_

_Soviets_ _to dismantle their Jonagiarige .°

--fire documents Sput)iik's launching and'
its .impact on the space race. `The
effect Sputnik had in spurring the
United States to compete with, the Russians in conquering space is covered'.
The narrated filmstrips depict signiff-:,
cant events leading up to the crfses, as'
well as ---17
t events of the crises. ..'Mapsillustratin the geographical aria- affected by the events are shewn..
The eight titles not analyzed for this

ideology and practice- in

mutest

.bac_lsgr'ound information provided. in
the guide which briefly des
es China
in the 1.9th and '20th cent ies.. After
,previewing the filmstrip, the teacher;

shows it to students, who then partici'follow-up discussion.
Thb
pate in
questions call for students to predict,
infer, analyze, and synthesize), rather
than simply recall. A sample discussion

question is "Discuss the reasons for the
Long March of ,1934-35. How did the
Long March and the subsequent stay in
Shensi -help to consolidate the power of

the Communists over the Chinese nation?
How- did it help to consolidate the power
of 'Mao over the Communists Party?

of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, the' Man- ; Speculate on what China would have
hattan Project, the Ru-s-*Pr Reyolutioii, .° been like .today without the Lcing
Zail-e's .struggle for independence, and .tMarch." Other question's* provide topics
the Treaty of Versailles. ' Other titles., for additiOnal research. According to
w,--the ublisher, the teachers' guides for
are currently under deve1kment.
p t h e programs in the series 'vary scime'
w t from- those reviewed here.
Teaching Procedures
In addition to providing- a written
narration of the filmstrip program, each o Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
teacher's guide reviewed briefly intro -, .;, ., Ind terms of its method of presenta-'
duces the event, describes how the tion and accompanying teaching materiteacher- can use the program in 'they .' ils, the Turning Points in History seq.classroom, presents a summary, lists '' iesI* is typical...of well- produced audio
learning objectives, provides historical ...yisual material's.. - The most unusual
-

4..

.

4

.

.

_

J.

background

information,

recommends

aspect of the series

must

needsrpu chase of the entire series or

how the filmstrip can be integrated intq
the' curriculum, presents, questions for
discussion and zesearch, and includes 'a
bibliography.

Teacher's

then.,

determine when and how they intend to

----use thmaterials.. - _

,

.

is each- program's

foctti on one critical event Of the_10..th--century. ThusT individual-'15Fograms
can bej selected to meet the' teacher's
al., large ackage of materl'als- covering
,,many even s `is unnecessary.
..

118 ,.
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AMERICAN HISTORY RE- CREATIONS

Authors:
Publisher:
Publication .Date:

Interact

Grade: Lew..

7-12

Materials and Cost:

5 sets of 35 -student handbooks4(28 to 32 pp) and
1 teacher's guide (71 to 86, pp), $40.09 per set
Entire class
U.S. history

Number ofParticipantS:
Subject Area:

Various
1980 -1931

Overview
American History Re-Creations includes five sets of simulations divided

on a chronological basis. The periods
of U.S. history covered are 1637-1803,

1862-1912, 1913-1940, and
For
each time period
covered, five simulations or "re -creations" are included: one trial, one
18,04-1861,
1941=1971.

debate, one. presidential election, one
congressional session, and one presire-creation
Each
dential decision.
requires three to four days of class
time; this includes all. time needekl for
preiparatiOn, actusitl conduct of the simulation; and debriefing. The materials.

U.S. hisare designed to supp e
tory courses in junior and s for high
schools.

Required qr. Suggested Time

/

-

Intended User Characteristics
This program is intended for use in

junior or senior high school U.S. his-

Selected 're-creations
tory classes.
'could be used in other classes as well.
For example, "'New Immigration' andjhe
Quota System" would be suitable for use
in a sociology course; . many of the
simtklations would 'be useful to political
science teachers.

The publisher states that "students,

aged 13 and .81`der who have average or
higher feading \ability should be able to
master the minimal ,reading required."

A Fry readability, analysis, of the student 'readings (wh'cli provid-e back-

ground informationmon the events., to be

reenacted and. descrip ons of student

es)' shOwed a ,readin level of. 12th
grade, hOwever. Thus, squcts of

average reading ability, paicularly at

the junior high level, may r quire some
Each of the five sets of A erican.
with .tlle;i-eadings in order--toHistory Re-Crieiatioris contains fi e sim-, use the materials;fprofitably.
activiiies involving reen ctment
of eyerits 4,urino. a particular h storical Rationale and Ge eral Qbjectives
period,: Each re-creation requir s three
The American History Re7Crea ns
to four ; class periods=-One -f r . pretesting, role assignMent, and evlifi,g; are deqigned to ;meet 'professed tea her
one or two for Zonduct of the simula- needs for parti6p5.tory activities t at
can be done in a limited amountof time.
tion; and one for debriefing a d ,post'Providing
active, varied learning exper'Teacher
prepat-a(if
desired).
testing
don time is minimal. Students are not fences accomplishable within a few class
required to do outil-of-class research of periods was a key factor ih development
of the materials_
their roles, but reading their. textbook's
The teachers' guides eXplain the
coverage of the subject of the. reenactof each 're-creation and list
purpose
ment
a sheet by LaureL,R. Singleton.
7,

121119

<

'

j

.

Secondary
Materials
.

knowledge, 'skill, and affective obijec- . :reaching. Procedure's
\., fives; Sample objectives from 'The:
Five types of eve'hts are reenacted
Trial of Ais.ne Hutchinson" are "knowing
trials, debates, presiin
the
how one .person \can fight agairiSt in- dentialprogram:
elections,
congressional
justice and have impact upbn history,'k and presidential decisions. sessions,
Detailed
"appreciating t e fact that 'American instructions for conducting the simulahistory contains heroines as well as tions are -provided in the teachers'
heroes," and "ut izing oral,. skills to
The first day of each simula.sway opinion toward one side. or the guides.
devoted
to preparation. This
tion
'is
other."
preparation includes assignment of roles

'and background reading by students.

Content
The

American History Re-Creations
into ."five segments by time
are
Each segment covers fie
period.
eventS that occurred ss:ituring that time
period. The _time periods and titles of
the recreations fOr eacE" .are
below:

"The Trial of Anne
Second Continental
"The
Hutchinson,"
Congress and Independence,," "The
Virginia Ratifying. Convention," "The
Election of 1800,'' and "Jefferson and
1637-1803:

.

Pretests of attitudes and knowledge are
provided for some of the re- creations.
The second. and third days are devoted
to. reenactment of the event. Although
some

of.,

the simulations

do not have

enough speaking: roles to provide for
the entire "-class-, all students have an
active rolp in deig_icling whit, they believe
the outcome of the reenacted event
The last day is
sehould have been.
Suggested
reserved for debriefing.
debriefing activities include reading
essays on the *historical aftermath of the

"Should We Fight Mexicb?," "The Seneca
Falls Debate," "The Trial of John

event, ,,taking to posttest, writing exercises, and sa11- group --discussion of
such questions t.as "Does the emergenge
of the multinational. corpor4on. : .sug-

"The Trial of Andrew
Johnson," "The Davies Act and the
American Indian," "Imperialists and

activities Are suggested for
re-creations.

the r. ouiseana Purclase."

"The Election of 1828,"

1804-1861:

Brown, ". and !Lincoln and Ft. Sumter."
1162-1912:

Anti-Imperialists Debate Fighting' Spain

gest that imperialism is becoming ,a
Follow-up
multinational enterprise?"
s_ ome. of ,the

and Acquiring the Phillipines," "T.R.-- --Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
and the Coal °Strike' b_f_19.02-,-"-atiaIrThe
a'
Teachers will find this package of
Election of 191
materials most useful in providing par-

"Wilson and the League of

:

Nations," "'New Immigration' and the
System," "The Scopes ,,,Trial,"

ticipation activities' which require little
writ preparation or Classroom; time. In writing the; re-creations to fit into a limited

"The. Elecon 'of 1936," and "Should We -tithe span, the authors have provided
the background information students
and the all,
"MacArthur
194 1971:
need. TwO possible problems may.
Korean War," "JF,K and the Cuban. Misty will
arise from this approach. First, some
Bile Crisis," "'the Election of _1964,"
the 'background `readings and role
"Should Black Americans Follow Martin of
high reading level
descriptions have
Luther King, Jr?," and "The Trial of which- may present problems for some
tiQuota

..Aid the Allies?"

*

,,,

William Calley."

The student booklets provide background readings on each of the events

to be reenacted, along with Information
about the roles` students.are to assume.
The infotmation provided-ts adequate to

students, particularly at the junior high

level. Second, eliminating the need for
student research also eliminates the
benefit of building_ information-seeking
skills. Teachers who wish to build such

skills can of course require that addiregearth

with reasonable. accuracy without doing
further research.
122
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DRAFT .

A

Author:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:
NumbEtr pf Participants:

Ken Hogarty

Interact
.1980

7-12

Teachertsguide, paperbound, 30 pp, $20.00

-t

15-35

S eject Area:

Civics, 'Current events," political science, U. S.
governmerif, U.S. history

*

. Overview

,

-ralft-ii a tWO'L:Phase simulation de;-

sign d to introduce secondary student
,

to

te

controversy surrounding "the

Selective Service System and the conscrip ion of citizens into the sAmerican
armed forces." In ,the first phase,

s,tude is conduct a local 'draft board
appeals -hearing set' during the Vietnam

In the second phase, students in
the roles, of congresspersons who . are
members of special interest caucuses
hold meetings and full House deliberaWar.

tions on a proposed universal service
plan for the 1980s. In the optional

0

third phase!, students work on *ariety
of activities ..that require them to
xamine, personal beliefs related to the
controversy: The first two- phases of

Draft can-be completed in six class
periods if students read background
information on their own time. The
simulation dan be used to supplement
units in government,. U.S.. history,
current events,. ...or political science.
.

Intended User Characteristics
The, publishers suggest' 'that -Dr-aft
n . be' used by 'students in grades
7 -12. However, this analyst found that

the reading level of the student handouts varied from the eighth' grade to_
the college lvel, averaging 11th grade.

Therefore, the simulation is most suit-,,
for students in grades 10 -12'l

able

Teachers can assign students in these
grades with reading difficulties to work

with better(.readers in a small group.
4

Rationale and General Objectives

The author states that the simulation

introduces students "to the complex,
controversial history of the Selective

Service System and the canScriPtion of
citizens

forces."

into

the

He

explain's

American

armed

that the issues

should interest students

becaUse the

young 'adult population is dipinishng,
the world

scene

troubling,

is

and

thritghout history, there have been
dr atic sudden shifts in draft policy.

go

Required or Suggested Time
The teacherls guide specifies daily

plans, ;and a time chart for six
I lesson
approximately, one-hour class periods.
o

Content

'In' the first phase, students read

information on the history of tike' SelecWe 'Service,, the draft, 1967 draft
boards, and the 1967 registrant classification system .Co- prepare for the' role
play. They exp'trience the process of a
draft board appeals hearing as potential

However, :the guide also suggests ways
to shorten the -simulation by decreasing
the number of appeals and amendments
,.debated in the first two phases and
ways to extend the simulation by adding
changes in claifica--,.-.
one or more 'activities in an 1:?ptionar -draftees,-request
-tion or deferments for both altruistic,

third phiie.:

e

Bata sheet by Sher7,1 B . Robinson .
,104.

9

9

S.

r.

o

-

'Secondary Materials
,
c
_

-

A

and self-serving reasons. Thus, the The progressive caucus discusses the
Students must deliberate such complex pros and cons of the original._ bill and
'questions as how to apply the classifica- the amendments that may be presented
tion system to individual cases in a faii- -b-y the other caucuses. position paperS
and letters-to-sthe-editor. included in the
and impartial way.
In the second phase,' students study simulation provide studentsuswith 'inforlegislation larotriding an alteinative to mation regarding the arguMents.
become thespeaker of
Two.
The
the Selective Seryice System.
the
house
and
the
parliamentarian. The,
Act
Ser_vice
All-American
Interact
speaker
opens
the
full session by askrequires all men and women to enter
ing
a
member
of
the
progressive caliout
either military or nonmilitary service.
In addition to studying. the advantages "to make a motion that the Interact
and disadvantages of the bill, )students All-American Service, Act bill be adopted
consider ,how the bill mightbe amended as written." Next, -each caucus 'preto serve the aims of a variety of special sents 'an amendment which is debated,
interests, By participating in. a simu- and ,voted on. The session ends with a
lated Congressional, session, Astudents vote on the final version of the "bill.
:As . a.

.gain_in_s,ight into. _the process_

legislation is enacted.
Throughout the simulation, sit dents
defeild their positions . and , oppose
others' in -oral presentations. At the
conclusion of the. session, students vote
for or against the final legislation on
the basis of their own beliefs. Stutional
dents who participate in the
that.
follow-up activities pursue .i.s6u

emerged in the preceding phases. and

examine personal beliefs on the controlyersy in more depth.
Teaching Procedures

4

At the 'beginning of the simulation,

students stake a pretest to evaluate
their knowledge of a and feelingi about
the Selective Service and the draft.
After studying background materials in
the student guide and information
sheets duplicated by the teacher,. 1.5

students become registrants seeking a

classification change or deferment', draft
counselors, and friends of the potential
draftees. The rest of tile. Class become'

members of the local draft board, and
-either the teacher AD .a bright student
becbmeg the appeals agent, who conducts the hearing.
istudents read
In the second phase,
the :universal service plan. Then' they
b come. congrtssperSons belenging to
aripus caucuses. iMember$ ' of the. fe,-

,

_

follow-up

'

,

to the _simulation,_-

studer.qs work as individuals or group
membe÷s on, one or more optionalctivip
ties.' For example, they design posters_
or advertising campaigns to support a
position on the drIft or answer leftersto-the-editor from
with the draft. ,

people

G.

'concerned

At the conclusion of the role play-

the teacher leads ,4 debriefing,
session.- Students discusS issues That
emerged during, the- activities, their
feelings on the controversy, and the

ing,

Afterl:vards thy
simulation. process.
tfies'
pre,test
,again
to determine( if
take
the similation changed their knowledge
and feelings. The simulation ends with
a discussion of the test results': "

-

Evaluative Comments anct,Suggestions
The -simulation should enable students with different . badegrounds.4 to

begin to understand the Selective Ser\--,
Nrice- S,ystecn aria draft controversy.
Many students can take active roles,
since participation does no require.
expertige in any partiCular skill. The
simulation should .proceed smoothly
because the tasks to be- Performed are
c,learly specified and essential iforma-,,
ion 'is - provided. The research

viEich students base the role play is
accurate- current, and critical. The
simulation

would-

be

strengthened,

however, by provision for updating the

industrial, peace, and balanced budget . historical information. on the draft,caucuses separately explore* the pros' since it 'Concludes with , President'
plans to reinstitute p,eaceand cons of. amendments to the' plain. Carter's. 1980
.
time -draft registration.

.--
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POLICE PATROL

beveloper:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materfals and Cost:
-

Subject Area:
Number of Players:

Todd Clark
Zenger Productions, Inc..
1981. (nd, ed. )
4C's

7-12

Packet containing role cards, other game 'materials,
and 10-pp . erbound teacher's guide, $15.00
Legal education
20735

for

Overview

successful participation in Police

Patrol, the materials are especially good
Police Patrol is a one to five -day' for- students who do not 'express themsimulation game designed to help secon- selves well verbally.
exercise
dad,' students better understand what could also be adapted for The
use
with
law is, what police officers! duties are, mentary-age children or adults. eleand what pressures and fears police game can be used with students The
of
officers experience irk their work. The diverse ethnic and socioeconomic backdevelopers believe this understanding is
t.
a necessary prelude to effecting changes grounds.
Prior to use, teachers need to learn
0

in negative attitudes heyi by students,
who probably do not know what it is
like to be a police officer. Although

Police Patrol is primarily a role-play
simulation, other activities included In
the unit provide opportunities 'for, Rexible use in.a variety, of classroom contexts. While 11some of the role playS
have been tipdited and the schedule of
activities lias been revised -somewhat,

.

the basic substance and procedures in
this second edition' of 'Police Patrol
remain largely unchanged..

Required or Suggested Time

The teacher's guide suggests schedules for using the various activities in
periods of one to five days. The sup. 'plemental 'activities which are `not part
'
.

of the basic simulation could be used to
provide a longer learning unit.

'Intended User Characteristics
-0
The nole-play situations and other
activities ar'em(*t appropriate for.junior
and'' senior high - 'school students.
-Because .reading ability is not required
a.

the game process and should become

thoroughly familiar with the police funcHaving a
tion in their communities.

police officer observe the role-playin,g,
activities and assist in debriefing the
exercise is
i also helpful.

Rationale and General Objective's
The developers of Police Patrol

believe that young people see the police
as a major symbol of the political system.: Thus, the development of positive
attitudes toward the police is important
to the development of positive attitudes
about citizenship, participation, and
responsibility. Working from research
that indicates that contact with the
police -- negative or positive--is the key,
determinant of.. youth attitudes, the
created activities
develoPers ,have
intended to- clear Up,: a range of ,common
miscon,ceptiOns, concerning' the police
function. Improved understanding: of
the role of police in society and the
scope of police reSponsibility should

help students feel, less negative -abotit
their

contacts

With

law-enforcement

t

o

. .

.

Secondaryyo

e

officers, In addition", by providing an

opportunity for police aod students to
interadt -freely in a nonthreatening
atmosphere, Police Patrol can promote

greater police ,understanding of young
?people's concerns and attitudes.
'content
Police Patrol is primarily, composed of
.12 icile-playing incidents designed to
reflect' the kinds of services police
lofficers per form and -to indicate tlip

.

Teaching Procedures
For the role-playing portions of
Police Patrol, the class is divided into
small, equal-size groups. _Tiro members

from each group are chosen to portray
police officers; they are given a "Police
Manual"

which

contains

information

about the police officer's4 point of view,
a t'list Of departmental regulations, a
statement of a polide officer's duty., and
the Miranda warning. One participant
is chosen from the1 group to' observe
complex problems with which polic.e_ and critique the ,activity; the other
officers, must deal. In one incident, for participants role-, play the persons
example, the_, police are requested to involved in the incident's. GroUps role
investigate a prowler report by a play incidents sirptiltaneOusly.
When
In the activities are concluded, the observlonely,, frightened old couple .
another, they must respond to settle -a ers presgnt their evaluations to their
domestic quarrel between a husband and groups. The students playing police
wife. Several' other incidents present
and each pair
then
reassemble,
situations- 1n which young people might describes to the° class as a whole how
Well encounter police officers.
they felt and what problems 'they enA' second component of the program countertd. From two to four rounds of
ik an attitude. survey. This activity role playing are conducted, depending
alrows students to explore w_hy they feel on how many' days are being devoted to
as they do about police and perhaps to the activity.
The attitude survey can be used as
compare ,their -attitudes with. those of
other ' students., parents, business: a pretest, as a pre /postmeasurepersons, and so on. Fiield-woik assign- ment of attitude change, or as a comments take students into the community varative study . The problem situations
and case _studies can be used in smallto find out more about the police
department and community attitudes. , 'A or large - group discussions.
set "of problem situations demonstrates
the conflict between maintaining law and .Evaluative Comments and Suggestions
order. and preserving °*conTtitutional
Police Patrol is .,a highly motivating
freedoms; several case studies and wall activity,
for those students
.visuals offer' varying perspectives about who do notespecially
normally
express
themselves
the° proper function of the police . The verbally in classroom situations.
It is
supplementary materials in the packet particularly effective if a police officer
include 2 problem situations" intended to' is involved in observing and debriefget studenti to voice their opinions on . ing the role-playing incidents.
the legal, poll ical, and 'practical issues
involved in la enforcement.
7
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_Teacher Resources
53.

.

ACTIVITIES- HAND#00k FOR ENERGY EDUCATION

Athors:
Puilisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:
Subject Area:

Alfred DeVito and Gerald H. Krockover
Scott, Forestnan and Co.--Goodyear Books
1981

K-8

Book, paperbound, 163 pp, $10.95
Energy education

This handbook was written 'to preseht energy knowledge and to
translate this knowledge into suitable activities interpretable by children."
Thus, the book contains much background information about energy, its
sources and uses, and conservation, along with activities and interest
stimulating information.
,

The book is divided into five chapters. The first, "Energy: A Delicate Dilemma," provides an overview of some of the 'energy problems which
the world- faces today. The second chapter focuses on the. sources of
energy, including solar,' wood, coal, steam, oil, radiant, wind, gas, and
nuclear. The third chapter discusses such energy uses as- transportation, household and commercial usage, industry, and electric power
generation. The fourth chapter covers energy conservation, and the
final chapter examines energy use and production in the 21st century. A%
bibliography concludes the book._

Each chapter provides a great deal of background information which
the teacher can use for self-education or can share with students. "Did

You Know?" .and "Dees It Make Sense?" sections provide quotations, facts,
and questions about energy .which teachers can use to stimulate student
interest. For example, one "Did You Know?" section informs readers that
If every automatic dishwasher in the United States was run one less loa
ay-a week, we would save the equiValent of about 9,000 barrels of o
enough to heat 140,000 homes during the winter."

Each chapter also includes activities to help students investigate
energy. The activities are quite varied, ranging from conducting experiments with -various energy sources to role playing personnel of a coal
mining company, and government inspectors, playing energy, bingo, reading maps and charts, and designing:a passive solar-home.
Because the activities4re appropriate for both science and social
studies classes, the study of energy can be introduoed throughout the

curriculum. Howe-Ver, social studies teachers !,inay regret, the lack of
'activities related to the role of values in making energy decisions and the
politics of energy use. The authors intentionally omitted these, topics
because of the limitations of space and the complexity of. the issues. By

Pi-Oviding "fotad-a.tional energy knowledge". which educators must have to

understand the complex political issues, the authors hope to enable educators to develop their\own activities on these enef-g3i-related topics. (LS)

Teacher Resources
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CONSUME

EDUCATION LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

Jerry Forkntitr an Gail Schatz
Social Science Educatipn Consortium, Irkc.
and ERIC Clearinghouse for SOcial Studies/
Sotial Science Education

Authord:
<Publishers:

Publication Date:
Grade Level: Materials and Cost:.

4-12

Subject Area:

Consumer education

1980

N

Book, paperboiind, 60 pp (plus student
handputs),.
.

This bbok provides 24 model lessons in'consumer -education designed
"to help students learn to ask the-rigrit questions. " Because consumer

information changes so rapidly, the emphisiS is on use of such skills as
questioning, and, decision making. The lessons are designed to actively
involve and motivate studehts.

The authors have organized the activities around the .hine consumer
education categories identified by the Departmpnt of 'Education: basic
economics of the marketplace; legal rights, redress, and Consumer law;
financial management and credit; energy consumption and conservation;
major pirchases; special problems; federal assistance and services; consumer representation; and government regulatory processes. Specific
topics covered include supply and demand, small claims court, using
credit; developing a budget, advertising, energy conservation, recycling,
comparison shoppihg,, and product safety.

The instructional strategies used in the lessons are varied.ties students are involved in include conductihg a mock auctionof scarce
resources (candy and gum), role playing consumers complaining to merchants, conducting a mock small claims court proceeding, listening to a
panel of adults discuss their approaches to budgeting, conducting a taste
test of brand name products and generic products, comparison shoppirtg,
developing a budget, and designing advertisements.
The, lesson?; are identified by the grade levels for which they are
appropriate; lessons usable with students, in grades 4-13,,are presented.
For -each lesson, the authors present a content focus (e.g., budgeting,
supply and demand), subject area (e.g.) social studies, home economics,
science), objectives, time and materials required, step,-by-step proced:ures, andt black-line masters for student handouts. The model lessons
shoulg give teacherd'interested, in consumer education ideas for develop:.
ing student participation activities of their own. (LS) -

4
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55,

EDUCATION IN' TEL 80'S: °SOCIAL STUDIES

411

.Editor:
Publisher:
,Publication Date:
Grade Level:

Jack Allen
National Education Association

Materials and Cost:

Book, paperbound, 139 pp, $8.95
available clothbound, $12.95)
Social studies

Subject Area:

1981

(also

This collection of 13 papers by social studies eduCators was developed
to meet social`' studies teachers' need "to provide instruction now that takes
ifito consideration future societal needs." While some of the papers pro- vide practical teachings suggestions, most of the book focuses on "the
'why' and 'what' of social studies, programs," to help teachers Cletermine
"what educational priorities are appropriate for stildents."

The first three chapters in the book examine the essential purposes
of social studies from several perspectives, focusing most 'heavily on
social studies as citizenship educatiOn and social studies as a means: of
self-realization.

Chapters 4 through 8 cover various areas of knowledge and understanding required by society. Chapter 4 discusses the uses of history in
. social studies instruction, describing ways of organizing and presenting
historical subject matter Chapter 5 deals with the place of geography in
social studies instruction. The implications .of cultural pluralism for the
social studies curriculum are the topic of Chapter 6, which describes some
future directions for multiethnic education. Chapter 7 examines the
effects of urbanization on societies and values and the resulting impact on
social studies instruction. Ideas for teaching elementary, middle school,
and high school students about cities are provided. Chapter 8 focuses onthe-importance of global education; again, teaching suggestions are provided.

Chapters 9 and 10 deal with skills instruction in the social studies.
Chapter 9 streksses .the impo,rtance of teaching reading and writing skills
in social studies. ....,--ChaPter 10 defines and discusses the importance of
'decision- making, critical thirrldng,, group effectiveness, and participation
skills.
I

Values instruction is the topic _of Chapter 11. The author° suggests
that a three-pronged approaA be taken to values instruction: (1) learning about values and beliefs of cultUrartgroups, (2) acquiring values and
valuing capabilities, and .(3) developing the abilities necessary to understand, analyze, and seek more-moral -Sblutions tb personal, social, and
civic value issues.
Chapter 12 ekamines sources of social learning-outside the school_ and

how the social studies teacher can use and modify those forces . The
final chapter discusses the challenges facing, the social, studies teacher in
the 1980s.
12

(LS)

ti
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ESSENTIAL, SOCIAL STUDIES SKILLS FOR SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL'
,STUDENTS

Editor:
Publisher :,

Stuart...H. Stockhaus
Social Science Education Consortium, Inc. and ERIC Clearinghouse for Social Studies/
Social Science Education.

Publication-Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost: i
Subfect Area:

1981

4

10-12

BoOk, 'spiralbound, 322 pp, $15.00
Social studies (skill development).

This publication is the end product of a project sponsored by the
The project had three goals:,
"(1) to define essential social studies skills for senior, high students,
(2) to create a test item bank which can be used to create skills tests for
diagnosis and post-instructional analyS'is, and (3) to create skill lesson
models which can be used for student remediation and/or enrichment."
Minnesota Council on Quality Education.

The book's organization 'reflects these three goals-. The first section
of the book defines social studies skills objectives in four major categorieslocating information, evaluating information, using time and place, and
analyzing social problems. The second portion of the book provides
paper-and-pencil test items which can be used to evaluate student attainment of the objectives ligted. These test items were field tested with
high school students; revisions were made on -the basis of the test item
analysis.

,

._

The final section of the book is a series of worksheet activities
-which teachers can use to help students meet the objectiyes. The activities in thee section for "Locating Information" objectives cover using h?me
reOpurces, using community resources, and* using charts and graphs.
The'skills developed in the "Evaluating Itilormation" section are determinbias, differentiating between fact and fiction, and identifying relevant
and irrelevant information. ."Time and Place" skills include using chronology, using time schedules, using local geography, using American history,
and- using maps. In the section on "Analyzing Social Problems;" students
practice defining social problems, identifying value statements, identifying
values.. in conflict, recognizing implicit values, and identifying the con'sequences of actions. Several worksheets are provided fo'r beach skill,' allowintifteachers to pick content most-appropriate for their courses or to pro-vide multiple opportunities for student practice. °. (1:S)
A
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BST' -OF THE TITLE IX. P,ROJEN

57., E,THNIC,STUDIES SAMPLER:
ATERIALS

Editor:
Publisher:

Fraices Haley
Social Science Education Consortium, Inc.
and ERIC- Clearinghouse for Social Studies/
Social Science Mikado*.

Publication. Date :

1981

Grade Level:
Materials rand Cost:
Su8ject-Area.:

K-adults

Book, paperbound) 408 pp, $20,00
Multiethnic Td-Ucation

Thisa*sampler contains selected lessons, activities, and materials produced by ethnic.studies projects funded under Title IX of the Elementaiy
anti Secondary Education Act. Items selected for the sampler ar9 useful

to a variety of target apciiences--elementary and, secondary, clagsroom.
teachers, university professors, teacher educators, and tcommanity groups.
Both material's with a multiethnic approach and those focusing on particActualpages from the' materials are,
. ular ethnic groups are included.
° reproduced in the sampler.
The first section -.0V'the book provides- 36 classroom activities. The

°

activities are divided into thosie appropriate for use at the elementary,
middle school, and high ,,,school levels. Matecials in this section are generally ready for immediate use in the -classroom. A few examples follow.
Your- Ancestoks" helps elementary students develop a sense of identity
through examination of the origins -of their ancestors and construction of
a family tree. An activity for middle school- students examines the use of
° artifacts to gain iftformation about history: Students examine pennies° and
try to develop a list Hof eight things that historians of the future might
learn about the United States by. studying the penny .. They also examine
an Armenian artifact--the silver coin of Tigran "The °Great.'" After examinin.g phitgoiraphs of the coin, students attempt to write an essay about
Tigran. A brief description of Tigran's life is provided for comparison..
A series of activities on Norwegian Ar,t1"inirolve high -school students in
Aterviewkng Norwegian artists, taking'.--field trips, and ,greating some
Norwegian crafts.

41,4,

j;

0

-"the second part of the sample'T.::eongains asseeMent instruments and
curriculum design materials. Instruinents for egamining the school climate,
teacher behavior, and classroom. materials are included.

The third section contains teacher-raining materials. In this section,
one' reading offers a thorolugh 'explanation of-hoAr a teacher-training institution can modify its curriculum to ensure that piOspective teachers
undefstand and can implement° multicultura _education. 'Another resource
'in this 'ection is an outline of a teacher-training Course froriPa handbook
designed specifically or school persOnnel who work with Indo-Chinese
students. (RM)
.
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58.\ -FORAM MICRO/MACRO SYSTEM

o

Publisher:
Publication a e:
.Grade Level:

J. C. Penney ,Consumer Education Services
Continuous
K-adult

Materials and Cost:

Monthly pub:J:otion (8 months/year),
paperbound7$18.00/year

Subject Area

ConsuMer education

The publish r initiated the Forum 4MicrO/Macre System in September 1981 as an expansion of its Forum Magazine, which was formerly
published semiannu lly. The new progrim is a,series of eight publications
releaged monthly th oughout the school year.. The series includes tNt/o.
Forum Insights packages,
and four Forum NewsForum" Magazines, t
,
letters.

The program con ntrates..2n what the .,publigher Calls micro/macrofocused consumer educa. ion, emplv.sizing "that ,responsible consumer belia
for ancLattitudes must e concerned with the .balance between.short-term
advantages. for the indi Huai and long-term gains for sociity. " Each
publication in the progra focusses on a particular consumer - related topic,
helping students make "th best use of personal resources" while considering "how these micro decis ons have an impact on society as a:NZ/hole."
.

.

,

The two' issues of Foru Magazine published as par,t of the series in
September and January each discuss the `micro/macro, implications of one
topic of current interest. T e magazine includes .articles presenting a
variety of views on the topic-,. ,along with descriptions of teaching Pro:
grams and teaching aids.
.
.
.

_

sib

'
The two Forum Insights pa kageg, published in October and February, also focus on a single iss e. Each package contains a poster, as
well as consumer education lesson ready' for use,in the clasroom. For

0'

hts package; which*.intro°ruin
d the micro/macrb focus, included a poster illustrating.seven areas
fo consumer choiC'e and questions that help students analyze .their.
needs,
cho. es on the basis of wants and nds,
resourde limitations, and implitheir;
families;
communities,
country, and the world. The
cations for
'package also included ten "instant leSsons",. designed to help students
examine their responsibilities is consumers. Some of the activities are°
designed to 15e used individually, like t e "Good Old Daysnelesson which
involve students in interviewing family embers to .determine how consumption patterns and lifestyles have cha ged over time. Others_ can be
done as a group; an exam* is the "rss e Analysis" activity, in which
students use six steps to move 'from identi cation of an issue' to formulating a plan of action for dealing with the I_ -sue. Th,:packliage also contamed a pamphlet of background informatio ori 'micro/Macro consumer
economics, including a case study of ozone n which students, employ"
value, clarification, decision-making; problem- caving, and issue analysis
example, the SPring/Stimmer 1981

_

skills.

Copies of the Forum Newsletter,: which' is a new publication issued in

- ' November, December, March,' and April; were nit, available for review.
4
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develop a single
The publisher state's, however, that each newsletter
concept from Forum Magazine and will include teaching suggestions for
use in the classroom or community. References will also be provided.
(LS)

I*

GAMES CHILDREN SHOULD PLAY

59.

Authors:
Publisher:
Publicaion Date:

Mary K. Cihak and Barbara Jackson Heron
ScoPt, Foresman and Co.--Goodyear 'Books

Grade LeKel:
Malterials and Cost:

K-6

1980

Subject Area:

1/1

BOoI5, paperbound, 256 pp, $9.95
Affective 'education, communicatidas

The authors of this book, subtitle Sequential Lessons for Teaching
Communication Skills in Grades K-6, beli ve that "learning to listen, speak,
and problem solve is surely as basic as 1 rning to read, add, and.punctuate -a. sentence." They have therefore developed a yearlong series of
lessons 'suitable for use with entire classes or small groups of studepts.
Two levels of lessons are presentedthose generally suitable for primary
*Stivdents and those gene"3.11y suitable for intermediate students:
.

.

1

.The lessons are divided into six sections, which generally focus on
the following topics: understanding yourself and others, the process of
communication, listening:: skills, nonverbal ommunication, communicating,

'through words, solving problems, assertiveness, and a review of the
schbol year and personal and 'group. grei.'vth. For 'eacle lesson, the

activity cala be used;
author's provide .a' list of sutject° areas in
the appropriate. grade level, a goal, a 'list of terials needed, a detailed
description of the procedure, related activities in various subject areas,
and black-141'e masters for student handouts. Many of the lessons, are
correlated with. language arts or social studies topics, bpt others can be
used in art., music, mathematics, or science. Students are involved in
such activities as brainstorming solutions to problems, -role playing,- using
body langugge to .communicate, completing stories,' keeping a journal,
cooling, doing puzzles, drawing, making- mobiles, 4nd filling out worksheets.
.

A useful aid r teachers is the introduction to the series of lessons.
This introduction dudes a rationale for affective education and the teach-

ing of communications skills, a description of the system used to develop
thel\lessons presented, directions for using the activities; suggestions for,
inco4Forating the less.was into the "crowded curriculum," a discussion of
affective education, and a :description of how school
the teacher's role
Counsliol might use the activities. (LS)

J
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GLOBAL ISSUES IN THE INTERMEDIATE CLASSROOM

Jacquelyn Johnson and John Benegar
SocialsScience Education Consortium, Inc.,
ERIC Clearinghouse for Social Studies/
Social Science Education, and Global
Perspectives in Education, Inc.

Authorgi

Publisher:
1

-

Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

19 81

Subject area:

Global studies

5-8

Book, paperbound, 152 pp, $8.95

.. Johnson and Benegar, believirig that global studies is too often'
regarded as a subject for secondary schools only, have developed this
book of activities to help teachers integrate global studies .into the
intermediate-level curriculum. The authors believe that, global studies is

z

important- for all grade levels because' "the complex interdependent nature
of, our world, the rapid rate of change, future 'shock,' political and e'co?mak crises--all require the 'development of relevant knowledge and skills
if students a:re? to develop fulLy into active, responsible, and thoughtful
adults."

_The book is divided into three Major sections, each presenting, activi. ties, related t one of the following themes: global awareness, global interdependence, and cross-cultural understanding. The first section intro-

dices students to "the nature of the world and the part, they play in it
as inhabitants of the planet:" In the section's five activities, students

examine the connection of their class to the world through a global bingo .
game, research the origins of their firSt names; trace the international
sources of products usec1-4y.children, use fanP.sy or real vacation trips
in a' mapping activity, and explore the ways in which changes in the technology of transportation have affected ,e world.
r

file second section focuses pri' economic and energy issues which
illu' strate global interdependence. Topics covered are global energy
A.-resources, effects of the drought of 1980 on the manufacture of peanut
butter, the, relationship between the United States and oil-exporting
'countries-, and _variations in the price of gasoline around the world.
.,

i.

111.1!

.

The 'final *section. of tip .book contains '417tivili.es 'designed to "promote c

acceptance of other people, groups,' and"ou4stures. as a foundation upon
Students explore options
,... which to build increased global understanding."
for communication acrosd. cultural and language barriers by working with
international road signs, examine various kinds of stereotypes rand study
'the McDonald's restaurant .chain as an example of transmitting ,ideas and
products across cultures.
'
For each' activity, the authors provide a brief overview', a list of
-...,objectives, the time required, materials needed, 'advance preparation,
teaching procedUres,, and follow-up actievities.,_ Blaciline masters for
student worksheets are provided, as are lists of resources for students
and teachers. (LS)
,
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Author:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:
Subject- Area:

Lillian giermann Wehmeyet

Libraries Unlimited, Inc.'
1981

1-9

gook, hardbound, 211 pp, $18.50
Future studies
1'

Subtitled World Futures in Novels for Young People,, this resource
book' is designjd to help teachers and librarians use futuristic literature
"as a vehicle to explore with young people, the future of the human species
in this universe." The book is. divided into four sections. The' first
provides a rationale for teaching students about the future' and for using
literature .in that process. It also pro.vi,des suggestions for use of futuristic fiction in the library and the classroom. Suggested classroom uses
are 'as the basis for a language arts unit on novels about the future and
as supplementary materials in social studies or science 'units on the..future.
Suggested learnig activities are also given; these include writing scenarios, coinpiling'.a futures catalog, comparing and contrasting visions of
the future presented in various novels, and dramatizing scenes from
ovels. This section ends with a list of teacher resources..
.

,

The second section of the book provides a discussion of the topics
covered in juvenile literature about the future, along with a discussion of
the importance of balancing optimistic and pessimistic views of the future.
Examination of the topics discussed indicates the applicability -of futuristic
literature to a 'variety of social- studies units; the 'topics are natural
resources, environment, technology, growth, politics, war and peace,
group dynamics, interpersonal dynamics, and personal development. Time
and place settings are also discussed. This general- diScuSsion is illustrated_ by examples drawn from the more than 150, futUristic novels
described in the third and longest section of the bo.olE. For each entry,
the f011owing is- provided:

bibliographic information, suggested' -grade

level, a plot summary, and author, notes suggesting aspects of the book'
significant in relation 'to future studies .and/or, li rature. The books
1-9/ alth ugh many can° also be
listed are aimed at students in
enjoyed, by 'high school students.

The \final sirction. is ah'indei of the listed--books by theme. This

index will facilitate teacher selection of materials to supplement particular
social studies units. (LS)
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William E. Patton

Editor:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Le'vel?'

4

*

e

IMPROXING THE USE OF SOCIAL .STUDIES TEXTBOEWS

62:

National Council for the Social Studies
t

1981

,

K-12

'aterials and -cost:

Book, paperbound, 88 pp, $6.95
Social studies

Subject Area:

Faced With insurmountable evidence showing that the -textbook ,domi-

nates classroom instruction in the social studies, the editor of this bulaccept the reality'. Of the situation and dilf everything
letin decided'
possible to improve the ways in which textbooks are used." ,

Chapter 1 of the bulletin- focused on "Updating the ,.Outdated in. Textbooks." Three general strategies for dealing with -outdated material are
suggested: compiling visuals to supplement outdated material, collecting

new data to supplement outdated material,, and using outdated material in
ways other. than that in 'which it was originally intended to be used.

Chapters "2 and 3 examine a second' problem in'the use of textbooks-readability. The first, of these two chapters focuses bn increasing all
students' comprehension and reading skills through a variety of prereading, reading, and postreading activities. Chapter ;3 defines common
reading problems encountered in student. use of textbooks and provides
specific suggestions .for working .with less-able 'readers. For example,

aim

-

0.

one suggestion is that the class be diyided into small groups, each of
Which is assigned tlie.responsibility for establishing a learning center that
will develop the concepts and/or skills introduced -in a particular part of
a chapter:. s, Students ate: encouraged to use a, variety of media in establishirig their centers.
O.*

Chapter 4 provides specific ideas for improving students' ability to c. '
gain information from pictures and other illustrations.'

The fifth and sixth chapters focus on-sex and ethnic stereotylaing
White' these chapters are titled "COrrecting Sex (or Ethnit) Stereotyped

Te$books," the content of the chapters is morel .directly related to
fl

,

4

detecting such stereotypes.

ID

The final chapter of the bulletin is an "extensive bibliofraphy of
Published materials which address the question of textbook content.'
.

.

.4 . 1

.

.

.

4-stratef

-,"
Most of the chapters contaili "Springboard Lebsons" in which
gies suggested in the text are ifilistrated through particular lessons..for,-*,
specified 'grade Aleyels and content. ',For example, in the first chapter; -a
suggested springboard lesson for students in the intermediate ,graries4s
to have= students develop _thematic time 'dines On- such topics- as fashions,
wars, and architecture using,-visuals from -discarded textbooks to 'demon - 4
strafe the changes, in these areas.. (LS)--t . '
a.

-
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63.

INTERCOM

Editor:
,Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

,:'

Continuous
K-12

Journal published 3 times /year =, 40 pp,

subscription, rates: 1 year $10.00,,2 years
$18.00,`3 years $25.00
Global studies

Subject Atea:
.,.

David C. King
Global Perspectives in Education, Inc.

Intercom is a quarterly -journal published since '1968 to explore how
educators "'can best prepare young. people to function. effectively, both as
individuals and, as citizens in a .democracy, in this global age 'with its
', unprecedented pressures and opportunities." Believing that the' backto-basics movement demands' th'at -teachers find ways of integrating "new
but central concerns" into a core curriculum, the editors- of "Intercom have
recently revised its ..format
meet two objeCtives: "to -explore ways of
integrating into the basi curn
lum these new but central concerns' we
.s
see as ,essential to a basic educ ion" and. "to suggest ways in which a.
''global perspective can inform this process."'
7o

,

.

.

,--

,Intercom includes a variety bf materials' designed to meet those objectives: practical teaching suggestions, background articles by authorities
in. relevant fields, some complete' learning activities, and lists of 9teacher
resources. For. example, t.a recent issue. focusing on energy education
included seven major articles: a 'discussion of teaching about the hidden
'41.- effects of energy decisions,, particularly effects on the Third World; an
article describing the Project for an Energy- Enriched Curriculum (see.,
review. in volume 6 of' the Data B4Ore) ; a discussion of school /communi
cooperation, in-energy eduCation-, with numerous examples of successful
cooperatiVe projects; an analysis of -the impact and implications of 'the
collision between modernization, tradition, and.equity in the world' rapidly developing nations; an article suggesting ways .that currentt,:n.ergy-ivi
related ,news,storie,s can be used to help students eXplote groba.
er-,
dependence; a decision - making simulation on allocating gave tnet4 funds
for redearch'ort various forms of ener y; ,,and a -description of 6ne way tq'
usethaps in study of the global elle,
x blem. , The issue al o provides
an annotated list of resources.
,
.,

,

,

f'

kt' ..

.

,

SOme issues of Intercom deal 'with' specific, topics--energy education
slucaton
Ctr ',global trends, in agingwhile-Otheri_focus- on integrating global per,,°,,.f. spectives. into such courses as geography, citizenship, and economics.
,
-Back issues --of Intercom available fdrseparate pgrahase include a rePort
on glob1.41 e.ducAiozi programs in forCe across the country ,and complete

teaching 'units on such- topics as universals bf culture; folklore,' Asian
eitiseriences,; the en.vironinent,,and. changing roles for women and men.
Back .issues are,from 32 to 96 pages in letigth and range in price f-rorp

'-$1.7:8 to $5.00. A. complete liSt 'of back issues available can be obtained
'from. the publisher. (LS)
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MEDIA/CLASSROOM SKILLS:
VOLUME 1

Authors:
Publisher
Publication Dale:
Grade .Level:
Materials and Cost:
Subject Area

GAMES FOR THE MIDDLE SCHOOL.

Jeanne E. Wieckert and Irene Wood Bell
Libraries Unlimited,. Inc.
1981

7-8

.

'Book, hardbound,-250 pp, $17.50
Art, foreign language, language arts,
social studies

The 'authors of this babk, believe that by using learning games,

teachers and media Specialists can motivate student inyolveMent, develop
students' skill's, and involve teachers, from, all subject areas in the use of
the library or ,media center. In this volume, they present an introduction

to the 'use of games, along with directions for more than 90 learning
games., The games are divided into five categories: the media center,
language arts; social studies, foreign languages, and art. A companion
voltime presents gameefor' use in developing science, math, physical`'
education, and life' skill's.

The introthictory chapter' opens with a rationale for the use of games
to supplen3ent traditional instruction. Eleven'S steps in 'constructing a
game are. described; these steps-are developing the , theme, determining

the purpose, 'determining the grade level, determining the number of
',players, -determining the format, determining the method-",of Checking,
4des1oning and gathering the materials, defining the player& roles, deciding -upon the procedure and time, conducting a trial run, and evaluating
student learning The introduction also includes ,a list of the benefits of
gaming and three,pre/postte4ts for assessing students' skills in using the
media
center :
.
.
,
,
. ..
.s.
. ."
.. The games described in The following five chapters of the book are
presented in-a staridara* format. The purpose of each game is liven,
followed by ,Vii. grade level,,,time," number of participants; method- of

.

.

...,

Checking _performance, materials needed-, and step: by -step procedures for
playing tlfe ,iarcie. --, Although a grade level is given for each game, many
scan be adapted for 'other grade levels. The number of participant's
ranges from one student to two entire classes, Many of the games
requhte preparation of Materials; ,once constructed,
however, -these materi,
, -.
als can bg tised many time
411.
,

.4

3

,

The social studies ,c1Ii.pter includes 19 games serving such 'diverse
purposes as developing skill hi use of coordinates, pibmotilfg interest in
Africa\acquaintiiig students with septionalistii, and interesting students in
current events,. _Game procedures are equail,y varied, ranging from typical

board game procedures to constructing a' scale model of a,''city.

;

.1

,

.

several
The- 'variety.provided should' permit every teacher
aq&sh'ould
give
teachers
_ideas`
games that can be used in ,their,courses.

for ;deveIRptir& their",own tames. .(LS)
re
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NEW PIONEERS:

Project Director:
Publisher:

Amanda J. Smith
North Carolina Department of Public
Instruction
From EducatiOn Development Center

Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and 6Cost:

1980

K,12

BOdk, unbound-, cellophane-wrapped,

3-hole-punched, 232 pp, $6.25
4:

Subject Area:

.

SEMINAR LEA15ER1B. HANDBOOK

Nonsexist edkicatian

Subtitled A Program to Expand Se Role Expectations in Elementary
developed by a 'protect funded
and Secondary Education, this handbo
Act,
presents a 20-hour teacherunder the Women's Educational Equity
mining course. x In the afthor's view, the goals of sex equity are "to
identify all opportunities for (1) building trust and partnership between
the sexes, and (2) etpanding 'students' perceptions and options in work
*idles, family roles, and 'personal development.
Major topics addressed in the course are current problems and attitudes regarding sex roles,. sex identity and its importance, the relation7
ship between 'work and family, the impact of sex bias-on men, language,
bias in instructional materials, vocational education, the hidden curriculum,
sex-integrated phySical education and athletics, the culture of the students, sexual relationships, and men and women in the work place. How
sexism affects minorities is addressed throughout:

,

Many of the sessions in the course are desigried4-to be` presented in a
lecture /discussion format. Even for presenters who are not comfortable
with this format, the background information presented for the lectures
will be useful. Other sessions center around small-group activities. For
many of the sessions, the ,handbobk also provides activities- that can be
used with students. Fkr example; in the Session on how sex role stereotyping affects men, ten possible role plays for° students to' use in explortug the issue are presented. ::'Bibliographies for each major topic are' also
provided.
Also Inehtded in the handbook are guides to, help teachers and seminar leaders plan prograths. The guide- for teachers includes exercises to
help teachers identify opportunities for applying their increased underAtanding in4the classroom, developing their own 'sex equity oNe.cthres,and creating an activity plan.
*tp
;;,
While the book iA designed for -use as the basis of---an inservice
course, teachers ,could use it iin,dkiidually to increase their sensitivity to
' sex role. issues and to develop activities to, help 'students do the same.
(1,

(LS)
a.
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NEWSPAPERS AND LAW-RELATED EDUCATION

Authors:
Publisher:

I

Sanwa Diamond, and Linda Riekses
.

St. Lo is Post-Dispatc, St. LoUis Globe-

Democrat', and St. Louis Public Schools
Publication Date:

1981

Grade, Level:

5-12

Materials and Cost:
Subject Area

, 2 books., pperbound, 41 pp and 64 pp,
$5:00 each
Legal etucation

Newsyapers' and Law-Related Education is a set of two identlitally,

titled books, one for, students in grades 5-9, the other for students in

grade's 10-12. The books are designed to help teachers who want to use.
newspapers to supplement instruction in their law- related courses. The
authors feel that such use of newspapers' has many benefits, including
localizing information., dramatizing textbook infOrmation,
motivating stu.
dents, and improving reading skills.
.

The guides are each divided into t o major sections. The first con "" ains model lessons designed to acquai .-twchers with the various sections

of the newspaper and how they can be used in law-related instruction.
Ten sections, of the new,sOaper are included: 'news,' editoriath, features,
advertisements, business hand financial news, consumer news, sports,

photojournalism, columnists, and comics. The model lessons provide background information on the relevant section of the newspaper, lesson objectives, a list of materials needed, step-by-step procedures, and a sample
article, story, picture, or cartoon. Follow-up activities are often provided. The examples are drawn from. St. Louis papers and references are

made to the specific titlesiof sections of those papers, but these facts do
not, inhibit use of the materials in other areas.

One confusing aspect of the lessons in this portion of the secondary
book is that while all the lesson procedures begin by having students find

relevant story in the paper, subsequent steps in some lessons are
generic and apply to any story found by students while in other lessons
the steps are writteno.epecifically to fit the sample story included with the
lesson. In the latter instances, teachers using the guide will have to
develop similar procedures suitable for, the articles their students find.
The second section of each gUide provides model lessons illustrating

the use of newspapers in teaching about substantive areas. Topics

covered in the middle . school guide are lawmaking, `corigunier rights and
responsibilities, 'juvenile problems and law, Ind the U.S. judicial system.
The thigh school i9ide provides modem lessons on criminal law, consumer
law, family gat, /housing law, and individual rights law. The several
Activities provided for each area are presented in' the format described

,above.

(LS)/
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F

A

Author :

Publishes

.

Foundation

Publication Date:
Grade Level:
- Materials and Cost

p ,;,) 1980

7-12.
---....

amep.- r ea d y copy, cellophane wrapped,
176 pp,1$35.06

Local government, local history,
social
,
studies

,Subject Area:
.

/

John Guenther
American Newspaper Publishers Association

Our Living Community is designed "to provide students with a cornI*
prehensive and interesting study of their community" through use of the
local newspaper. Toward that, end; the author has developed 155 activities for secondary stud, iiis that can be used in, a number of ways.
a teaching unit, minicourse, or infused lessons is sugAlthough use
gested, particular attention is given to developing learning activity packages for individualized instruction. Detailed instructions for/creating
learning pickages are given, as are numerous planning forms. The

activity format also facilita,tes use of learning packages by providing spaces
to indicate Whether activities are required or optional, what objectives they
meet, and how many points students are awarded for their completion.
,

.

The activities encourage students to explore a variety of issues

xegarding the local community, including its goVernment sysitem, values,..
history, lifestyles-, 'economic situation, strong points, and weaknesses.
The activities also develop- learning about the parts of the newspaper anti
about the Influence of the newspaper on community life. While a. teacher
would not wish to use -all. of the activities- -both because of :time constraints
and some repetitionthe activities do provide a range of subject matter
and teaching strat ies. 'For example, activities require students to
analyze and chart he amount of news space devoted tc/ local, state,

national, and inte national stories and draw. conclusismh about their
results; search the newspaper for examples of government regulation in
their Community and write a story about their findings; create quizzes
about local news events and figures; write an ad to sell their community;
develop a cartoon -strip about their community; exainYne the implications
for their community of news stories about Suprertio',Court decisions; and
write obituaries and/or horoscopes for their community.

Our Living Community also includes two use, 1 appendices. The first
provide supplementary activities linked to four /subject areas: geography,
--history, government, and economics. Most of /these activities could be
used with intermediate students Without adaptation. Thee second appendix

provides suggestions regarding evaluation./Sample knowledge and attitude questions are given.

A unique, feature of Our Living ,"om,munity is the form in which it is
marketed--as camera-ready copy tO.:(be tinted by local newspapers, as a
manual or set of ,cards for scluicr use. ,Teachers interested in the program
might therefore-contactlocal' newspapers about the possibility of under..
taking-such an enterprise,. If the newspaper is not interested, teachers
n purchase and reproduce the materials themselves, (LSI
.
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PARENTHOOD HANDBOOK, THE

9

.

Author:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:

Stuart Lazarus

Materials and Cost:

B000k,- paperbound (pages are 3 -hole-

Subject Area:

a
.0"

,

Addison,-Wesley Publishing Co.
1981

7-12

P

punched and perforated), 146 pp, $12.50
Family life education, health,, language
arts, social studies

4

Citing the fact thatona larger percentage of today's high school studenfs may become parents than may become vccters" and the rising number
of teenage pregnancies, the author of this. publication calls upon sdhools

to help prepare students to be parents, just, as they prepare students to
be voters, drivers, and consumers. The Parenthood Handbook is designed
to provide activities for home economics'; _health, language, arts, and social

studies teachers who wish to include parenthood education in their pro'

grams.

The handbook is designed to meet three major objectives: "to
brOaden student perceptions pf parenthopd, to help students interact with
infants and young children, and to help students, Make decisions about
community services. available to parents.q Ten activities are provided for,
each objective. The 'activities can be used in any order, although the
author recommends using an introductory activity if students have had
little experience in studying parenting and ,family life. For each activity,
the time required, purpose, a descripti,on,' materials needed, skills devel-L
oped, procedures, and out7of-class options are given. When'required,
mars for student worksheets are also .provided.
In the `section devoted to. broadening.students' perceptions of parent-

hood, the activities cover such topics' as skills needed for arenthood;

how` parents alletcate' their time, the cost_ of bearing and raising a child,
the ,decision-making responsibilities of familY ,members, settin -limits for
children's behavior, active listening, and. role ,conflicts experienced by
parents. The final activity in the section is_ a game, called "Maybe Baby,"
which deals with family planning. The author recommends using this
activity only after conversations with other *school personnel indicate that
it is appropriate. He also cautions teachers to get parental permission if
required.

In the second section of the book, ituOents, are exposed to such

activities as using observation forms.,to analyze parent /child interactions,
observing children at a day dare center, reading to children, talking to a
pediatrician about children's health care needs, and analyzing children's
reactions to television Programs. The out-of=class options are critical to
many of the activities in this section of the book. Administrative support
for these activities may be necessary.

.4 I

fp
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The final section of the b&k contains activities designed to help
students make decisions abot4 services available to parents. Students
identify available services, examine child care options, develop criteria
vior choosing a day care center or, babysiltter, take a "parent -eye view" of
schools, and research social service agencies, medical facilities, and

.

recreational programs.

Many of the activities call for students to use their flown parents as
sources of information. ,The author is sensitive to issues of family pri-`
vacy. He'. suggests that students be asked to share family information on
a Noluntary basis only and that the purposes of activities be explained to
parents. To facilitate this process, an appendix provides a letter to
parents describing the program. Other appendices provide a bibliography
of books on parenthood, a list of organizations concerned with parenthood
education, and a list of bibliographies of children's literature.

The author provides some suggestions for using the activities in a
varietyof courses, including U.S. history, government, psychology, and
sociolOgy. Teachers interested n parenthood education will find numerous other ways of incorporating these activities into existing classes. (LS)
69.

,

SOCIAL STUDIES FOR THE ELGHTIES

Author:

Leo*nard S. Kenworthy

.Publisher`:

John S. Wiley and Sorts, Inc.
1981 (3rd ed.)

Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:
SubjeCt Area:

K-9

..

Book, paperbound, 555 pp, $16.95
Social studies teacher education

This book is a revision of the author's work previously titled Social
Studies for the SeventieI. While retaining.}1ae basic format of the original
book, the author has included more discussion of values and- such topics
as death, divorce, and ecology. All reading lists have been updated.
The ,premises underlying the book are that research on teaching and
learning should be incorporated into social studies instruction; that the
social studies curriculum should draw on such fields as art, literature,
music, and sciencE; that teaching strategies should be varied; that a'
multidisciplinary approach should be used; and that a global perspective
should be introduced very early.

The book opens with a discussion of 'the purpose of social studies,
followed by, a brief, checklist of activities preservice. teachers can do to
prepare for teaching. The third and fourth, chapters 'focus on suct, determinants of the social studies curriculuM as the nature of the disciplines,
child growth and development, and the nature of society.

143
147
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The middle portion of the 1Atok covers a wide variety of topics:
r
teaching strategies, social studies skills, values education, resources
for
social studies teaching, current affairs, lesson planning, 'provision for
individual differences, relating other subject areas to the social studies,
evaluation, and c)iaracteristits of, effective social studies teachers.
The remaining chapters provide., suggestions for teaching students
about themselves, familivg, communities, the United States today and in.
history, other nations, and current problems. Each chapter includes a

list of related textbooks, trade books, and audiovisual materials.

While the zationale for the book's organization is not always clear,
numerous ideas that inservice, as well as preservice, teachers can use, are
provided. (LS)
70.

SOCIAL STUDIES IN_SECONDARY EDUCATION

Author:.
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:
Subject Area:

David G. Armstrong
Macmillan. Publishing Co. , Inc.
1980

7-12

Book, hardbound 427 pp, $14.36
Social studies' teacher education

Thid secondary methods text provides discussions' and examples
which will be equally useful to inservice and preservice social studies.
teachers. Acknowledging that students- °fan/ lack_'interest in. . social
row interests, the
studies and often enter social, Studies classes with
author provides an histOrical .treatment of trendsri social studies and
curriculuM organization and then provides a framework and'techniques for
planning and implementing a social studies program that will promote "bothindividual development and social responsibility."

.

The strategies for planning and implementing such a program are
presented in six sections. The first, "Prepapng for Instruction," contains
chapters-devoted to "Identifying and Organizing Content," "Plannidi.Social
Studies Units and Daily -Lesson Plans," "Diagnosing Students,," "Interacting
with Large Groups and Small Groups,!' and "Assessing Students' Learning."
Throughout this section, the althor emphasizes the importance of not
relying on the textbook as'' the selector of content and course orga izer.
As is true in subsequent section's, numerous examples of applica on of
the techniques and principles discussed are provided.
.
'The second jor,4seclion of the book focuses on !Social Studies
Skills."' Its throe chaPterS'deal with developmentof the following skill
categories: reading, locating and organizing 'inforrmation, and using'
various types of visu displays (graphs', ,tables, maps, , etc.).

"Teaching Strategies" devotes an entire 'chapter to the ruse and place
Other, chapters deal with patterns fot

of inquiry in the social studies.

Teacher -Resources

sequencing instruction and selection of instructional techniques. °Specific
examplei of the use of'lecture,. independent study,\,discussion, team learning, role playing, simulation, debate, and brainstorming are givtn
In the next section, Armstrong examines five themes common to social
studies programs. While acknowledging that-these are only a few -,of the
Many thematic concerns integrated into sociaLstudies classes at the secondary level, the author feels they represent a broad range of such topics.
They are decision making and values, multiethnic education, law-related
education, moral edufation, and commUnity-based learning.

The final two sections Of the book focus on problems associated with
teaching the individual social science disciplines and the profession of the
social studies teacher. Professional growth experiences are stressed.
(LS)

71.

USING LOCAL HISTORY IN THE CLASSROOM

Authors:
Publisher:

Fay D. Metcalf and Matthew T. Downey
American Association for State and Local

Publication, Date:
Grade Level:

1981

Materials 4nd Cost:
Subject Area:

Book, in preparation
Local history-

History *,

7-adult
rre

.

Believing that teachers are often urged to use local history sources
and techniques without being given the knowledge they need to do so,

t
s

ti

Metcalf and Downey have prepared a "how-tO-do-it manual" for secondary
and college history. teachers, "The introductions 'provides an analysis of
the development and use of local history techniques in education and
local history has not become an instiexamines' the prifflary reasons`
tutionalized part of the curriculumteachers!' lack of training in the area.
The authors discuss the two commonly cited justifications for teaching
local history.: it provides training in critical thinking and is I'n' 'avenue
into larger areas of historical experience:." -The-,implications of these goals
for class planning are discussed. -Alt otigh the authbrs feel a semesterlop.g -course in local history is` the ide ,.-format, they also believe' that
local history projects can be incorporat d into a variety of other classes
as well.

The bulliof the, book is divided intp _threfe parts. The first,
.
"Methods and Sources," desCribes skills and'techniques used in local history, sources and resources available to teachers, and use of rmaterial
culture in the study of local- history. Appropriate methods for finding
and using library resources,, oral history, three-dimensional objects,
photographs, and quantitative data are examined. -A list of g..ljides and
for .the collaboration
articles on local history is provided, and
Guidelines
for studying
of .schools with other agencies are described.
material culture are also provided.

it"

tr

as ,
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\

z

The second part of the book, "Content an,a Concepts," includes four
chapters, each suggesting ways that local history call be used in studying a particular topic--families, econbmic history, social history, and
political history. Several approaches to each are described. For example,
in the chapter on teaching about families, the authors' discuss a genealogical approac4, -csuggesting that students , research families Other than

their own to senate historical research and analysis from emotional
responses) , a' study of the family in U.S., history, examination of the
impact of larger events on fi'milies, and investigation of family cycles.

Useful si.rces of information and teaching activities are ,pi:ovided in each
chapter.

The final section of the book, "Teaching a Local History Course,"
'describes Ohree approaches to teaching ,a local history course: the
chronological approach, the topical approach;' and the cultural journalism
approach.. The teacher's responsibility in establishing such a course is
discussed, and the work that...must be done in preparation is detailed.
The authors also suggest 'what material should be covered in a unit
introducing students to local history and provide activity suggestions for
additional units. (LS)
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VALUE REALMS*, TEE

Vincerit and Carol Presno
Teachers College Press

AUthdiss::14blisher

,-

ation),?ate :

rade.

:

1980

%V'

Book, paperbound, 1,34 pp, $8..50
. Values education
;s
.. .
' 4
.1'
This book presen er astivi.ties, that teachers may use to- help students
.
think .bout arid make*afue .iticigmerits in a broad range of yalae realms."
While the activities, have begn tested with Students in %up'per elementary
ls° and aOst
ect- Are.:
Subject.

2

,6

through high school, the

are adaNable for nearly any grade level.
9 ..

'''

three, major,sections. The first describes
the value. theory an which the cavities- pr'esente in the last two sections
are based. The authors hang ased )heir work n the definition of value
in general (goodness- in
he -valua
deyeloped by. Robert S. '5flartma
gene'ral) is defined-in terms of c nceptual f lfillment. Sornething is

The book is divile

41

V

valuable (good) if it fulfills its co cdptual properties." The authors use
the following example toillustraW ;this .definition: "If my i4ea of a 'car'
is that it, has an engine, doorsi bralTS,. four wheels, a steering system,
and so forth, I will compare a partialar car to this id.ea. Ii! the pb.rticwheels, I ;r111.1iidge_the car to
ular car is lacking its doors and :one of
But
cfit
has
all
or
most
a the tiu_a_lities contained
have very little value.
in my idea or concept of icar,r,theri I° decide; it has considerable value."

.

By applying this gerviral.cliticept to various Areas_of life, thekauthors

define

number of value realms which may concern teachers ancV students :

150

146
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itt,-

the psychological realm Imotives, attitudeSOkand feelings),. the ocial realm
(role expectations, normg, and social, duty),, the economic real (goods,

work, and consumption), the ethical realm (the value of the in ividualY,
the social-ethical realm (citizenship and group participation), the esthetic
realm, the poetic and literary realm,s.the technological realm, and the legal
realm. Each,ot these realms is briefly discussed.
The second section of the book yresents activitiesiin the -various value
realms. - Common teaching strategies, used are discusSion, completion of
worksheets and charts, writing- exercises, and role playing. For example,,
in an actiyrdesigned to help studefit4 unArstand how peoplgdo and do
not fulfill the role expec tions of others (an element of social value), it

is suggested that studenN, draw cartoons of people in reciprocal role.<
relationships (doctor/patient, teacher/student, etc.) and write value statements indicating what each person expects of the other. The class then
discusses the various drawings. The activity concludes with students'
role playing such situations as a patient not doing What the doctor expects
or a child not doing what the parent expects. A, total .of 56 activities are
presented in this sectiOn.The final section of the book presents eight activities interrelatingoie
the various value realms. For example, students consider how an airline
might be valued by such diverse people as a financial expert, a njechani_-_cal engineer, a passeng ?, a personnel supervisor, and a.9. advertiser.
This final section also provides 21 activities designed 'to help students
understaitd the three dimensions of values which cut across all the value^
realms--intrinsic value ("the value f involvement and unique immediate
experience") practical value ("things valued for tlaiti.D .characteristics, or
descriptive qualities"), ftnd technical value ("the value of synthesis, .
structure, systematic relationship, and. -order ") . (LS)

73.

WHAT TO DO WHEN THE LIGHTS GO 'ON

AutEors:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:

Materials and Cost:
Subject Area:

Maureen Gaffney and 431i-ry. Bond Laybourne
Oryx Press
1981

K-6

ook, papetbound, 268 pp, $19.50 (als8

available, clothbound, $24.50)

Art, language arts, social studies

r

Subtitled A Comprehensive Guide to 16mm Films and Related Activities
for Children, this book "is' designed to be handbook for educators who .
want to use media creatively with children." While the book documents an

arts education program' tested in schools, day care centers, and museum
education program,s, much of the information provided and many of the
activities 'suggested' will also be useful 411, the language arts or social
studies teacher.
The bbok's introduction provides a geieral discussion of the use of
childrian,and includes a checklist for developing a film ,program,

4

Teacher Resources

suggestions, for introducing films, and ideas for keeping .groups interested
"when things go haywire." A glossary of film terms is followed by a
description of one' art education film program developed in a museum setting, complete with brief descriptions of ti ...activities and films used in
the program.

1

The, next major portion of the book is called "recipes' and contains
suggested activities for use after showing specific filmb. While mr-ibp.of
the activities are art-focused, others' are quite apprppriate for social
studies classes. For example, after viewing, the film Organism, which
draws' parallels between city life and the functions of a living organismi.
stedents in grades 4-6 create -a town with decorated' boxes. A follow-up,
digcussion focuses on the benefits of spontaneous versus plan
growth.
Another "recipe" suggests seven films that can be used to int duce 'students' to family
. history activities.
The next portion of th0 book provides a subject /activity index to

.1

.

.

,

films for children, followed by annotations, of more"-than 300 films suitable

for use with students aged 3 through 12. Information provided on each
film includes title; length, (distributor's name, color Or black and white,

film-making technique, date, film-rhaker's name, country, age redommenda-

- . tion$ and a description.

A bibliography of p'iint materials about using films with children con-

cludes the .book.

(LS.).
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74.-

ANALYZING CRIME .AND CRIME `CONTRDL:

A RESOURCE GUIDE

ED 204 220

Authors:

Ruth I. Butterfield and others

Publish ...ex:

Joint Council on Economic Education

Publication Date:
Grad Level:
Materials and Gast:

1981

Subject Area.:

7-12.

4

70 pp; EDRS price: My-$0.91 plus postage
(PC available only from publisher, $4.50)
Economics, legal education, political science

This d ocument( the fourth in a series of resource guide's emphasizing
economic/political 1-analysis of contemporary public policies and issues,
focuses on ,criine control. Designed as a thr6e-week unit for secondary
students, the guide is presented in three sections. The introduction
is
presents an economic an4 political science framework for policy r
pi
and political science.
and discusses the integration of
in the second section include the'incidenbe and costs of crimeattitudes.
toward crime and criminals, thee economics of crime, punishment as deterrent, evidence onai:rests, juvenile Courts,, resources for criminal justice,
. victimless crimes, and public policy choices. The third section contains
six learning activities. Studerits take a crime I.Q. test, discuss a filmstrip on the cost of crime, survey 'the prevalence of thopiVting among
teenagers, compare ideas of criminologists and sociologists on crime control:, plan a program to prevent crime in the schoOl, and participatein a
simulation. -Reproducible materials are. provided for each activity. (KC)

'
to

75.

BASIC SKILLS IN ASIAN STUDIES

ED 200..494

°

Author

JameS Haritula

Publisher:

Service cen, str for Teacher's, of Asian
Studies

jublication Date:
trade Level:
Materials and Cost;
Subject Area:.

1'

1981

7-12

72 pp; EDRS, price:. Mi0-$0.91 PC-$5.30,

plus postage
Area studies, world geograph
history

world

One of a series of papers on Asian studies published by the Service
Center for -Teachers- of Asian Studies, this document contains 20' learning
activities: for developing basic skills while\ teachini 'Asian studies at the
secondary level.. Tie, activities, which were 'field tested, are selfcontained.' and include short readings followed by student ,Worksheets.
Learning activities de§igried todevelopreading skills focus upon defining
terms and identifying key words in:brief reading selections ins Asian
studies, clasSifying sourqes of information, and answering objective ques-

1.57

151

4

t
4
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0

lions based on readings. The learning activities which teach critical thinking involve studenes_irvanalyzing ebretrieval chart on Communist Party
detnbership and comparing the ,gross national produCts of Asi.ah countries,.
To develop -skill in interpreting the geography Hof Asia, students read
did' make inference& from evidenae of the location of Japan and
examine places 'in Asia.'",that have similar geographic features. Students
develop
11 itn 'understanding history., by'telling time 'in the- AStah tradi, ma
a time/line of Asian history, assessing similar ideas in Asia
an the U,nitekStates, and correlating'.eventa in Asia and Europe.. A
p test is included. .(RM),

X76.

DO YOU HAVE TO... TO?
-UNIT

.A

LOBAL PERSPECTIVES EXPERIMENTAL
Az,

ED 199 136

Authors':

-44

Judy Starrand Karen Casaus

Sw

Albuquerqiie Teachers' Learning Cent-Er.'
Publication Date:
Grady Level:
Materials and Cost:

1980

4

K-6
,

.

.

pp; EDRS price: MF-$0.91/PC-$3.65;.:
plus postage (Pc also available from
publisher, $3.60)
Global studies "z
38

Subject Area:

This unit of study on global perspectives contains activities to help
elementary students, respect and understand the traditions, cultures;' and
values of other peoples and themselves. The objectives are to teach children that -be:sic human needs are met An certain common ways, to help
children examine their lifestyles and the, reasons-for them, to help chil7
dren , accept differences, and to encourage group discussion in which, all
opinions are considered. The material can be Used as a discrete unit of
study or can be integrated into the curriculum throughotit the year. In
one activity, whiCh focuses on the cultural universal of material goods,'
children are. asked to debate the question "Do you have to receive, preserlts
to celebrate your birth ay?" The children Must use the library to find
out- how' other cultures celebrate birthd4ys and present, their .findings to
the Cips through a,puppet. show ox a role play.. Such cultural uniyersals'

as the arts, play and ecreation, -language and nonverbal conimiini4tion,

social organization, soci control, conflict and warfare, economic- organization, educations and world views are considered in other activities. (RM)
AI/
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:,. MUTUAL IMAGES
.ET MEETS WEMUTUAL

ED 196 765

4

Publisher:

Center for Research in Social Studies,

Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Ma.terials and Cost:

1981

00

Subject Area:

,

7 -12

-12 pp; EDRS price: MF-$0.91/P.C,$5.30,

,

phis. postage (PC alSbravaila.ble- from

.
kr^

//

Stanford UniVersity

,

publisher', 1.5.04 accompapying. slide set
available from publisher, $25,.00)
Psychology, sociology,, U.S. history,
. world history

This unit of study uses historical and current encounters between
Japan and , the West as a case study Jo- help secondary students exploreissues of cultural contact. The activities .tare- appropriate . for U.S. bi°world history -courses, as Well as psychology or sociology classes. The
:unit can be cqmpleted within five class periods of 50 minutes each. On
the first day -students learn about perceptiong'. and misperceptions. On
day two students .trace patterns of interaction. between Japan ava the
West from the 16th to lgth centuries and study Japanese thistory during
this 'time. On the third day students compare the manner in which
Westetthers were portrayed 'by some Japanese artists during these centdries, to the images Of Japanese held by Westerners., On day four, students examine American perceptions of the Japanese and Japanese perceptions of Americans. ,On the final day, of the unit, ,students discuss how
mew .infOrmation eallOws people to change their per..ceptionS. The teaching
methods used include examnation of primary source materials, class discussion, surveying;' and viewing slides, which 'are the only materials not
included in' the unit. (RM)
78.

ENERGY AWARENESS RESOURCE UNIT ,FOR INTERMEDIATE .GRADES

-ED 194 440

Authors:
Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Subject Area;

Richard S . and' Harriet B . Myers
1980

.4-6
'44 pp; EDAS price: MF-$0.91/PC-$3.65,
plus-- postage

Energy education

This instructional package suggests objectives, activities £. and evaluation' methodS for -use in ari intermediate-level minicourse, on- energy?
Objectives are to help students become' aware of the 'present energy situation and 'to make more.intelligent energy-related decisions. The -suggested
activities can be integrated into, language arts, science, math, "Sociar.
studies,. art, music, and drama courses: Some of the suggested' activities
.159.

-153
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are creating an.energ'y information center, planning an energy fair, working on art projects, surveying friends And family regarding energy use,
drawing energy-use time lines, and calculating energy consumption of
household appliance's.; A 'period of several weeks' would be 'required to
comPiete all the. suggested activities and evaluation procedures. Background information. an,d a bibliography on energy ai:e also provided. ( DB) k
79.

FABRIC OF ALASKA'S PAST, THE: A CURRICULUM FOR HISTORIC
PRESERVATION

.,

4

ED.. 194 429

Editors:,
Publisher:
;Publicati ©n Date:
Gradet-Le'vel:

Materials and Cost:,
SubjEct Area:

Jankow
and Michael S. Ken edy
Al'1Ea Division of Parks and Weste n
Interstate Commission for Higher ducation
Celi

1980\

K-

151 pp; EDRS price: MF-$0.91/PC-$11.90,
plus postage
'Local history, state hiStbry_

This model unit intended for elementary students inventorieSAla.stca's
historic" sites and examines the values of preservation. The unit can
easily be adapted for use by teachers ion other parts of the country. The
objective is to develop awareness of the architecture and structural aesthetics of our,man-made,past and sensitivity to the value of preservation for
present and future generations. The unit includes descriptions of Alaskan
sites with accompanying discussion/research activities, a behind-the-scenes,
look at the types of people involved in historic preservAtion, antd, step-bystep directions for conducting a survey or inventory of local or regionally
significant historical sites. A bibliography of student and teacher
resources is included; (RM)

GRAPHING: A STIMULATING WAY TO PROCESS DATA. HOW TO

80.

DO IT SERIES 2, NO. 10
ED 194 .441
.

Author:

Michael L. Hawkins

National Council for the Social Studies
Publication Date:

1981

Grade Lev_el:

K-9

Materials and Cost:

9 pp; EDRS price: MF -$0.91 plus postage
(PC Available only from publisher, $1.00)'
Social 'studies (skill development)

Subject Area:
.e-

'160
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This paper is concerned with. helping elementary and junior high
school students interpret and construct bar, picture, line, and circle or
area graphs. On the, basis of a literature review the author hypothesizes
that students are generally insufficiently prePa ed
use graphs effeetively, although they are expected to use the as data sources on a regu -'
1-ar basis, particularly in social studies classes. To help social studies
teacher's overcome this deficiency, information is criven on uses, conatruc-'
tion, evaluN.tion., types of graph 'paper, derivation
data, follow-up

activities, and interpretat-ion of the four types of graphs. Teaching

strategies and follow-up activities atp also suggested axial examples of the
types of 'c questions teacherg should ask to guide students through the ,
process of analyzing a graPh are given. A special note on guarding
against bias concludes the paper. (DB)

81.

HOW TO PLAN AND CONDUCT A MOCK TRIAL: CIV/L. TRIAL

ED.-201 577

Publisher :.
Publication Date:
:
Grade Level:

Missouri Bar Association

Materials and Cost:

41 pp;, EDRS price: MF-$0.91/PC-$3.65,
plus postage

1981
7L12

,
:I,

Subject Area:

Legal ,education

7,
document contains resources and suggested steps t

,

.

o help seconThis
hi
dary teachers organize and conduct mock trials. Although written specifically fors rise in Missouri, the do&Ument can easily be adapttpd by teachers
-------------:
other states. The authors believe that a mock trial is valuable in, help,"
ing --stidents learn, about specific areas of the law, courtroom procedures,
roles of cou troom personnel, and how U.S. courts resolve conflicts peacefully. The firs ection of the document describes the steps in a civil
trial in Missouri, inc
jury selection, beginning the trial, opening
statements, presenting th uidence, jury instructions, final arguments,
and jury deliberation. The facin-, a landlord-tenant case are presented
aloft with resources and background in -or ation students .need to partici.
in cross-examining witpate in the mock trial. Some cardinal rules u

nesses are provided, as is a chart depicting the

troom seating
arrangement. The document concludes with a general dikus ion of how''
to prepa,re for mock trials and other legal proceedings, including pellate
hearings and administrative hearings. Simplified rules of evidence which--

the students can use are also presented.

A

155
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IMPROVING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF YOUR QUESTIONS: SOME
ABC'S OF QUESTIONING

'ED, 198 0

Authop:

Robert J. Stahl,'

Publication Date:
Grade Level:
MaterialS and Co St:

1980
K -12

Subject Area:

Social studiles

.

.>

11 pp; EDRS price: MF-$0. 91 /PC-$2 . 00,
plus postage
1

"This' paper offerst. suggestions to help social studies /teachers improve
the oral arid written ,questions' they pose in class and fitse questioning
behaviors wiich enhance the chances for 'appropriate student answers.
Seven types of 'questions are identified as useful questioning strategies:
recollection/recall, defining; topical, relational, comparative, preferential,
and 'emotive. Examples acid specific .uses of each type of qUestion -are
given. The author suggests that in `addition to Sosing clear and concise
questions appropriate fAir giiren situations, teachers can improve questioning situations ,if they adopt positive prequestiv behaviors. Among these
are planning ahead,' mentally rehearsing, mp.king sure that students have
all inormation needed to answer the question, stating the question clearly
and precisely, including cue words to help students focus their thinking,
asking one question at a tiatit-r asking the question before calling on a
student, and avoiding asking a large number of questions that require
simple "yes /no"' responses. Positiire postquestion behaviors are also suggested; these include waiting; in silence, after the.,question to give the
student a chance to think over what was said, .refraining from continually
calling on the same students, and helping, students feel' comfortable with
periods of silent waiting and thinking. (DB).
1

83.

4

INDIVIDUAL AND 'ETHNIC IDENTITY,'THE: A SOURCEBOOK. FOR
ST'UDENTS 'arid A, GUIDE FOR. TEAC'HE

ED 198 067-068,

' Junior, College of Albany, New York

Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade Level::

flT80.:

7-adult

-"'"

37 4and. 66 pp; EDP.

Materials and Cost:

price: MF-$0.91

each/PC-$3.65 and $5.30, plus postage

a

Multiethnic' education

Subject Area:

1

c

These° two documendS are designed
for teachers and students at the
cs
_.
and college levels. The sourcebook contains interview responses
seco
from '51 ,in iduals of varying ethnic backgrounds. It focuses on the
ation aid assimilation, individual ethnic identity, and
processes of im
43.

7
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ethnic group relations as they affect the individual. Immigration statistics and a list of laws and programs affecting immigration are included.
,The teacher's guide is presented in four major sectiwi s. The first two
sections provide infothiation about the forniat of the sourcebook and list
general and specific objectives. The primary objective is, to help students
recognize that, all people who identify with ethnic groups are individuals
and not simply representatives of a "group. The 'third section of the guide
defines such terms as assimilation, ethnicity, culture, discrimination,
prejudice, racism, and WASP. The final section suggcs4e formats for
presenting the sourc-ebooks. Class discussion questions are presented,
and gr,oup work, homeWork assignments, and classroom activities are discussed.. Example activities include having, students identify ethnic businesses in their communities, examine ethnicity as portrayed by the mass
media, and analyze Thomas Nast cartoons. 'A questionnaire for interviewing individuals about their, ethnic identity is included. (KC)

INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION IN THE SOCIAL STUDIES THROUGH
LEARNING CENTERS AND CONTRACTS HOW TO DO IT SERIES 2,

34.

NO. llo
ED 195 472

Author:
Publisher:
'Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

Subject Area:

Anita Price Davis
'National council for the Social Studies.
1980

r

K-12

9 pp; EDRS price: MF-$0.91plus postage
(PC' available only from publisher, $1.00)
Social studies

This paper presents a rationale for individualizing instruction in K-12
social studies and offers suggestions to aid teachers as they develop two
individualized instruction techniques. The recommended approaches are
learning centers (areas of the classroom set aside for special learning,#7,
review, and reinforcement activities) and, learning contracts (agreements
signed by 'teachers and students setting forth the type, amount, quality,
and due date of a specific assignment)s. The author suggests that learning centers. and contracts can be particularly successful in individualizing
:Instruction because they are applicable to many situations. Steps in planing learning centers and .contracts include assessing students, selecting
topics of instruction, stating the rationale, formulating objectives, developing activities and Collecting materials, and preparing the contracts and
centers. Instructions for implementing' qiese steps are presented, as are
evaluation methods and a sample learning contract,, (D13)
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IN SEARCH OF

ED 199 169-172

R PAST:'UNITS',IN -WOMEN'S HISTORY

,

Editors:
Publisher:
Publication Date:

Suzanne Hurwitz and 'others
.
Berkeley Unified School District

GrCade Level:

7-9

Materials and Cost:

182 to 372 pp; check Resources in Education for ordering information on individual,
documents (PC also available from Education Development Center:- contact EDC for
ordering information)
U.S. history, women's studies, world
history

,

1980

,subject Area:

This series of four documents includes two teachers' guides and two
One ,guide, and manual focus on women in U .S \. history ,
.
the others on women in world history. The materials are designed to
supplement the content customarily. taught in junior' high U.S. and world
history courses. The three''units for U.S. histaty courses focus on Native

,55

studenill manuals

.

American women in Pre-Columbian America, Southe'rn women from. 1820 to
1860, and women as immigrants and workers from 1820 to 1940: The three

I

units for use in world history courses examine the role of women'under'
feudalism- in WeStern EurOpe and China, ithe role of women during the
Industrial Revolution, and 20th-century women ih transition, with emphasis
on-Third World women. Each teacher's guide contains a copy Of the, student manual, ;objectives, background Materials; teaching procedures, suggested activities, and;bibliographies. Each unit also contains an oral
history assignment. Fa- example, in the unit on Southern women, students conduct interviews with three generations of women to discover how.
StUdenti also
read and discuss, selections in the student manuals, complete worksheets,
and participate in role plays. (KC)

c","_ingrained, the concept of an "ideal" woman has become.

5

86. '311STICE%EDUCATION TEALING STRATEGIES (JETS): K-6
ED 199 195:161
$4

.

Editor :
Publisher::

Publkatiori Date:
Grade Level:
Materials an d Co §,

-/

%

Nelson

.;

,

Pennsylvania State Departmehr of Education'
.

1980
..

K-6

..

:4

_.
5

Vt--;

39 t o .90 pp; check Resources in Education,
for ordering infoimation on individual
docuriients
.

Subject Area:

.

Citizenship education, legal education
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This series bf K-6 teaching guides contains ,classroom activities dealing with citizenship education. ,The purpose of the series Is to promote .
and maintain positive student attitudes and behavior and to assist. students in understanding their rights and meeting their responsibilities to
help 'ensure the safety and welfare of self and cithers. Most of the three
or /our units in each guide are self:contained, but some of. the activities
do requii-e use of commercially available materials. The/topics covered in
the units are feelings,-responsibility, conflis-t-, rules and authority, safety,
and crime prevention. StudentA are involved in many different kinds of
activities. For examplg, kindergarten students participate in interpretation
of pictures, making bulletin ,boards, role playing, and singing about school
1us safety rules, while fifth-trade. students read' and discuss the Bill of
in small-group problem-solving exercises .and -a mock
Rights,
trial, and
an listen to guest speakers. Each guide concludes with a listing
- of print and nonprint student materials. (RM)

O

87.

KALtIDO5COPE 20: ORAL HISTOkY IN THE CLASSROOM
a

ED 195 485

Editors:
Publither:

Barbara Meyer and -others
Massachusetts -State Department of EduCa-

.---

tion

5

ate:
on Date:
Publicati
Grade Level:
MaterialS and Cost:

1-

.

1980

4

----

Ire adult

63 pp; DRS price: MF-$0.91/PC-$5.30,
plus postage (PC also available from
pubtisher, $1.15)
Oral history°

,

Subject Area:

.

-'

_------

This publication discusses oral history's potential as a teaching tool
and its application in learning, situations from the elementary' through pivstsecondalry levels. The book is divided into si'X major sections. The first,
"Focus on Friends and Family,,-" examines ways of using oral Itstory to
learn more ,about family and friend's, Section- 2, "Focus on Aging,"
,describes three oral history projects dealing with bider adults, aging,`,and
cultural perceptions of old age. In one project, eierht eleTnentary and
middle school' teachdrs were paired with representatives of elderly care
facilities near their, schools. Through a series of seminars, this group
learned about oral history techniques and then collaboratively planned the
details of a variety,,of :projects bringing young and old together. The
third section, "FoCus on a Community," describes three community A.
projects--one contrasting the pasts and presents of two communities, one
using oral history to balance the usual presentation of the history of famous people, and the third giving a local perspective to, historical events
"Focus on Ethniin the world. The two projects described in section
city," used oral history to increase students' awareness of their own ethnicity and that of others. Section 5, "FocuS on Time," describes oral history projects ,which investigated particular time periods in the past. The

publication concludes *ith a listing-,of oral history resources.
A
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LEARNING ABOUT LAW; LEARNING' ABOUT RESPONSIBILITIES;

88.

RULES, RULES, RULES; rneRESPONSIBILITY AND Yip'

ED 200.501-504
<

David fi. gaylor

Author:
Publisher:
Publication Date:
Grade' Level:
Materials and Cost:

f

Ohio State Bat -Association.
.

1980

c'

).

' 2-6
,

50 to 57 pp4 ,check Resources in Education a
for ordering ,information on individual
doeuments

,o

Legal education

Subject Area:

These four' instruction al units each include a booklet for .teackers
and a book of duplicating masters for student handouts. The 14-lesson
Learning About Law and 11-lesson s'earning About Responsibilities are
designed for use in fifth- and sixth grade social studies classes. -In
examining laws and responsibility, st dents participate in .such activities
as making a book on laws, analyzing poorly written laws, wri ing down
laws related to things they see from the Classroom window, r le playin
4 and surveying family members regarding the meaning of responsibility. .°
Rules, Rules, Rules and Responsibility and You areaimed at second- and
third-grade students.. The ,units,, which include 13 and 11 lessoris;
respectively, help students understand their feelings about" rules, the
need for rules, what makes a good -rule, what responsibility is, the °consequences of irresponsible behavior, and their own acceptance of responsibility. Again, activities are varied and require use of , such }sic skills
as reading, writing and speaking. (DB)
,

89:

LESSON PLANS IN LAW-RE {,ATED EDUCATION

ED' 194 425

.

Utah' State' Office of Edu. tion

Publisher
Publication Date:
Grqadii Level:
Materials and Cost:

1980

K-6

118 pp; EDRS price: MF-$0.91/PC-$8.60,
plus postage
Legal` education, yalues education

Subject Area:

This handbook contains leiSon plans to help elementary teachers L,
integrat "legal and. values. education into their readirig, language arts,
are also
and social studies programs. The teacher-developed less
intended to help. students develop critical thinking and decisio -making
skills. The handbook begins wits brief descriptions of the teaching
strategies used in the lessons: .critical thinking, brainstorming, role
playing, debating, ,discussing, and presenting case studies and mock trials
.
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ty, rulgs and laws, stealing, proamong others. Topics include aut
safety, vandalism, the court.duction and consumerism, road and wa
room, and laws"relatinse to pets. The major portion of the publication /
- consists of the lesson plans, each of which includes a topic, an approximate grade level, an objective, teaching strategies, resources, evaluation,
and a tine frame. (RM)
.
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MAKING CHANGES;
PROBLEM SOLVING

ED 199 169

A FUTURES-ORIENTED COURSE IN INVENTIVE

.

Author:

John W. Thomas
Research for Better'. Schools, Inc.

Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:

1981

a

Subject Area:

'"

I

7-12

169 pp; ED12.S

MF-$0.91 plus

postage (PC available only from ETC
Publications, $8.95)
Future studies

This textbook/workbook fora secondary students is designed to stimuto four
is organize
late inventive solving of future world problems.
Unit 1 defines the nature of the course'
. units and contains 23 lesgons.
and provides methods for stating and %defining problems, brainstorming,.
working in groups, and judging ideas. Unit 2 discusses methods for forecasting the future and determining acceleraAring trends, and food crisis
solutions. Unit 3 focuses on analogies.asa--means of problem solving.
Unit 4 presents a "Future Wheel," which is a method of looking at possible
consequences and needs that might result from an event or development.
. Each lesson lists objectives, contains numerous illustrations, and is activity
oriented.- Students learn to constructchcklists and matrices for problem
solving. Activities include finding solutions. to 'school vandalism; controlling forest fires; designing uses for,old airplanes, warships, nd ,mattregses; and designing solar and underground housing units and\a spedIal
windmill to meet the needs of a, farm family. Thy final lessons ,focus on a
class activity, Project Vista, a planned community for ,which students
design housing and sit on committees for the environment, education,
work, and-health and welfare. (KC)
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91. MAN'S' IN,HUMNPITY TO MAN: A CASE IN POINTTHE NA.ZI.
HOLOCAUST

ED 201 586

Publisher:

Connecticut State ',Department of Education

Publicarn Date:

1981

Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:---

7-12

Subject Area:

.4

111 pp; EDRS price: .t/14-$0,.91/PC-$8.60,,

Plus postage
Language arts, social studies, world
history

This, tqficher resource coritaint readings, discussion questions, and
learning actiNOties on the Holocaust for use with* junior and senior high`
school-students. The materials can be used in social studies and literature
classes. The developers believe that it is the obligation of educators to
make youth aware of the widespread existence of man's inhumanity and of
possible encroachments on individual and, group rights, so that democracy
can be preserved. The first'section of the book briefly presents'a number of examplds of man's inhumanity to man throughout the ages. The
remaining sight sections deal with tAe Holocaust. Topics treated include
Germany after World War I,,,,, Adolf Hitler, the 91'hird Reich, the lostzeulGermany.
Eastern European' Jews who were destroyed, the "FinartSoruture
tion,n world reaction, and aftermath. Each section contains a reading
selection, questions fbr discussion, suggestions fol- learning activities,

and a bibliogr*hy of student print and nonprint materials. A few examples of the learning 'activities in which students are involved include doing
research, writing papers, listening to guest speakers, tracing the history
of anternitism in Germany, and writing 4ssays. (RM)
92.

PERSON AND THE.PLANET, THE: A PROBLEMS COU SE

'ED 188 977

Author:
Publisher:
Publication Date: ,'
trade Leye1
---Materials and Cost:
S_ubject Area:-

Florence 'Wictutis
.

Planetary Citizens
1980

i0-14

51 pp; EDRS price: MF40..91/pC-$5.30,
plus postage (PC 'also available from
publisher, $4.00)
Global studies, psychology, values
education

ft

A

.0...

O

/
explore individual
This curriculum guide presents five units
-growth and self-assessment and their relationship to global problems.
The one-semester course is designed for senior high school students or

0
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The guide is .pt-esented in six chapters:
The first chapter provides an introduction discussing objectives," prerequisites, skills, teaching methods, and teacher preparation. The remaining five chapters present the five teaching units, which focus, on: selfassessment, human relations problems, and ways to integrate the personality: transpersonal psychology; global problems and problem-solving techniques; student teaching; and organizing for 'social action. For each unit,
detailed, teaching strategies are offered along with a thorough ,explanation

college' freshmen and sophomores.

of,- the exercises.

93:
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PRACTICAL POLITICS

ED 200 49r

Publisher:
Publication Date:

it

alit

Grade Level :

9-12

Materials and Cost:

77 pp; EDRS price: MF-$0.91/PC-$6.95,
plus postage
Citizenship education, civics, U.S. 1

'SubjeZt.Area:

government

7s%

.

*Ohio Department of State
1980 (yev. ed.)

.

These 12 lessons on practical politics have been designed to help
high school teachers in Ohio develop and implement e ucational.prograrns
on citizen participation- and, specifically, voting. 0 ectives are to farniliarize stu\6e-nts with Ohio voting and registration la s and procedures, to
introduce them td voting equipment, to acquaint them- with politically
,
active community members, to increaSe their ability to analyze ballot
issues, and to increase their awarendss of and interest,in _governmental
processes./ The activities can be adapted quite easily for use in other
states. Activities are _aimed .primarily at students in 1,2fh grade. but can
be tailored for use in. grades 9-11 as well. Most 'lessons arp designed to
fit into a one-hour class Reriod. :Topits are voter participation, concerns
and issues, developing and elialuating.Zawpaicin materials, evaluating information sources, investigating community attitudes 'e ist tion procedures,
elections, the 4electoral college, and, political party stru 4.4e., Students
aye involved in a variety ,of activities, including a mock cOnvention,

5

school election%. class discussion, analyzing; voting materials, re-Searching

political
issues, writing cantriaign materials, and conducting community
.
surveys. FoK each lesson, background preparatian, objectives, activities,
resources;* and helpfithhints are given. Such handouts as survey forms,
tally forms, and calendars of activities are provided formariy of the activities'.
r
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TEACHERS' GUI ES AND STUDENT MATERIALS

,th 190 4221-467

Authors:
Publisher :

Various

Project Consumer Operation's SUrvival
Training (COST)

R

.

Publication Date:"
Grade.
Materials a nd Cost:
,

J

1978-19807

K-12
...-

,

22 -to .249 pp ; -check- Resourtes in Education

for ordering. informatipn'on individual

:17-2

..documents
,.

Subject` Area:

.

, Consumer education
t
.
--,

O

-,

.

Project COST has produced 44 teacher.'developed unitSfor :use-in a .
variety
of classes, ,K-12. The units cover a range of consumer_edutation
.
topics. The 23 -units. dev-eloped for ;Use at the elOmentary -level .cover such
as purchase and care of pets, takes,safety,
tdy, advOtising,
nianufactUring, budgeting, and-making chan'ge. Topics covered in the 21
secondary, units _include banking, comparison shopping; credit; advertising,
weddings; jol?,interv,iews, ,insurance, and taxes. Some unit -s- also address
such Skills as writing sentences,,' writing business letters,. an p.roblerb
solving. Each unit inclUdes both teacher and 'student materials. The
activities suggested are varied, including role playing, viewing filmstrips*,
filling in tax forms, conducting surveys, ,completing w rkshetts and writing exercises,, drawing cartoons,, designing bulletin- oards, and' doing
research. Potential users should check-Resources in ucation for specrfic unit titles: and ,ordering inform'ation. (LS)
.
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95. ',SOCIAL STUDIES: A:PRIMARY HANDBOOK7A L'ANGIYAGR, ARTS
APPROACH

ED 194 212(!

Authors z

Publisher :,

Kathryn S. Atman and others'
Pennsylvania State Department of.
Education

Publication Date:
Grade Level:
Materials and Cost:
Sk.tbject Area:

4

1980
X'

K-6

116 pp; EDRS price: MF-$O. §I/PC-_$.15AO;

plus postage

*
9

Social: studies

This handbook contains eoncIpt-oriented leiscms which help, elementary teachers incorporate, social sfridies instruction irfto tteir classrooms.
The program emphasizes concepts from each of, the social, science disciplines. Included among these are learning', family.; customs,ktooperation,'
competition conflict, rules, and laws voting , locAgSzi and direction, trans.

.
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t
portation, region's, needs and wans,
golds and services, symbols, and

time. The program also emphasizes skills of information acquiring, reading, organization, communicationi_ citizenship,, geography,,' and time relationships. Each lesson contains a concept question, skill, student competency, suggested activity, and list of materials needed. :The Activities
are varied. For example, in a lesson on learning; which also teaches the
-skill of informattem
students use 'magazine pictures to make a
collage of children` 'and adults in various learning situations. In a class
discussion of ttre .situation pictured, teachers, are encouraged to stress
that all' age groups can learn. Because the activities use materials found
cr.asSroom.s, they 'can easily be used by all elementary teachers:
(RM)
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TEACHING THE FREE ENTERPRISE SYSTEM IN BUSINESS EDUCATION
COURSES

'''ED 190 470

'

'

,t

1

Publisher:
Publication 'D te:
Gra:Se Level:-1

Materials and loost:

Subject Area:1

- Texas Edurcation Agency"
1980

7-12

111 pp; EDRS price: MF-$0.91/PC-,48'. 0,
plus postage (PC' also available from
_publisher, $1..00)
'Economics

This pub ication provides secondary business, teachers with strategies
JPtudents in activities tiat will develop a better understandingfor
involving
,
system. The activities, many of which
of---the Americ n free
d by social
social studieS teachers, are organized under 1.4 basic
can .also be

otic p-ts selected to help students under'stand the relationship
between econo is affairs and their personal lives. The concepts are
trade-offs, problem
yfc
, respurce scarcity, human resources, 'opport
,e use of credit,
solving, and decision making, natural resources`, f
comp-etition, the role of profit, the role of finan e, business cycles, teCh
riological growth and development, social 'respon ibility, the role of goirernment, and international- trade: Students are involved in sdch activities as
viewing and diScussirig films, playing games, doing libra-rVreSearth,
. writing papers on the work ethic, listening' to guest, speaker's from an ,
economic

,

eniploytn.ent agency, and 'debating the merits _cif _technology as .a solution_ to
economic problems. 'The publication also includes a glossary, and an anno-

tatedlistingi_ofprint -afici.nonp,rint materials.

(RM)
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U.S. POPULATION DATA TEACHING. PACKAGE

ED 202 765

's

-

Publisher :

Population Reference Bureau, Inc.

Publication bate:

1981"

Grade Level.:

7-12
.

.Materials and Cost:

26' pp ; EDRS price: MF-$0.91 plus postage
(PC available only from publisher, $2.00
for 1 'copy, $1.75 each for 2 or 'more
copies)

American studies, sociology

Subject Area:

This document contains teaching materials .on the 1980 census data
for use with secondary students. The primary objective of the materials
a statistical snapshot of their country as it is today.
is to give
They will also
also help students develop skills in analyzing maps and charts.
The materials consist of the newsletter "Interchange," a U .S. PopulatA2n
data sheet, a.nd,a. set of four student information sheets. The newsle,tAr
contains teacher instructions, a pretest/posttest, and five discussion.
questions : The newsletter also contains a few articles on population
_education. The U.S. population data sheet is a chart of statistics for. the
nation as a whole and each /of the four reons, nine divisions', states,
and, the District of Columbia. Along with reCently, released population
totals as of April '1, 1980 are comparisons _with, 1970; projeCtions. for 1980;
latest birth,. death, and infant mortality rates; migration and immigration
figures; per capita income; racial composition; population density.; and
percent of eLderLy. The student information sheets consist of an essay
deScribirn the m" ajor °population trends of the 1970s and a map of the
opulation increase or .loss for each
United "States showing percent of population
h
-state. Questions on the map arid a set' of exercises to help
students
analyze the statistics on the data _Sheet are included on the student
information sheets.
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